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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton will head a
delegation to a meeting with
top Philip Moms USA officials
next week.
It would be a longshot
attempt to persuade the company to keep its Louisville cigarette factory open.
Philip Morris officials said
last week that the plant would
be shut down at the end of
2000, costing 1,400 workers
their jobs.
Patton said Philip Morris
has been an integral part of
the Louisville-area economy.
To employees facing loss
of jobs "this is also a personal matter that deserves our
full attention," Patton said in
a statement.
Patton is to meet with
Michael Szymanczyk, president
and chief executive officer of
Philip Morris USA, on March
9 at company headquarters in
New York.
Secretary of the Cabinet
Crit Luallen, Economic Development Secretary Gene Strong,
Louisville Mayor David Armstrong and Jefferson County
Judge-Executive Rebecca Jackson are included in the meeting, Patton's statement said.

Collins,
Littleton
part of
task force
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. Martha Layne
Collins is among 19 people on
an advocacy group's task force
on teacher education.
The Task Force on Teaching in Kentucky's Future was
assembled by the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence, the group announced
Tuesday.
It is to be directed by Gayle
Ecton, a Western Kentucky University professor and former
superintendent of Henderson
County schools, a Prichard
Committee statement said.
The task force is one of
two currently studying teacher
preparation, including their college education and professional
training.
The other task force includes
six
and
legislators
12
appointees of Gov. Paul Patton.
Both groups are to make suggestions to the General Assembly.
The Prichard Committee
voted in July to tackle the
teacher education issue.
Executive Director Bob Sexton said teacher preparation had
been "the least addressed area
of education in Kentucky.
Collins, who was governor
1983 to 1987, is one of eight
Prichard Committee members
on the task force.
Mary Jane Littleton of Murray is also on the task force.
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sunny.
Thursday. Partly
High 50 to 55.
Thursday night. Increasing
clouds Low around 40.
Friday...Chance of showers
and thunderstorms. High in the
mid to upper 50s.
Saturday.. Dry. Low around
40. High in the upper 50s to
lower 60s
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Schools study. HAPPY BIRTI-10AY1
new calendar
munications for Fort Knox schools,
said Tuesday. "If they would just
spend a couple of days in the
classroom, even with kids at their
best behavior, they would really
get stressed out."
Fort Knox became the first
school district in the commonwealth
to switch from a traditional to an
Associated Press
(APT — At least three school alternative calendar, as educators
districts are planning to decide prefer to call a year-round school
this month whether to join other schedule.
Two Fort Knox schools started
Kentucky districts in adapting a
it under a pilot program
doing
calendar.
year-round school
School boards in Owensboro. initiated during the 1994-95 school
Paducah and McCracken County year. Two years later, the district's
are mulling over the idea of scrap- six remaining schools made the
change.
ping their traditional calendars.
Children in Kentucky attend
"You know, people don't understand that teaching is hard work,"
Dick Thornton, director of corn-

• Paducah
may fc)11c)vv
Murray's lead.
By JAMES PRICHARD
Writer

• See Page 2

Lawmakers uneasy
about new system
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Transportation Cabinet officials hope a
new system that contracts 'with private companies to provide cartage
to welfare, Medicaid and other social set- .ice recipients could save
money and be more efficient.
The former system, which included horror stories of Medicaid recipients hiring limousines to take them to the pharmacy, was subject to
fraud and abuse, said Jerry Ross of the Transportation Cabinet.
But legislators say they are uneasy about the costs of saving money.
"I have some grave misgivings about what we're doing here to
save a million dollars or so," said Rep. Jimmy Lee, D-Elizabethtown.
"I'm going to be a real watchdog over this particular program. To
save a few dollars, we're going to sacrifice some people who can't
help themselves."
As much as $5 million to $6 million a year could be saved in
the $50 million program, Ross said.
The cabinet is going to contract with brokers in 16 different regions.
The brokers are in charge of arranging transportation for social services ranging from non-emergency Medicaid to vocational rehabilitation
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The Dr. Seuss birthday celebration in Calloway
County was a rousing success, with students, parents
and teachers all participating. Clockwise from top:
the reason for all the
hoopla: about 120 people
crowded into the Calloway
County Public Library for
Tuesday night's pajama
party; a sweet treat awaits
the partygoers; United Way
director Peggy Billington
enchants children during
her turn in the reading
chair. See page 10A for
more photos.

Ledger & Times photos
by Bernard Kane

III See Page 2

Administration
renews attack
WASHINGTON (AP) — The tions of President Reagan and then
Clinton administration is trying to Clinton, lawmakers of both parbuild momentum in Congress for ties oppose the law's renewal withallowing the independent counsel out at least a major overhaul.
House members and senators
law to expire on June 30.
Congressional officials said Pres- have suggested changes in the law,
ident Clinton's personal attorney, but without a consensus, sentiBob Bennett, would argue the ment is growing for letting it
administration's case against the expire.
-On Tuesday, the administration
Watergate-inspired law in testimeny today before the Senate Gov- for the first time went on record
against the statute when Deputy
ernmental Affairs Committee.
The administration, battered by Attorney General Eric Holder told
Independent Counsel Kenneth a House subcommittee that it "has
Starr's five-year probe, reversed failed in its goal of removing politics from the process."
course Tuesday and announced it
- "The act was supposed to
was withdrawing support for the
increase trust in our government;
law.
The administration's witnesses unfortunately, it has diminished
are speaking to a Congress already it," Holder told the House Judihostile to renewing the law. Angered
by independent counsel investiga- • See Page 2

Congress focuses on Y2K
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Senate dedicated Tuesday to the
Year 2000 computer problem, looking at threats ranging from smallbusiness bankruptcies to Russian
missile malfunctions.
"Forecasting Y2K is a lot like
predicting weather," Sen. Christopher Dodd said: "You can only
track the storm and watch the
effects."
Dodd, D-Conn., and Sen. Bob
Bennett, R-Utah, who head a special Senate panel on the "Y2K"
problem, issued a 160-page report
outlining serious potential problems in health care, energy supply and government services if
action isn't taken to change computers by the end of the year.

They also emphasized that, for
most Americans, disruptions in
vital services will be minimal. People can expect. Bennett said, "a
bump in the road, but it will not
be crippling, and it will not last
for an undue length of time."
Seeking to allay fears of widespread social and economic chaos.
Dodd said people.'should have
canned goods and water on hand
Dec. 31 as a normal procedure,
but there is no need to stockpile
food.
The Senate, by 99-0, passed a
bill establishing a Small Business
Administration program to provide
loan guarantees to small companies trying to repair computers or
affected by interruptions in supplies.

The National Federation of Independent Business said more than
half the nation's small firms that
use computers have yet to act to
make their systems immune to the
Y2K bug. "The majority of small
businesses are not ready, and they
are not even preparing," Sen. John
Kerry. D-Mass., said. "It may come
down to a choice between debt
or dissolution or rolling the dice."
The bill, S.314, still.needs House
consideration.
The Bennett-Dodd report concurred that small businesses and
local governments that lack the
money or expertise tol repair their
systems faced the biggest risks.
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Davies seeks changest
we
grade nine
Davies said. "Fromon,
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
leak studels."
Staff Writer
Davies also pointed out that those numDr. Gordon Davies, president of the Coundo not include people who never attempt
bers
Murin
was
Education,
Postsecondary
cil on
ray Tuesday to discuss the state of higher to seek additional education.
"What I'd like to do is show that addieducation in Kentucky.
education can lead to a better way
tional
State
Murray
the
to
presented
In a lecture
University Faculty Senate, Davies discussed of life." he said. "I don't know if I can do
how comprehensive universities like Murray that. I'm not a social scientist."
One estimate has indicated that it will
State will figure into the state's goal of
educating its population at the national aver- cost more than $450 million to improve
Kentucky's higher education system by the
age by 2020.
year of 2020. Davies is one of many
target
specific
very
was
"The state legiqature
about what it wantOd the University of Ken- who are looking for ways to finance such
tucky to do, whiith was to become a top a massive effort.
His'Main recommendation is that the state
20 research facility," said Davies. "They
have not been very clear about comprehen- should go to a system of prospective fund
enrollment growth. Under this system, unisive universities like Murray State." /
versities would submit an estimated number
45
12,
grade
Davies estimated that after
percent of students in Kentucky go on to of students to the state and funding would
seek some form of higher education. He then be provided accordingly.
also estimated that after six years, only 40
percent of those students have graduated.
"There is an enormous education deficit," MI See Page 2
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EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo

Dr. Gordon Davies, president of the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, addresses Murray State University President Kern
Alexander and members of the Faculty Senate Tuesday afternoon in
the Freed Curd Auditorium.
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classes 175 days per year lino,
a traditional school calendar, trie
school year begins around Labor
Day and continues until about
Memorial Day. There are week
long breaks at Christmas and in
the spnng, and a summer break
of about 10 or II weeks.
Alternative calendars vary somewhat from district to district. Btit
the school year generally. consists
of four quarters, the first of which
usually begins in August. Each quarter is made up of about nine weeks
of classes followed by about three
weeks off.
Most districts adjust their schedules to create breaks during Christmas and in the spring.
School districts repeatedly cite
two reasons for making the switch.
After long summer breaks, students forget much of what they
learned -during the previous school
year and must review a lot of
material when they return in the
fall.
In addition, students and teachers both can become burned out
as they approach the end of a traditional school calendar.
At -last count, 32 of Kentucky's
176 school districts now use some
form of an alternative calendar,
either routinely as an experiment.
Those that have made the change
include Hardin, Henderson and
Simpson counties, Frankfort and
Bardstown, which was among the
first.

ciary subcommittee on commer
cial and administrative law.
"The climate of politicization
pervades the process, regardless
ot which way a specific decision
investigation or prosecution comes
out," he said in prepared remarks
It was a marked reversal from
five years ago, when Clinton and
Attorney General Janet Reno sue
cessfully lobbied for the lass
irenewal.
Holder emphasized several times
that the administration's reversal
"does not have to do with ans
particular inquiry or investigation
It has to do with the fact that tht
types of decisions we are talki,4
about hire can be controversial:
At the White House, spokesmai
Barry Toiv said Clinton "concur
with the judgment of the Justict
Department that the statute shoulu
not be renewed — that its flaws
outweigh its benefits."
Toiv said Clinton's judgment was
"a policy decision based on his
observation of how the law's beer
implemented."
Under questioning from sub
committee Chairman George Gekas
R-Pa., Holder told the panel that
he first secured Reno's approval.
then submitted his testimony tt
White House Counsel Charles Ruff
late last week. "He -indicated tc
us that we proceed," Holder said
The law provides for an inde
pendent compel selected by thre.
judges -to investigate allegation,
against specified administration;
officials. Reno has had seven inck
pendent counsels appointed in Clin
ton's six years in office, more than
any other attorney general.
Without renewal, the law wil
expire June 30 and any futurt
investigations of high-ranking go%
ernment officials would be han
died by the Justice Department
In rare cases, Holder said, th
attorney general could appoint sift
cial prosecutors in cases where
conflicts -of interest clearly exist
- That was how the system worket.
until President Nixon. fired spe
cial prosecutor Archibald Cox dur
ing the Watergate scandal. Nixon'
move convinced Congress tha.
probes of presidents and othe
high-ranking officials should be
conducted by outsiders not account
able to those they investigate.
Twenty-one years after its incep
tion, Republicans and Democratcomplain the law does not holi
independent counsels accountabk
for their conduct of investigation
or for the millions of public dol
tars they spend.
Holder also told the panel tha
Justice officials met recently will
Starr and listened to his objec
tions about the department inves
tigating his conduct during th-Clinton probe, but no negotiation:
took place and Reno will mak,
any final decisions about who win
conduct the investigation.

"There's a trend toward an alternals e calendar, said Jim Pa,k •.
a spokesman tor the Kentueky
Department of Education. The
agency encourages school districts
to switch and offers guidance on
how to go about doing it.
Tom Skiratko, director of pupil
personnel for Owensboro schools
and chairman of the district's conimittee that is researching alternative calendars, said his panel only
warns what's best for the students.
"We're trying to listen to everything that everybody has told us,
both the good and the bad, and
come up with something that will
enhance the academic performance
of the students," Skiratko said
— An opponent of the plan is Bob
Glenn, a communications instructor at Owensboro Community College with children who attend
Owensboro schools. He said switch•
ing to an alternative calendar would
provide no benefit to students while
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
creating scheduling hardships for
SWEETENING THE POT...WKMS development director Marian Dillard gives on-air personality
their parents.
George Eldred a list of incentives to get listeners to make pledges to the Connecting People
"The city schools could do a
and
Place fund drive earlier this week. Pledges can be made by calling 762-4737.
lot of other things to improve
achievement other than shuffling
the calendar," such as extending
or adding school days. Glenn said
Tuesday.
The Owensboro school board
is scheduled to vote on the pro- Staff Report
are still investigating two assaults ed at 7:42 p.m., allegedly involved
posal on March 18.-School admin- Murray Ledger & Times
- one against a local attorney
six male juveniles wearing baggy
istrators have conducted three pubCounty authorities have arrest
beiieved to be done by the same clothes, who were in a dark fourlic. forums — and a fourth is planned ed a third Benton man believed group of juveniles.
door car with tinted windows and
for Thursday — to gather com- to be connected with a methantThe police department received
a purple neon ring around the
ments.
phetamine lab found last week in a report of an assault at the Broad
license plate, police records said.
the woods in northern Calloway Street home ofoDennis Lortie at
Emergency Medical Service perCounty.
9:15 p.m. Tuesday, according to
sonnel were sent to the scene just
Calloway County
sheriff's police records.
before 8 p.m., police records said.
deputies, working_ on a tip, arrestwas
later
Lortie
tan
.1
treated
Police said Wednesday mornservice recipients say they will not
ed Billy Robert Griggs, 23. Tues- cut to the head and a closed head
From Page 1
ing
they have no motive for the
be doing the job with the new,
day morning near Main Street in injury at Murray-Calloway Coun- assaults and don't know whether
visits. In most cases, the brokers lower rates.
Murray. according to a sheriff s ty Hospital and released, a hospi- the incidents were related or were
also. provide transportation set ic"How are you going to prodepartment report.
tal spokesman said.
random.
peopit
v
o
are uansponation to the
es, though two brokers have
He remained in Calloway CounPolice records say me suspet lN
in my area?" Lee asked.
vehicles of their own.
Elsewhere, James Anthony
ty Jail Wednesday morning in lieu are four or five white males, includSen. Walter Blevins, D-West LibJerry Ross of the Transportaof a $10.000 cash. property or ing one that was about 5-foot-10 Thorn, 27, remained in a jail withtion Cabinet told the committee erty. said brokers should htf•t;
approved surety bond on charges or 6-toot, thin build and wearing out bond Wednesday morning on
each broker will get a itmitnly required to be located in the regioh
of manufacturing meth, a Class ti a bandana, who were in a blue a fugitive-from-justice charge, a
fee for each service recipient In they serve.
Class D felony.
felony,
and misdemeanor posses four-door vehicle.
Daniel Turner of Lifeline Tranthe area. In turn, the broker !I..,
Sheriff's deputies arrested Thorn
paraphernalia.
slot*
of
drug
Police
received
a
similar
descrq.,
to arrange transport for all the en- sit in Louisville, which lost me
Tuesday afternoon at his South
Griggs'
lion
arrest
of
a
was
group.
the
of
fourth
suspects
and
gible trips that individual must bid _to another company, said the
Fourth Street home based on a
whole program "reeks of many in three days in connection with vehicle about 90 minutes earlier
make.
warrant from authorities in Henry
while
the
responding
lab
found
to
last
dil assault
.Thursday
'near
horrible things." County, Tenn, where he allegedthe
Calloway-Marshall
report
The new approach has been in
at
a
Payne
county
Street
hue
home,
the
Turner said the companies that
ly violated probation, according to
Brandon Ramey and Keith Gor- records said.
place in two regions since last will actually provide much of the
a sheriff's department report.
That incident, which was reportyear. Several other regions welt transportation and the people who don also were arrested as part of
into effect on Monday.
use the services have never been a joint effort by officials from
Lee said he was concerned that contacted by the cabinet for their Calloway and Marshall counties;
the broker for Hardin County, tor opinions.
the Murray Police Department; the
example, is based in Bowitng
Turner said the higher training Paducah Police Department and
Green. And Lee said the two taxi standards for drivers required by the Jackson Purchase Drug Task From Page 1
tively good shape, but there's real
companies that have historically the cabinet are_welcomed. but not Force.
reason to worry about oil imports
provided transportation to social the lower expected rates.
It said 64 percent of hospitals, from such major suppliers as Saudi
In other reports, Murray police
mostly smaller units, haven't test- Arabia, Venezuela and Nigeria. All
ed their Y2K repairs, and more are -12-to 18 months behind the
than 80 percent of doctors' offices United States in addressing Y2K
aren't prepared. The 'effects could problems.
Bennett and Dodd also held a
be temporary loss of medical
records, or, more serious, break- secret session for senators to disdowns in computerized equipmeni cuss national security and interBiomedical devicc,, the report national issues rising from dissaid, are the "Trojan noises in the ruptions that could occur when
health-care industry's compliance' computers misread the year 2000
Malfunctions in blood gas ana- as 1900.
ly4ers, for example, could shut
down operating room,
While the pharmaceutical indus• ••
try is generally well prepared, 80
percent of ingredients used in drugs From Page 1
comes from abroad, many from
One of the current benchmarks
countries that could face serious
for
state funding is student enrollY2K disruptions, the report said
Bennett said telecommunications ment. MSU President Kern Alexanand power systems are in rela- der has been active in trying to
get this benchmark removed from
the state's considerations, and his
efforts were applauded by Davies.
Playhouse in the Park
"The rewards have always been
for getting students, but not for
Picot- UP SPrevaz
proudly presents
Divveky SPeczetz
getting them through," Davies said.
"Universities had to get more stu4ents to make up the difference."
emrhacized that cooperation between the state's universities is necessary to move fort, ard with any new plan.
I 'Pick up or
Hit Production
I Dine In Only.
I 'Delivery Only.
"There is a kind of cultural
Extra lopplisys
I Extra toppings
Continues this Weekend!
between institutions in
mistrust
51.25 each
$1.25 each
Kentucky," said Davies. "We have
Thur.. Fri. Sat. 8:00
I EXPIRES 3-3, 99
I EXPIRES 1 31 99
to get through it, and we have to
and Sunday 2:00
keep telling the truth to each other
to
make any progress."
For Reservations call the
P
i
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Davies
i
•
I
bar /
i
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Z
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from the MSU faculty.
questions
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the answers they were looking for,
I
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Third meth arrest made
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Wendell Ford Tribute
The Calloway County Democratic Committee
would like to extend to you a special invitation to
The West Kentucky Tribute to Senator Wendell
Ford.-This event will be held on Saturday, March 6,
1999 at 6:00 p.m. in the ballroom of the Curris
Center on the campus of Murray State University. A
buffet dinner will be followed by recollections and
memories of Senator Ford.
Tickets are $20.00 and requests may be obtained
from the Calloway Co. Democratic Party, PO. Box
1653, Murray, KY 42071. A percentage of tickets
sales will be donated to The Wendell Ford Center in
Owensboro. Please join us in honoring Senator Ford
for his many years of service to our counties, the
•inmonwealth of Kentucky, and the nation.
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he promised to look into any mat
ter he was unsure about.
One of the questions posed wit:how -faculty salaries factored int,
the state's estimates of how mudi
it would cost to improve highev
education. Davies indicated that fat
ulty salaries had not yet been con
sidered, but..were close to the toi
of the state's agenda.
"I do not understand how Ken
lucky has such variations in salar)
Davies said. "It doesn't seer;
healthy. I wouldn't be against looking into it."
While Davies spoke optimist,
cally about the potential for changt
-he also said that the road to reforn
would not be an easy one.
"It's an environment in whicr
we're not allowed to make a mistake," he said. "I'm optimistk
since we have a four-or five-year
head of steam on this. If we back
off, (education reform in Ken
tucky) will just stop."
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Does the'IRS
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Expecting a tax refund? IRS eftle
is the fastest nay to get it.
Or do you owe more tax? '
UU can.e-file RON, Wait until
April I ith to pa. Sec your tax
professional for information.
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Woman accused of biting tongue
JANESVILLE, Wis. (AP) — A woman has been accused of
biting off the tip of her husband's tongue as he tried to kiss and
make up after an argument.
Geraldine Van Zandt, 35, was charged with mayhem and disorderly conduct. She initially told police that her husband, David
Van Zandt, had bitten his own tongue during the argument Sunday.
Van Zandt lost a piece of his tongue the size of a quarter.
A deputy said the way the bite mark was curved indicated
someone else had bitten the tongue, a criminal complaint said.
A doctor who treated the man also said he thought someone
else had bitten off the end of the man's tongue "based on the
severity of the injury and the curvature of the bite," the complaint
said.
Mrs. Van Zandt told police she had gone out bar-hopping with
a friend against her husband's wishes and an argument began
when she returned. He told police his wife bit his tongue when
he tried to kiss her.
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Governor rejects international pleas
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FLORENCE, Ariz. (AP) — Gov. Jane Hull ignored international pleas to halt today's scheduled execution of convicted killer
Walter LaGrand, a German citizen whose brother was put to death
last week for the same crime.
Germany sued Tuesday night in the International Court of Justice to try to halt LaGrand's execution. The court, which has no
enforcement powers and relies on voluntary compliance with its
rulings, urged the United States to stay the execution.
Hull rejected Tuesday's recommendation of the state clemency
board that LaGrand receive a 60-day stay so that his government
could appeal to the international court in The Hague, Netherlands.
LaGrand's 35-year-old brother, Karl, was executed last week
for fatally stabbing Marana bank manager Kenneth Hartsock and
slashing his throat during a botched robbery in 1982.
Both he and Walter, 37, who were born in Germany and moved
to Arizona as children, requested execution in the gas chamber in
an effort to have the method ruled cruel and unusual, and therefore unconstitutional.
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Minister arrested in murder-for-hire plot
STERLING, Va. (AP) — Police have arrested a minister who
allegedly approached a parishioner and offered to kill his wife —
if the man killed his.
James Ogle, 46, has been charged with attempted murder and
solicitation to commit a felony. If convicted of both, he could get
25 years in prison. The parishioner, whose name was not released,
turned Ogle in to police.
Ogle's court-appointed attorney, William Baker, had not spoken
with his client Tuesday and police spokeswoman Kim Chinn
refused to discuss a motive or when the alleged offer was made.
Ogle asked the parishioner to use a gun and promised to kill
that man's wife after Judy Ogle was killed, Ms. Chinn said.
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News Corp. completes TV Guide sale
NEW YORK (AP) — Rupert Murdoch's News Corp. has completed its $2 billion sale of TV Guide to United Video Satellite
Group Inc., though Murdoch retains significant oversight of the
magazine.
United Video, which already has a cable channel guide, announced
Tuesday it has been renamed TV Guide Inc. and that two top
News Corp. publishing executives would lead the new company.
TV Guide had been part • of News America Publishing, along
with the HarperCollins book publisher, the Weekly Standard magazine and News ,Corp.'s Internet publishing businesses.
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United Video announced in June it would acquire control of
TV Guide, which included giving News Corp. a 44 percent stake
in the new company. The new TV Guide Inc. includes the magazine and cable's TV Guide Channel, an on-screen listings guide
that- Wai -formerly known as the Prevue Channel.
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Lewinsky: Clinton regrets disclosure
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Debris Jordan calls son 'human'
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JERUSALEM (AP) — He can dribble, he can jump, he can
even walk on air — but don't compare Michael Jordan to the
Almighty, his mother said Tuesday'.
"Even Mom would say he's not as popular as God." Deloris
Jordan admonished Israeli reporters who repeatedly invoked such
comparisons.
Mrs. Jordan didn't like the Superman comparison, either. "I can
guarantee you, Michael is human," she said.
Mrs. Jordan arrived in Israel on Monday for a 10-day visit.
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Diller implanted with pacemaker
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Phyllis Diller has been fitted with a
pacemaker after a heart attack last month.
"A pacemaker was inserted last night and she's doing well,"
her manager, Milt Suchin. said Tuesday. "We expect her back and
working soon. I'm still booking engagements."
The 81-year-old comic's next performance is March /7 at Ohio
Northern University in Ada, Ohio.
Miss Diller had a heart attack on Feb. 10 at her home. She
was taken to Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, where the pacemaker
was implanted Monday.
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BoxCar Willie fighting leukemia
BRANSON, Mo. (AP) — Country singer BoxCar Willie is back
on track in his ,battle against leukemia.
The 67-year-old entertainer gained enough strength to return
home from the hospital Tuesday and resume chemotherapy. He
had been hospitalized for two weeks after the cancer treatments
ea
left him il
"He's doing a little • tter," said his daughter, Tammy LaCore.
BoxCar Willie was dia osed with leukemia in 1996. He was
and returned to performing. But the
declared cancer-free in 19
disease returned last April.
He was scheduled to be in his 14th year at Branson's BoxCar
Willie Theatre this month b canceled his shows.
"We're hoping that he can come back sometime this year and
do som-e guest appearances, ut at this time we're not able to
determine when." Ms. LaCore said.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Monica
Lewinsky's memoir may make a
big splash on best-seller lists, but
many in the publishing world
believe the hyped confessional —
unlike the scandal that spawned
it — will vanish quickly.
"Monica's Story" will likely
ride the wave of Lewinsky media
mania, which peaks with Barbara
Walters' heavily promoted twohour interview with the former
White House intern on ABC tonight.
After that, industry experts say.
sales could fall fast.
"It will be very popular for as
long as it's being chatted about
in the media, and then it will
recede," said Bill Curry. a
spokesman for Amazon.com, the
Internet book-seller. "That's typical of a book that's kind of in
and out of popular discourse."
"I think (the book's) shelf life
is somewhere between yogurt and
milk," said Lucianne Goldberg, the
literary agent who urged Linda
Tripp to tape telephone conversations with Ms. Lewinsky. "It'll
probably' be about 10 days.
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There's a great curiosity about her,
"Our members get their inforand I think it will be totally sat- mation on these things from magisfied between the hook and the azines and television and other
Barbara Walters interview."
things than books," he said. "The
The book, which goes on sale story is so well covered in other
Thursday. was off to a strong start. media ... this particular title wouldhitting No. 5 on the Amazon.com
n't sell well enough to our parbest-seller list Tuesday on the ticular membership."
strength of advance orders. PubSo who are all those folks getlisher St. Martin's Press was shipping 450.000 copies to booksellers, ting ready to plunk down $24.95
_and "we're ready to reprint in a to read Ms. Lewinsky's collabosecond," said Sally Richardson, ration with Princess Diana bioghead of the company's trade divi- rapher Andrew Morton?
"Everybody say's, 'We're all sick
sion.
But readers claimed to be unin- of this,' and yet every book and
terested in seeing even a single word every video has done well." Curry
more about Ms.. Lewinsky's affair said. "You just know in the industry' that certain books are going
with President Clinton.
to
be big with a capital 'B."
"I think it's not worth reading
Lynn
Goldberg. Ms. Lewinsky's
•
and I wouldn't waste my time,"
Barbara Dolan said as she browsed publicist, said the book` Will not
in a midtown Manhattan book- be excerpted in any U.S. publistore. "I find it very sad that there cations.
A number of overseas newspais a market for this.pers,
magazines and broadcast outGreg Tobin, editor in chief and
lets
have
paid to interview the
vice president of the Book-of-theMonth Club. said his company former intern and excerpt the book,
decided not to offer "Monica's and Ms. Lewinsky plans a heavy
promotional campaign in Europe.
Story" to its readers.
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to his office. The extent, timing one she should say they knew the
and nature of any contacts between phone was tapped and were just
Starr's office and the Jones lawyers joking.
are under review by the Justice
In Jerusalem, David Bar-titan,
Department.
senior adviser to Prime Minister
White House spokesman Barry Benjamin Netanyahu, said. "We
Toiv refused to comment on the don't respond to every bit of nonLewinsky interview and book. But sense published either in newspaasked Tuesday whether Ms. Lewin- pers or in book form." White
sky's words would finally bring House spokesman P.J. Crowley told
an end to the story, Toiv said, "I the Post, "The only thing I can
think I can safely say 'No' to possibly say is we'll skip the book
and wait for the movie."
that."
In the interview with Ms. WalIndeed, Ms. Lewinsky's was not
the only scandal book heading for ters, Ms. Lewinsky, 25, was asked:
the stores. Today, the New York "Is Bill Clinton a sensuous, pasPost said British writer Gordon sionate man'?"
"Gosh. I'll probably get in trouThomas claims that _an Israeli spy
tipped Ms. Lewinsky's telephone' bleforsain&thiMLeswjn
and recorded 30 hours.of conver- sky, began, before describing the
sations between her and Clinton, president as "a very sensual man"
then used the material to black- who feels conflicted because of
his "strong religious upbringing."
mail the president. The Post said
"I think he struggles with' his
Thomas' upcoming book."Gideon's
sensuality
because I don't think
Spies — ,The Secret History of
the Mossad," makes the claim that he thinks it's OK." she said. "I
Israel's spy agency wanted Clin- think he tries to hold himself back.
ton to call off a hunt for an agent And then can't any more."
in the White House. It also claimed
Ms. Lewinsky had stinging
that at one point Clinton told Ms. words for Mrs. Tripp. "I pity her,"
Lewinsky her phone was tapped
Ms. Lewinsky said. "I would hate
and if she was questioned by any- to be her."

Book's fame likely brief: experts

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

PITTSBURGH (AP) — High ticket prices on Broadway are
keeping unproven ideas out of theaters, Arthur Miller says.
"The fact is, and nobody listens to me, is that there are no
new plays being written for Broadway today," the "Death of a
Salesman- playwright said Monday at the Carnegie Music Hall in
Pittsburgh.
"The real theater of America is either off-Broadway or out
there in the country. When you're paying $60 to $100 a ticket.
you want an orchestra you can tap your foot to. You don't want
to pay those .prices to see a show you might not like."
Brian Dennehy is starring on Broadway in a revival of "Death
of a Salesman."

wit-

former White House intern's affair
with Clinton burst into the headlines on Jan. 21, 1998. Ms. Lewinsky, who received immunity from
prosecution for cooperating with
investigators, was prohibited from
speaking publicly until Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr's office
gave the go-ahead.
The interview was timed to help
promote her book — "Monica's
Story," written with Princess Diana
biographer Andrew Morton —
which goes on sale Thursday.
The New York Times reported
in today's editions that Ms. Lewinsky is so critical of Starr in the
book that several of her friends
and associates Jew. Starr will try.
to revoke her immunity agreement
and prosecute her.
The Times says she told Morton she was so despondent at her
treatment by prosecutors who initially confronted her at a hotel in
suburban Virginia that she briefly
considered jumping out of a 10th
floor window in their presence.
Starr's office learned of the
Clinton-Lewinsky affair from Mrs.
Lewinsky's friend, Linda Tripp,
who secretly taped their telephone
conversations and turned them over

WASHINGTON (AP) — Monica Lewinsky, in an interview clip
aired today, said she felt President Clinton was "sorry he got
caught" when their affair was
revealed to the nation.
Ms. Lewinsky said that she felt
like "a piece of trash" the day
Clinton was forced to admit their
affair on national television and
apologized to the nation — but
not to her.
"I felt dirty and I felt used and
I was disappointed," Ms. Lewinsky said in a portion of her interview with Barbara Walters, played
on ABC's "Good Morning America." The full interview is to be
aired tonight_
Asked by Ms. Walters whether
Clinton really cared for her, Ms.
Lewinsky said, "Some days I think
yes and some days I think no."
Ms. Lewinsky was shown on
the clip watching Clinton's televised apology to the nation last Aug.
17, the day he gave his grand
jury testimony.
Asked by Ms. Walters whether
she believes Clinton felt remorse,
Ms. Lewinsky said that as a politician, "I think he's sorry he got
caught." But she added that "when
I think of the person I thought
Bill Clinton was, he had genuine
remorse."
The short portion was the first
videotape aired of the interview,
although partial transcripts have
leaked out.
In material that leaked out earlier, Ms. Lewinsky said she regrets
her role in causing pain and suffering not only for her own friends
and family, but for Clinton's family.
"I've apologized in private to
my family and to my friends ...
I would like to publicly acknowledge that I recognize the pain and
the suffering that they've gone
through because of this," Ms.
winsky said.
' wouldn't dream of asking
Chelsea and Mrs. Clinton to forgive me," she said. "But I would
ask them to know that I am very
sorry for what happened and for
what they've been through.The first lady's spokeswoman,
Marsha Berry, had no comment.
Ms. Walters won the first interview with Ms. Lewinsky since the

Miller speaks out against prices
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
TVA heading in right direction
4.4

Dear Editor:
Recently I met with TVA employees to thank them tor their outstanding
performance last year and
to discuss our vision for the future.
Thanks to the dedication of our employees, TVA's power system is operati
ng at record levels and
better than at any time in our history. And thanks to the extraordinary assistan
ce of the Administration and the Valley's congressional delegation. TVA was granted the authority to
refinance $3.2 billion
in debt held by the Federal Financing Bank. This will result in a savings of
more than $100 million
a year, which will permit us to continue our historic stewardship and river manage
ment duties without interruption and without increasing electric rates to pay for them.
Our vision, goals, and values reflect TVA's fundamental mission of improving the
quality of life in
our region. Our vision is "Generating Prosperity in the Valley," and our goals
are for employees to
set the standard for supplying low-cost reliable power, supporting a thriving
river system, and stimulating economic growth.
To support this vision and our goals, we also reaffirmed the values we live
by at TVA. These values are Integrity, Respect for the Individual, Accountability, Teamwork, Innovat
ion and Continuous
Improvement, Honest Communication and Flexibility.
We are committed to keeping our focus on our vision and goals, and
we strive to live our values
in our daily work. We appreciate your support, and we look forward to serving
you in the years to
come.
Craven Crowell
Chairman of the TVA board
400 W. Summit Hill Dr.
Knoxville, TN 37902

Dear Editor:
The race for the presidency of the United States is about to hit full force.
I am interested to see
what key issue will determine the outcome of the election process. There are
four key issues that come
forth in any election which are taxes, education, Social Security and Medicar
e.
All of those mentioned are extremely important to all Americans across
this great nation. But, there
is an issue that all of the above are dependent on. That is American-owned
companies on American
soil. Our entire way of life is dependent on these companies providi
ng a livelihood for our families.
Americans can't provide an education for their children or benefits for
their aging parents with these
companies fleeing our borders.
In the last few months, there has been an airline, auto plant and jean
company literally turn their
backs on approximately 45,000 American laborers that I'm aware of. The
consequences are tremendous
to each housel}old affected by these closings.
Today. we see the labor movement in the worse shape than in several
decades. American laborer must organize and fight the legislation that enables companies the ability
to seek cheaper labor across
our borders. The flood gates are open.
If we want to secure our children's future, we will have to fight the
good fight with our right to
organize and the power of our vote. In addition, we as American
laborers have an obligation to ourselves to bring this issue to the forefront in the coming presidential
election.
Scott Van Horn, president
National Association of Letter Carriers
Murray, KY 42071

lifanita Broaddrick - a.k.a. "Jane
Doe No. 5" - finally got her chance
kl:S THOUGHTS
to tell the nation that Bill Clinton. then attorney general of
Arkansas, raped her in a hotel
room in 1978.
Her story was persuasive. NBC
News corroborated most of it
(except the alleged rape because
there are no other witnesses).
tiated by the woman, out of her
While .Broaddrick's allegations own genuine,affection and desire."
will not put the president in leggr
Andrea Dworkin wrote, "Under
jeopardy - the statute of limita- patriarchy, no woman is safe to
tions having expired - her story, live her life, or to love, or to
if true. further diminishes our rule mother children.
of law and unravels what remains
"Under patriarchy, every woman
of the consciousness-raising per- is a victim, past, present and future.
formed by especially feminist Under patriarchy, every woman's
women since the '60s.
daughter is a victim, past, present
Following Broaddrick's rape and future.
charge against Bill Clinton, there
"Under
patriarchy,
every
is a deafening silence from the woman's son is her potential betrayNational Organization for Women er and also the inevitable rapist
crowd.
or exploiter of another woman."
Feminists have submitted to this
Substitute "Bill Clinton" for
president and allowed him to abuse "patriarchy," and you have a more
them for the cause of abortion contemporaneous assertion.
and gay rights.
Richard Nixon was president
How anti-woman. How pathet- when many of these thoughts were
ic.
written and spoken.
Feminists have come a long
Under Clinton, feminists have
way (baby) since the phony claim taken the outrageous advice of some
that "one in four" women have rapists. I ney are relaxing ana apparbeen raped in America.
ently enjoying it.
In her book "The Beauty Myth."
Apparently it was never about
Naomi Wolf claimed that acquain- sex for feminism, only about
poltance rape, the type Broaddrick icy.
accused Clinton of committing. "is
As long- as you are "right" on
more common than left-handedness, the issues, a political leader
can
alcoholism and heart attacks."
rape his brains out. Is that the
In 1982, Prof. Mary Koss of message feminists and liberal
Kent State University claimed that Democrats want to send?
"rape represents an extreme behavClinton supporters are raising
ior, but one that is on a contin- the usual defenses.
uum with normal male behavior
"What took her so long to come
within the culture."
forward?" is the one heard most
If this is true, you would think often.
feminists would be demanding in
But feminists told us, as Broadtheir male leadership a man who drick did on NBC. that many
does not practice the kind of behav- women feel shame after
being
ior alleged by Broaddrick.
raped and go into periods of denial.
Those '60s bra-burners got pret- She also said she feared for her
ty exercised about rape.
Catherine MacKinnon wrote in
"Professing Feminism": "In a patriarchal society all heterosexual intercourse is rape because women, as
a group, are not strong enough to
give meaningful consent."
Robin Morgan, in her 'Theory
and Practice: Pornography and
Rape," wrote: "I claim that rape
exists any time sexual intercourse
occurs when it has not been ii-

safety.
Alleged remarks by Clarence
Thomas to Anita Hill outraged
feminists and brought us "The Year
of the Woman."
Angry female members of Congress marched up the steps of the
Senate and demanded that Thomas
not be confirmed to the Supreme
Court.
But when Bill Clinton's accused
of rape, there is silence.
Thomas issued a categorical
denial eight years ago. Bill Clinton refers us to his attorney.
Then, we were told that women
don't lie about rape. We're waiting to hear what excuse feminists
will make for Clinton this time.
First it was a bailout on sexual harassment laws in the Paula
Jones case.
Now it is inattention to a charge
ot rape against a man who is president of the United States.
Why should feminists ever be
listened to again?
- They have been accessories in
Bill Clinton's raping of America,
its laws and its virtue.

Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or email them to mlt@murrayledger.com

When Gov. Paul Patton two years
ago fulfilled his inaugural promise to reform Kentucky's system
of higher education, there were
many skeptics who wondered
whether the universities themselves,
individually and as a system, were
up to the challenge Patton gave
them — become nationally recognized for academic and research
programs.
I was certainly among that group,
because there was ample evidence
over the decades that higher education excellence was not a high
priority within the higher education system.
Fancy athletic facilities ranked
far above French literature or the
physical sciences.
I may happily
opportunity to change my mind.
Patton knew and he convinced
wary legislators that no amount
of rhetoric about higher education
excellence is enough.
Money and lots of it will be
necessary to pay the high cost of
excellence on university campuses.
Flush with budget surpluses,
Patton had legislators create a fund
using $110 million of the surplus
to pay for endowed chairs and
distinguished professorship programs at the universities.
And here's the kicker: The universities have to match the state
allocation dollar for dollar, meaning that in time $220 million will
go toward bringing the best teachers and researchers in their fields
_. to Kentucky and, in turn, put Ken-lucky schools on the national academic map.
The money is allocated this
way:
• The flagship University of Ken:
tucky is eligible for up to $66.7
million from the fund.
• The University of Louisville

WASHINGTON ,(AP) — In
setiding Bob DoIefolCOsovo, Ptesident Clinton is following a familiar pattern of his presidency: reaching out to political leaders to serve
as special envoys on difficult missions overseas.
Clinton, through Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright, has asked
Dole to intercede with the Kosovar Albanians.
The 1996 Republican presidential candidate will leave soon for
the Balkans.
Dole earned a reputation as a
consensus-builder when he was
Senate majority leader, and the
administration hopes he can bring
those same deal-making talents to
bear in trying to promote a tentative peace agreement to end the
yearlong bloody civil war in the
Serbian province.
Dole "is an eminent figure who
has a lot of credibility with the
Kosovar Albanians because he has
spoken out on their behalf over
the years," said State Department
spokesman James Foley.
Clinton, who came to the presidency without much foreign policy experience. has often relied
on political figures to do heavy
diplomatic lifting.
in i 994, he teameci former President Carter with Sam Nunn, then
a Democratic senator from Georgia, and retired Gen. Colin Powell to make a deal with Haiti's
military rulers — an eleventh-hour
pact that averted a U.S. invasion.
Carter also has embarked on
missions to Sudan, South America and North Korea, but some of
the trips were initiated by the former president rather than Clinton.
Dole's predecessor as Senate
majority leader — Maine Democrat Gq,orge Mitchell — was tapped
by Clinton as special envoy to
the peace talks on Northern Ireland.
For three years. Mitchell tirelessly commuted across the Atlantic
to broker an accord finally reached
in 1998.
Clinton appointed civil rights
leader and two-time presidential
candidate Jesse Jackson as his special envoy to Africa.
And he sent former Rep. Stephen
Solarz, D-N.Y., to Cambodia in
1997 to meet with coup leader
— now prime minister — Hun
Sen.
In 1995, Clinton sent Bill

can get $33.3 million of the fund.
• The six regional universities
will divide the remaining $10 million according to a maximum
amount set for each of them ranging from $2.5 million for Eastern
Kentucky University at Richmond
to $774,000 for Kentucky State University in Frankfort.
So far, so good. In particular,
both UK and U of L have made
a strong showing in beating the
private bushes for contributions to
match the state. allocation.
UK expects to raise the remaining $26 million of its $66.7 million this year. University of
Louisville friends and alumni have
contributed half of its $33.3 million.
Among the regionals, Western
Kentucky University at Bowling
Green is ahead of the pack with
nearly all of its $2.3 million in
the bank ready to be matched with
state funds.
The others say they're gearing
up to meet the five-year deadline
the legislature set for becoming
eligible for the money.
For some of these institutions,
panicularly the regionals, serious
fund raising among alumni and
supporters is a decidedly new experience
As public universities, they are
funded .largely from tax dollars
allocated by the General Assembly, and they have made certain
over the years that legislators friendly to their budget causes have
been in position to keep the money

flowing.
So there really hasn't been much
of an incentive to convince a
wealthy alumnus to part with a
million or-two dollars for the good
of the alma mater.
Now, of course, there is — 110
million incentives to be exact to
be matched with private dollars.
And there already is some discussion of extending or continuing the incentive fund to keep the
new money flowing into academic and research programs.
The fact is that $200 million
worth of endowed chairs and professorships are not going to put
UK or U of L on the top 10 list
of U.S. research institutions.
It will take a lot more money
and a lot more work by administrators to do that.
If those administrators can
demonstrate first to Patton and
then the legislature that their alumni are generous in their support
for the matching program, and if
there is a decent surplus on hand
in 2000 when the new higher education budget is prepared, there's
a good chance the matching program will be given an infusion of
new money.
And in time, the idea that French
literature and the physical sciences
are every bit as important to a
university as its basketball arena
and football stadium will take hold
in Kentucky and perhaps flourish.
It will be worth every dime it
costs the taxpayers and the contributors.
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Richardson, then a Democratic congressman from New Mexico, to
Iraq to meet with Saddam Hussein and gain the release of two
Americans imprisoned for four
months after straying across the
Iraqi border with Kuwait. Earlier,
Richardson had gone to North
Korea for Clinton.
He went on to become U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations
and is now energy secretary.
The tricky part for the special
envoy is in knowing how far to
go.
From the administration's vantage point. Carter went past the
boundary with statements in North
Korea and then in Haiti that seemed
to contradict U.S. policy.
Dole has never been known to
lack opinions, particularly when it
comes to the administration's
Balkan policies.
For instance, as recently as last
month, he advocated that all Serb
forces be withdrawn from Kosovo, even though the tentative agreement that emerged from 17 days
of talks near Paris calls for allowing 2,500 Serb police to stay in
Kosovo.
"The presence of Serb forces
benefits no one except Milosevic.
A zero tolerance policy for all
Serb forces and Albanian paramilitary forces is the only way to
make Kosovo safe and secure,"
Dole wrote in a Feb. 5 opinion
article in The Washington Post.
Dole has also called for a clear
exit strategy and a referendum
after three years that includes the
option of full independence for
Kosovo, an option the Clinton
administration does not support.
Clinton has used Dole in the
past on a mission to the Balkans.
He appointed Dole chairman of
an international commission formed
in 1996 to investigate the disappearance of people during the
1991-1995 wars in Croatia and
Bosnia.
In that capacity, Dole went to
Belgrade in early 1998 and met

with Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic. While that meeting
appeared to be cordial, Dole had
harsh wOrds to say about Milosevic afterward.
"Let me be clear," Dole said
in a speech in September, "the
only language Milosevic understands is force."
Actually, Dole could help lend
credibility to the Clinton administration where it needs it the most
— if not in Kosovo, then on Capitol Hill.
"Any time Bob Dole is associated with something, it has a
good possibility of success," said
Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb., who is
skeptical of the Clinton administration's proposal to contribute
2,500 Americans to a NATO peacekeeping force if there is a peace
accord.
"I remain skeptical. But when
Bob Dole makes a suggestion, I'll
listen," Kerrey said.

Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.

U.S. REP El) WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House OfBa Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. MITCH *CONNELL
361A Russell Sainte Mee Bng
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washhigios)
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Not all ADD kids display hyperactivity

DEATHS
Mrs. Gladys Robinson
Mrs. Gladys Robinson, 91, South 16th Street, Murray, died
Tuesday. March 2, 1999, at 9:15 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was the mother of Franklin Robinson of Murray.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Margaret Sanderson Wells
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Mrs. Margaret Sanderson Wells, 81, Murray, formerly of Mayfield, died Tuesday, March 2, 1999, at 7:10 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
A graduate of Mayfield Business College, she was a retired
real estate agent. She was a member-.of-First Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
Her husband, James Ralph Wells Sr., and one sister, Francis
Hazel Sanderson Bennett, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Arthur T. Sanderson and Nellie S. Sullivan
Sanderson.
Mrs. Wells is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Jen Margaret
Wells Melton, 108 Cambridge, Murray, and one stepgrandchild.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield. The Rev. David Whaley will officiate.
Visitation will be at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 11
a.m. Thursday.

Cecil Smith
Cecil Smith, 89, West Memphis, Ark., formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday, March 2, 1999, at 6:20 a.m. at the Veterans' Administration Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of
Paragould, Ark., Church of Christ.
His wife, Mrs. Lucille Smith, died in 1979. Born Jan. 22, 1910,
in Green County, Ark., he was the son of the late William Sanford Smith and Minnie Johnson Smith.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Anna Margaret Cunningham and husband, Allen, Murray, and Mrs. Janie Hefley and
husband, Ron, Marion, Ark.; four grandchildren, Sara Jane Cunningham, Murray, DeAnna Jane Hawkins, Fayetteville, Ark., JoAnna Hefley, Marion, Ark., and Ronnie Hefley, Youngstown, Ohio;
one great-grandson, Matthew Hawkins, Fayetteville, Ark.; one niece,
Mrs. Linda Fritz, Milan, Tenn.
Graveside services will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Garry Evans will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Relay for Life. This may be done by supporting a cancer survivor during the event or purchasing a luminary in memory or honor of someone. The Mailing address is 1205B Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071.

Debt-ridden attorney
wants to become judge
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — A debt- Noble was a trial commissioner
ridden attorney, who draws Social and attended the university's medSecurity benefits for a mental dis- ical school for 3 1/2 years, leavability, is entering the race for ing in 1995.
He traces his candidacy, and
Perry circuit judge. And he knows
many of his problems, to that same
that winning will be difficult.
"They've got enough mud to year, when clashes with the Fayette
sling at me to make this the mud- County sheriff's office resulted in
diest mess_in_liazard since the two involuntary hospitalizations at
1957 flood," said C.A. "Doff' Eastern State Hospital.
The incidents also resulted in
Noble III.
His opponent in the Nov. 2 a civil-rights lawsuit that netted
election would be two-term incum- Noble a $125,000 settlement from
bent Doug Combs, who declined the sheriff's office.
Noble's suit said he suffered
comment on Nobles' candidacy.
"I take all challenges serious- "severe emotional, mental and physly," he said.
ical distress, culminating in his
Noble, who moved to Perry being diagnosed with post-traumatic
County from Lexington, where his stress syndrome," a psychological
ex-wife and children still live, said disorder often associated with warpeople have been asking him if fare.
he would run for judge.
Noble said his illness can be
"They said they weren't satis- controlled by medication and would
fied with the way things were not affect his ability to be a fair
going," he said. "And I've got and impartial judge.
two kids to help raise and I can't
Court records in Fayette Coundo it on Social Security."
ty list at least eight debt-collecNoble, 44, is a third-generation tion lawsuits pending against Noble,
lawyer who comes from a politi- ranging from construction compacally active family. His father served nies to the state Revenue Cabitwo terms as .Perry County attor- net.
ney and his grandfather was a
Noble said he hopes to pay the
county clerk.
debts, but conceded that all of the
A 1978 graduate of the Uni- legal work he performs now is
versity of Louisville Law School, free.

QUESTION: My daughter has
some of the symptoms commonly associated with attention deficit
disorder, but she is a very quiet
child. Are some ADD kids withdrawn and sedate'?
DR. DOBSON: Yes. ADD is
nog always associated with hyperactivity, especially in girls. Some
of them are "dreamy" and detached.
Regrettably, they are sometimes though they flit from one thing
called "airheads" or "space cadets." to another, the name "attention
Such a child can sit looking at a deficit disorder" is not quite on
book for 45 minutes without read- target. It's better than the old term
ing a word.
("minimal brain damage"), but there
One teacher told me about a is also tii-sinrormation in-the curgirl in her class who would lose rent designation.
every article of clothing that was'The problem is not that these
n't hooked to her body. Nearly every
day, the teacher would send this children have a short attention
child back to the playground to span. At times, they can become
retrieve her sweater or coat, only lost in something that greatly interto have her return 15 minutes later ests them to the point that they
without it. She had forgotten what aren't aware of anything going on
she went after. A boy or girl with around them. Instead, they have
that kind of distractibility would an insatiable need for mental stimfind it extremely difficult, if not ulation during every waking
impossible, to get home night after moment. The moment they become
night with books and assignments bored with what they are doing,
written down, and then to com- they dash off in search of the next
plete the work and return it in exciting possibility.
One father told me about his
the next morning.
Frankly, the "faraway" child 4-year-old son with ADD. He said,
worries me more than the one "If you let that kid get bored, you
who is excessively active. She may deserve what he's going to do to
be seen as a good little girl who you." That applies to millions of
just-isn't very bright, while the children.
*****
troublemaker is more likely to get
the help he needs. He's too irriQUESTION: You've been
tating to ignore.
somewhat critical of America's
Those who are and are not hyper- public schools in recent years.
active have one characteristic in Whom do you hold accountable
common: distractibility. Even for what has gone wrong?

S 1-2 200-215 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs
US 2-3300-500 lbs.
Boars $5.00

510.00-12.00
511.00-13.00
513.00-17.00
517.00-21.00
$10.00-11.00

Stock Market Report

Hilliard Lyons is a market
uric- price unchanged

Intel
Kroger
LG&E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Mercantile Bank
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Ti me Warner
Union Planters
USp
wil-Mart

"I read a statistic the other day
Area residents are being asked
to roll up their sleeves to demon- that said only five percent of healthy
strate compassion for the sick and Americans eligible to donate blood
actually do so each year," she
injured by giving blood.
"When you donate a unit of said. "Donating takes less than
blood you are showing concern one hour, and it can saves lives.A blood donor must:
for your fellow man and receiv• Be at least 18 years of age
ing deep satisfaction for yourself
and the person who gets your gift (or 17 with parental consent).
• Be in good health.
of life," said Beth Wiggins, Blood
• Weigh-at-least 110 pounds.
Bank Donor Recruiter at Murray• Pass the brief physical and
Calloway County Hospital. "We
encourage everyone to take time health history exams given prior
to donate blood at the Blood Bank. to donating.
We do have a shortage - as of
MCCH also accepts platelet
Feb. 1 - and need all blood types.
During wintertime, the need for donations. This special type of
blood often increases, but blood blood donation involves collecting
only platelets, the blood's clotting
donations typically do not.
"We urge people out in the component. A single platelet donacommunity to give blood now by tion yields eight times the numcalling to make a ditinatioti appoint- ber of platelets as a single donation of whole blood.
ment at 762-1119:
Wiggins encourages regular
Platelets are needed for treatdonors who have not been to the ing patients with aplastic anemia,
Blood Bank to visit. She also cancer, leukemia and a variety of
hopes those who have never given blood disorders. Guidelines for
blood will make a commitment to donating platelets are the same as
do so.
those listed above in addition to

J48 HIMorcl. W L Lyons. Inc • Member NY

Some of their critics act as
though educators are deliberately
failing our kids. I strongly disagree. We would still be having
serious difficulties in our schools
if the professionals did everything
right. Why'? Because what goes
on-in-- the classroom cannot be
separated from the problems occurring in culture at large.
Educators are not responsible
for the condition our kids are in
when they arrive at school each

not taking aspirin products for 72
hours before platelet donation.
The process takes two hours
and can be dont on Tuesdays at
MCCH in the Lynn Clarke Griffiths Apheresis Donor Center on
the hospital's third floor. To make
a platelet donation appointment, call
76211119.

You Only Go
To An Experienced
Mechanic.
Shouldn't Von Go To
An Experienced
Insurance Agent,
Too?

O

ralliBre
INSURANCE

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Tony Boyd

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
113%+3..

•day. It's not the teachers' fault
that families are unraveling and
that large numbers of their students-have been sexually and/or
physically abused, neglected, and
undernourished. They can't keep
kids from watching mindless television or R-rated videos until
midnight, or from using illegal
substances or alcohol.
In essence, when the culture
begins to crumble, the schools will
also look bad. That's sywhy even
though I disagree with many of
the trends in modern education, I
sympathize with the dedicated
teachers and principals out there
who are doing their best-on behalf
of our youngsters. They are diScouraged today, and they 'need our
support.
*****
Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.
CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

A GOOD WAY TO ADD
A DECORATOR TOUCH
One of the
most practical ways to
add ,a decorator touch
with
many
advantages
to a room —
is to consider a decorative mirror.
It's a sure
way to bring new beauty to your
home, and it can give you so many
pluses.
First of all, a mirror adds depth to
a room, making it seem bigger. A
mirror gives new dimensions to a
room.
Then, too, mirrors reflect beauty
back to you. Mirrors really give you
double pleasure because if you
place something in front of them,
you see the original as well as the
reflected image — and the same
goes for the background of a room.
It can all combine to create a pretty
scene.
And finally, by choosing the right
mirror, or mirrors„you add beauty
to a room from the mirror itself. A
decorative mirror can spruce up a
wall space, and be a nice focal
point.
Mirrors can do so much for.you,_
and we recommend that you think
about one or more for the areas of
your home that could really be
enhanced by a mirror.
We have a good selection of all
your decorating and furnishing
needs and we invite you to stop in
for ideas and help.

Crass
FURNITURE, INC.

302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842

103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071
15021753-3621

Exciting Investment Opportunities
at

Peoples Bank
Once you had to go all over town to put
together a well-balanced investment portfolio.
Not Anymore!

23%
99%
25%.
88%- 1.

Now, through Marketing One, Inc., a
licensed insurance agency, and
Marketing One Securities, Inc., an
unaffiliated registered broker-dealer,
you have one place to come to find a
team of professionals to help you save
for things like your children's college
education or your own retirement.

- '78% -%
149%+
35%2.
53 21/.
53%2/.
45 2,
unc
44% +'..
27%2,
861
/
2+

Tax-Deferred Annuities
V Stock and/or Bond Mutual Funds
V Tax-Free Mutual Funds
V Variable Annuities
V U.S. Treasury Bills & Notes
V Stocks
V Taxable and Tax-Free Bonds
V Self-Directed IRAs

Whether you're looking for the
potential for increased income or ways
to save on taxes, these professionals
can help you. Let us help you with all
your financial needs at one
convenient location — Peoples Bank.

MARKETING ONE SECURITIES, INC.

located at

401
4)
HILLIARD

Come in today and visit with an
Investment Specialist where one
stop can provide you with annuities,

mutual funds, stocks and bonds. Or
simply call for an appointment —
(502) 767-2204:

MARKETING ONE INCORPORATED

registered hroittr-dealer, member NASD and SIPC

er in this stock

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 4E071
502-753-3366Our Iles, Investment Is imp.

The teachers and school administrators who guide our children
have been among the most maligned
and underappreciated people in our
society. They are an easy target
for abuse. They are asked to do
a terribly difficult job, and yet
they are criticized almost daily for
circumstances beyond their control.

513.50-15.50

Investments Since 1854.

Doss Jones Ind Avg.....9313.37 + 15.76
Air Products
3612 -%
AT&T
+
Bell South
45% -I-%
48%
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 64%. 2i
Caterpillar
,47%. unc
Daimler Chrysler
Iles- 2%,
Dean Foods
35% +1,ds
Exxon
64% 2/.
Ford Motor
572.+51,6
General Electric
99% +%
General Motors
83%+'o
Goodrich
34% 2.,
48% -E%
Goodyear
HopFed Bank•
B.20 A
IBM
1683/.
Ingersoll Rand
49%

DR. DOBSON: I share the concern of many others about falling
test scores, increasing violence on
campuses and the high illiteracy
rate, among other serious problems with today's schools. But I
am not quick to blame educators
for everything that has gone wrong.

Area residents asked to give blood

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Service March 3,
1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act, 190 Est. 25 Barrows & Gilts Steady Sows
Steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs. .......
52330-24.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
519.50-22.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
522.50-23.50
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Elementary children are so much fun. They are amazing.
I had the privilege of being one of the guest readers for Dr.
Seuss' week at Murray Elementary School Tuesday.
Carol Chapman, coordinator for the readers, assigned me to
Carla Rexroat's third grade class. The children were so attentive and seemed to enjoy hearing the Dr. Seuss' story Carla
had me to read. These stories have such a good meaning and
the children seemed to understand the good points from the
story.
I was so pleased to see the many posters and teaching aids
in the classroom. The two posters showing the use of the punctuation marks was so interesting. Grammar has always been
fascinating to me. I even enjoyed diagramming sentences in
English classes taught by some of my high school teachers
including the late Elizabeth Walston at Kirksey High School
and Hazel Tarry and the late Lora Frisby at Murray Training.
Reading is such a wonderful thing and as one teacher said,
"you are never alone when you are reading."

Second graders at Murray Christian Academy recently completed a special unit on Mexico. They are pictured with pictures they used to describe the country.

SERVICE NOTES

,..„
'

• •r-7-

Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class
Jeffery S. Claborn, son of Russ
W. and Joan M. Claborn of 1170
Olive Rd., Benton, recently participated in a community relations
project during a visit to Hong
Kong.
This happened while he was
on a six-month deployment to the
Western Pacific and Indian oceans
aboard the aircraft carrier USS
Carl Vinson, homeported in Bremerton, Wash.
Sailors from Clabom's ship

riy- teieezs /ewn /o gar,'

759-1141

Youth Baseball Association will have baseball registration Thursday from 3:30 to 6 p.m., Friday from 3:30 to 8 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Dennison-Hunt, Chestnut. Street. Murray. This is for all youth, ages 5 through 16, that plan to play
baseball during the summer at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
Youth will not be allowed to register after the draft or after the
teams have been formed.

T

Be the hit of the parade in rrwther Idaughter
dresses custom-sewn by Sheila Bourland

"Crossroads- -itt- Relationships
will be the theme of the conference for single adults on March
19 from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. and
March 20 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at First , Baptist Church. 2890
Broadway, Paducah.
The conference will be to

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR APPT.
767-0579

Pirouette Fashions
Open Monday-Friday 11-6, Saturday 11-4
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY

alitifeixt(1114101411f04,-

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE

Cakes and More

Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience

91.ff Occasion Cakes and Catering

All vw fig„..#11111M

w

4i

Birthdays,• Weddings•Anniversaries
Corporate Events

95 Chestnut., Murray
(across fror'n Ryan Milk)
www.designaquilt.com

Rehearsal Dinners
License #61656
237 Tobacco Road
Leigh Ann Steely Grady
Murray,KY 42071
(502) 753-1159
•••••••
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Soccer Coaching Certification Clinics will be held by the Murray-Calloway County Soccir Association at Calloway County High
School. The free clinics for "F' license (for coaching players under
10 years old) will be Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. and Saturday from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; and for "E" license (for coaching players 10
years and older) on Friday from 6 to 9 p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m. For information call Mark
Kennedy at 753-8562 after 6 p.m. or Mack Harris at 759-2544
after 5 p.m.

Head Start plans registration
Murray PreschoollHead Start and early Head Start will hold registration Friday from 9 a.m. to noon and 2 to 5 p.m. on the first
floor of the Murray State University Special Education building on
North 16th Street. The Preschool/Head Start program serves 3 and
4 year old children, and the Early head Start program serves pregnant women, infants and children to age 3.

enhance relationships featuring
three presentations by the main
speaker, Stephen Felts.
Also featured will be entertainment/praise music by Layton
Howerton and two small group
break-out sessions.
The cost will be $35 per person. Childcare will be provided
at a cost of $5 per child which
includes snacks and Saturday lunch
for children up through sixth grade.
For more information contact the
church at 1-502-442-2728.

Kindergarten registration planned
Kindergarten registration at Murray Elementary School will be
March 9 from 6 to 7:30 p.m. Children must be 5 by Oct. 1, 1999,
to be eligible to enroll. Parents should bring birth certificates, Kentucky certificates of immunization and Social Security numbers.
Parents are encouraged to bring their children for the registration.
For information call 753-5022.

Chorus rehearsal Thursday
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have an important rehearsal on Thursday at 7 p.m. at
the club house.

Poetry contest
open to residents

Senior
a $500
Rev. DI
the chi
Matt M

Academy plans yard sale

Murray Christian Academy at North 12th and Payne Streets,
The International Library of
Murray, will have a yard sale Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30
Poetry said that $48,000 in prizes
p.m. For information call 759-1321.
will be awarded this year in the
North American Open Poetry Contest.
Garden Department will meet
Poets from the Murray area,
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
particularly beginners, are welThursday at 11 a.m. at the club house before carpooling to Dutch
come to try to win their share of
Essenhaus for lunch and a tour of the National Scouting Museum.
the 150 prizes. The deadline for
the free contest is April IS, 1999.
Angel Alert issued
To enter, send one original poem,
The Murray Family Resource Center has issued an angel alert
any subject and any style, to The
for two single mothers. One mother needs a full size bed cornInternational Library of Poetry, -plete with springs and mattress, and another needs a full size
matSuite 1997
0A/wry Plaza, Owings
tress. Any person having any of these to donate call 759-9592.
Mills, MD 21117-6282 or go to
www.poetry.com.
Save Our Park meeting today
The poem should be no more
The Save Our Park Group will meet today (Wednesday) at 5:30
than 20 lines, and the poet's name
p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library.
and address should appear on the
All interested persons are invited.
top of the page.

753-3444

Now Booking Weddings

Gn

Soccer Coaching clinics planned

3343 Singles conference set

..094t"

4NE

Baseball registration planned

Ms. Lesley Susan Henry Smotherrnan and Herman L. Carrol Jr.
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Henry
and the granddaughter of the late Rayford and Faye Henry and the
late Clyde and Nell Hendon, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Carrol Sr. of
Almo. He is the grandson of Helen Carrol and the late Hafford Carrol of Almo and the late Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Snyder of Murray.
Ms. Smotherrnan is a graduate of Calloway County High School.
She is employed by Ryan Food of Murray.
Mr. Carrol Jr. is a graduate of Calloway County High School. He
is employed by the U.S. Postal Office and Carroll-Madza of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 6, 1999, at 5 p.m. at T Bar
K Stables. Highway 121 South, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
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All Girl Scout leaders are strongly encouraged to attend this
Girl Scout "Town Meeting" on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the Scout
cabin. The leaders will address the council's long term planning.
Staff from the Louisville office will be present to discuss these
items.

Smotherman-Carrol
wedding Saturday

KEEP OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN

Al
at

Girl Scout leaders will meet

Lesley Susan Henry Smotherman
and Herman Lee Carrol Jr

refurbished a local school for handicapped children and a local prayer
center.
At the school, crew members
performed a variety of landscaping jobs including repairing a major
drainage problem.
At the prayer center, sailors made
repairs to the interior of the building built for men to pray and take
classes.
A 1992 graduate of Marshall
County High School, Claborn
joined the Navy in February 1994.
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MID-WEEK SERVICE
When was the last time you fit in?
TPT.

will be held on March 4,

Thursday at 7 p.m.
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Glendale Road
Church of Christ
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1101 Glendale Road

Curve
s -for women
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EVERYONE WELCOME!

g

519 South 12th Street
Next to Days Inn

t

502-753-7575
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-30 min fitrwess & wt loss ctrs "

Quickfit a complete 30 minute total workout
II Privacy women only
A comfortable,friend!), environment
* Affordable monthly dues
Fait, Fun Fitness that's effective'

MURRAY

'',

At Curves
We're...tall • short • young • thin
• full-figured • middle aged • ingle
mothers • grandmothers • seniors etc
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Walker at book event
Marianne Walker will be fea- schools along the way.
tured at a reception and book signAlso Walker chronicles a "periing for her newest book, "When od in American life when indoor
Cuba Conquered Kentucky," on Fri- plumbing and electricity were rare
day from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in luxuries and when hardships and
the student center lobby at Hen- sacrifice were a way of life."
derson Community College, HenTeam members included Charles
derson.
Doodle Floyd of Knoxville, Tenn.;
The book presents a "triumphant Jimmy Webb of Effingham, Ill.;
basketball story of a tiny high Joe Buddy Warren, Ted Bradley
school" in Cuba in Graves Coun- and Billy Pollock of Murray; Jimmy
ty "that achieved the American Jones of Benton; and Howard
Dream."
(Howie) Crittenden of Bowling
The team baffled opponents, daz- Green,former principal at Calloway
zled spectators and captured a state County High School who will
championship by beating big city attend the reception.

Pictured are members of Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International sorority at the breakfast meeting at the
home of Helen Campbell.

Alpha Mu meets
at Campbell home
Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International held a
breakfast-business meeting Feb. 13
at the home of Helen Campbell.
Kathie
Gentry,
president,
presided. The chapter voted to give
donations to Project Graduations
at Murray High and Calloway
County High Schools, Murray-Calloway County Transitional Home,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Calloway
County Literacy Project, and Need
Line for Barbara's Closet (nonfood items).
Members were asked to save
small shampoo bottles to help with
breaking down large economy bottles of shampoo which have been
donated to Need Line clients.
Kathie Fleming will provide a
final report on the Capture for
Kids to Helen Campbell for the
year-end report.

Helen Boughton, publicity chairman, said publicity had been in
the International Council publication, The Jonquil, and in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Gentry and Campbell were honored for having birthdays in February.
Three members plan to attend
the spring state convention. Susan
Plunkett, vice president, announced
plans for a rush program which
includes an afternoon tea and a
philanthropic project on March 28.
Margaret Terhune won the
evening's disaster fund drawing presented by the hostess. Fleming
also donated a gift from a nonprevious meeting canceled because
of inclement weather.
The chapter will begin meeting on the first Tuesday of each
month.

Greer speaks to group
Karen Greer was the featured
speaker at a meeting of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa held
Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. at the home
of Elizabeth Douglas.
Mrs. Greer addressed the group
about the Main Street Youth Center located at 205 North 4th St..
Murray.
She explained the many activities of the center, how it oper-

r-

11
0
1.

4

ates, and to whom it serves.
She said "that 600 to 800
young people, ages 8 to 18, may
be served at one time or another throughout the year."
Jo Lovett gave the thought
for the day about "Smiles" with
readings from "Chicken Soup for
the Christian Woman's Soul" and
from writings by Helen Steiner
Rice.

Training seminar Sunday
A Prison Ministry Training Seminar will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church, 207
Robertson Rd., South, Murray.
Speakers will be Rick Drewitz,
State Director of Prison Fellowship; Chaplain O'Cull of the Kentucky State Penitentiary; Barry
Cates and Leonard Adamson, exinmates; Betty Barber, prison fellowship volunteer.
Special music will be by a trio
composed of Linda Wright, Lydia
Puckett and Lucretia Thompson;
solos by Heather Wright, Thompson and Jennifer Wilson; duets by
Jennifer and Ryker Wilson, Jerry
and Rita Burkeen and Ron and
Linda Wright.
A discussion and question ses-

Screenings
offered
Because early detection is the
best protection against colon cancer, the Murray Calloway Senior
Citizens Center and the 55 Plus
Program of Western Baptist Hospital is providing free colon cancer screenings.
Upon registration, a home-test
kit will be mailed to each person. Once' the home-test is com—
pleted. the individual will mail it
back t- — Western Baptist Hospital
in a provided envelope. The results
will then be mailed directly to
the person tested.
To register, or for more, information call the senior citizens center at 753-0929. Senior Citizens
is a United Way agency.

sion will follow the program.
"This seminar is an attempt to
help persons overcome their fears,
answer questions about the ministry, and give some guidelines.
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor at
Westside, will give the welcome.
A complimentary meal will be
served following the seminar.
Reservations for the meal should
be made this week by calling 7538240. This is open to all interested persons,'Rev. Orr said.

BIRTHS
Katherine Grace Dugger
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Aaron Dugger of H14 Coach Estates, Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Katherine Grace Dugger, born on
Friday. Feb. 19, 1999, at 11:38 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 15 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Carolyn Oliver. A cousin is James Oliver.
Grandparents are Vernon and Katherine Stallins and Regina Stallins
of Princeton, Roger and Pat Gust and the late Ray Dugger of Murray.

Taylor Brooke Underwood
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Cnderwood of 5373 St. Rt. 121 S., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter, Taylor Brooke Underwood, born on
Tuesday, Feb. 16, 1999, at 4:47_ a.m. at Murray
:
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds three ounces and measured 19
inches. the mother is the former Jennifer Collins.
Grandparents are Ron Underwood of Murray, Diane Underwood of
Eddyville, Jerry and Donna Collins of Sedalia and- David and Brenda Barrow of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Ed and Voaze Collins of Murray, Berlene
Brooks of Benton and the late Freeman Wyatt of Hazel.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Does your toddler enjoy music?
Then you & your child are invited to our

Open House & Registration
Fri., March 12th, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
& Sat. March 13th, 9-11 a.m.

Kinder/tit/silt_
classes for children ages 1 112 to 3 112 years

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

offered by
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FUN & FASHION

114 South 5th .
St.• Murray

By D.K. Kelley
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THE SILK TREE FACTORY

767-0780
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

HI-ENERGY

Pr/ WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N. 12th St • University Square • Murray

LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES• LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES• LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES
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Spring fever is definitely catching
with all the new spring fashions it
makes us really believe spring is here.
The new color .palate is coming up
shades of gray as the new neutral.
Silky sweater sets and water color
prints in flowing skim and dresses are
winners. The new grays can be mixed
with pastels or darker shades. even
brights will work.
This season promises to be one of
effortless dressing. The big easy over
shirt worn on the outside is wonderful
to replace a structured jacket. Wear
them open with one of this year's new
stretch tees.
The pants for spring range from
capri. length to long and wide —
almost reminding us of the Hepburn
days. The texture of fabrics range from
linen to soft. nubby and stretchable.
The low -neck top or boat neck top
seem to be the favorite of this year.
Both are flattering. The three-quarter
sleeve is wonderful for all who don't
like to show their arms.
White is also a corner, this spring; it
can be worn tone on tone or mixed textures for interest. We have a wonderful
stretch lace cardigan set that is not fitted, over a long slim skirt that is very
eye catching and feminine.
Tank dresses with or without a
sleeve come in a variety of fabrics -and
colors. Sheer layers add excitement
aid newness.
Lots of ethnic inspired looks in fabrics and jewelry in rich spice tones
mixed with khakis, and ivory is another big look for spring.
When purchasing one of the season's new tops pay attention to where
It hits your body
some lengths are
more flattering than others.
Draw string pants and skirts are perfect for everyday casual and vacation.
The easy wearability makes them a
favorite for all.
Slip on sandals look terrific with all
the new long skirts and easy dresses.
If you. are worried about looking
smooth under some of the knits. try.
Hanes Smooth Illusions, Revitalizing
Collection. Not only do you look
smoother - they actually have a massaging effect which increases circulation and makes your legs feel better.
Congratulations to Kim Greene who
won the jewelry at our lunch last
Friday. Please take tiMe trieome in and browse and have lunch on us. It is time
to be getting your spring wardrobe
ready - Think about layaway. Still
some good sale items left. Stay tuned
to next week's fun & fashion report.
s

ANNUAL SPRING OPEN HOUSE
Exciting and Fun
Learn from our designers how to bring a
touch of spring into your home
We will show you...
• Wreaths for your door
• Centerpieces for your table
• Topiarys for your mantel
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FREE CONSULTATION
CALL NOW

i•S •

LOSE 30 LBS IN 10 WEEKS
IF YOU WEIGH YOU WILL WEIGH
200
170
190
160
180 .
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170
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140
110
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March 6th • 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.

Paula
Bozarth lost
823/4
pounds
823/4
inches in
27 Weeks
* No PrePackaged
Meals
* No Shots
or Pills

Allik

•
•

and you are invited

LET US HELP CHANGE
YOUR LIFE!

Call For Openings

Classes begin Monday, March 15.

Spring is here
Senior students from Calloway County High School accept
a $500 donation from Poplar Spring Baptist Church. The
Rev. Dennis Norvell, church pastor, second right, presents
the check to, from left, Tiffany Rose, Jamie Schooley and
Matt Mohler.

Ages 0-5

753-5227

with a parent or caregiver.

Unique Home Decor & More

it

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Singing, Moving, Listening, Playing Simple Instruments.

SILK TREE FACTORY
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See our new Patio Furniture and Fountains
Learn how to accessorize
your outdoor space
Create savings for your spring decorating
Look for in store specials

Welcome spring into your Home
with The silk Tree Factory
Pr,,er
-.0•111.
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11_11( TRIEE FACTORY
3200 Irvin Cobb Dr. • Paducah, KY

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Varitek's shots
spark 'Breds
over. CBU 8-0
•

•

•

MSU moves
to 7-2-1; hosts
Salukis today

01$
itit

ing out four and walking two in
seven innings of work. Freshman
lefty Shawn Thomas and freshman righty Keith Dickens each
pitched an inning without giving
up a hit, Dickens struck out one,
while Tomes walked two.
Senior second baseman Brad
Burns went 2-for-2 with two runs
and an RBI, while senior outfielder Chris Williams went 2-for4 with a run. Senior left fielder
Chad Hamm got MSU's only other
. extra-base hit, a double.
Pitcher Cory Foster of NCAA
Division II Christian Brothers (26) allowed seven runs on nine
hits, striking out seven and walking none in four innings. Reliever Brad Adams gave up one run
on one hit, striking out five and
walking one in four innings.

of the month they were 8-1 in
the conference and 19-4 overall.
Then came back-to-back road
losses at Florida and Alabama, followed later in February by a loss
at Arkansas and a season-ending
defeat Sunday at Tennessee.
The result has been widespread
pessimism in the bluegrass about
the chances of this year's team
following in the footsteps of its
predecessors and playing in Kentucky's fourth straight national title
game.
On Tuesday, Smith reminded

Projecting the pairings for next
week's NCAA Tournament is -well -- impossible.
Visions of a needle and a
haystack come to mind when
broaching this subject.
However, writers, broadcasters and many others around the
country are doing just that as
we speak.
And that is what I will
ATTEMPT to do for you right
in this very space.
The
reason
I
stress
"ATTEMPT" is because of my
success -- or lack thereof -before last year's tournament.
Just in case you missed it, I
very incorrectly projected that
our beloved Murray State Racers would be a No. 12 seed and
face either Maryland or Illinois
in Atlanta's Georgia Dome.
Boy, was I ever wrong.
Instead, the Racers captured
the highest seed ever garnered
by an Ohio Valley Conference
team -- a No. 9.
As its prize, Murray received
eighth-seeded Rhode Island in
the first round. And the Rams
handed the Racers a disappointing 97-74 defeat out in Oklahoma.
So you see how futile that
prediction was.
But enough with our stroll
down memory lane.
As we fast forward the clock
to this year, we see that the
Racers are up to their old tricks.
With Sunday's thrilling victory over Southeast Missouri, MSU
has once again earned its way
into the field of 64.
And under first-year head
coach Tevester Anderson, a 275 mark is not a bad follow-up
to the best season in school history (29-3 in 1997-98).
Even though this year's Racers sport nearly the same record
and have many of the same players back from last year, the way
in which both teams arrived at
this point is much different.
Last season was perhaps the
most anticipated in Murray State
history.
With an upstart coach in Mark
Gottfried and the high-profile
backcourt of Chad Townsend and
De'Teri Mayes, the Racers were
preseason favorites in the OVC
and looked as if they could be
a surprise team in the NCAA Tournament.
On the other hand, the 199899 club came into this season
with at least a few questions:
How well would Aubrey Reese
and Marlon Towns replace
Townsend and Mayes? After several seasons as an assistant coach,
how would Anderson adjust to
his new role? And how would
the Racers adjust to their new
home?
Because of those questions
and some other factors, the Racers weren't picked to repeat by
some publications as OVC champions during the preseason.
But both MSU squads ended
the regular season with identical
16-2 marks in league play.
So, where does that leave us
this season?
Well, as you might expect,
it's a tough call.
The Racers looked impressive
in an early-season win over Oklahoma and have racked up some
impressive numbers so far.
But late-season losses to Tennessee-Martin and Austin Peay
have hurt MSU's chances of
another seed as good as last season.

SI See Page 9A

II See Page 9A

MSU pairings party Sunday at RSEC

The Murray State University men's basketball team will be having its NCAA Tournament pairings party at the Regional Special Events Center Sunday. with the doors
opening at 4:30 p.m.
The event will include team introductions, remarks from head coach_TeyesLet.
Anderson, an autograph session with the
players and viewing of the- NCAA--Seteclion Show on CBS.
The CBS telecast will begin at 5:30 p.m.

and there will be three 9x12 large screen
televisions on the floor of the RSEC carrying the broadcast live. There will also be
seating available for several thousand to
attend the party. Fans planning to attend
the party must enter the RSEC through
Entrance B on the southeast end of the
facility.
MSU assistant athletic director for marketing and promotions Tab Brockman indi-eated that the move to the RSEC from the
Curtis Center Ball Room will be a very
beneficial move for everyone.

"We're moving to the Regional Special
Events Center this year because of more
room and comfort for our fans," Brockman
said. "After all, the RSEC is the new home
for the Racers and the appropriate place to
have the event."
Racer fans need to sign up for NCAA
ticket availability: Racer fans interested in
purchasing tickets for MSU's first round game
next week in the NCAA Tournament need
to sign up with the MSU Athletic Department.
MSU will receive only 350 tickets for

distribution for the Racers' first round game,
with team, family, pep band and support
staff using about 120 of the tickets. Fans
need to call the MSU ticket office at 7624895 to be on the list, but will not be
guaranteed tickets because of the limited
supply.
"Ticket demand to the NCAA Tournament is always tough for us," said MSU
athletic director E.W. Dennispn. "Racer fans
like to travel to the tournament and we
will do all we can to get as many tickets
as possible."

Blue Tornado,
Marshals win

MARK YOUNG/L
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edger & Times photo
Marshall County's Aaron Lyles (right) works
upcourt against Hickman County's Jeremy
Mathis in Tuesday's First Region tournament
game at the Regional Special Events Center. Marshall won 40-39 and will meet Paduca
h Tilghman in Friday's semifinals.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Paducah Tilghman and Marshall
County advanced to the semifinals of the First Region boys' basketball tournament Tuesday night.
with Tilghman downing Ballard
Memorial 59-39 and Marshall edging Hickman County 40-39 at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Tilghman and Marshall will
square off Friday night at 7:45.
In Friday's first semifinal game.
Graves County will face Lone Oak.
Tilghman 59, Ballard Memorial 39
Tilghman (26-5) led only 13-7
after one quarter Tuesday, but
pushed its lead to 33-19 at halftime. Ballard (15-10)closed to within 10 in the third quarter before
the Blue Tornado extended the
margin to 48-31 heading into the
fourth.
Jerick Carruthers led Tilghman
with 15 points while George Wil
MI See Page 9A

Lady Lakers
meet Flash in
region tonight
Calloway County's Lady Lakers open play in the First Region
basketball tournament tonight,
facing Lone at at 6 in the Regional Special Events Center.
Calloway enters the game at
21-8 while Lone Oak is 19-8.
In tonight's second game, Ballard Memorial (21-6) meets Fulton County (12-13).
The girls' regional continues
Thursday, with Carlisle County
meeting Graves County and Marshall County facing Reidland.
The boys' tournament resumes
Friday, with semifinal play.
Graves County meets Lone Oak
at 6, followed by Paducah Tilghman against Marshall County.
The boys' championship game
is Saturday night at 7.

Kentucky tries to remain upbeat
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP — Kentucky has been the monster of the
Southeastern Conference uvulament in the 1990s. running up a
20-1 record while winning it six
of the last seven years.
Now, after only their second
losing February since Adolph Rupp
came to Kentucky 69 years ago,
the 14th-ranked Wildcats look vulnerable.
Auburn, Tennessee, Arkansas
! and Florida all head for this week's
' tournament in Atlanta with more
momentum than the Wildcats (22-

STAFF
WRITER

Another
NCAA
prediction
for MSU

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Junior catcher Justin Varitek belted two home runs in consecutive
at-bats, driving in five runs in
Murray State's 8-0 blanking of
Christian Brothers Tuesday.
Varitek went 2-for-3 for Murray State (7-24) with two runs
scored and five RBIs. He is the
first player this season to hit two
home runs in a single game.
Murray State -- off to its best
start since 1979 -- is 3-1-1 in this
nine-game homestand and will host
Southern Illinois (3-3) today at 2
p.m. at Reagan Field.
SCOTT NANNEYtedger photo
Murray State scored three runs Murray State catcher
Justin
in both the second and fourth Varitek (33) is
congratulated
innings and added single runs in by Thoroughbred
s teammates
the fifth and sixth. MSU out-hit after hitting
one of his two
Christian Brothers 10-5.
home runs in Tuesday's 8-0
Junior right-hander Chris Gray win over
Christian Brothers
got the win in his third start of at Reaga
n Field.
the season, scattering five hits, strik-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

SCOTT
NANNEY

8, 11-5 SEC), whose hopes of a difference in the teams. The ball
third national title in four years bounces certain ways certain years,
have flickered with losses in four and obviously it wasn't our year
of their last seven games.
to get the proper bounces."
Seeded No. 2 out of the SEC
have the utmost confidence
East, Kentucky has a first-round bye in this team," center Jamaal
and on Friday faces the winner Magloire said.
of Thursday's South Carolina-Mis"We feel like we can win the
sissippi game.
(SEC)tournament," said point guard
On Tuesday. coach Tubby Smith Wayne Turner, who said he and
and his players put a brave face the team's other seniors held a
on the team's slump.
players-only meeting after Sun"Obviously we've lost some day's regular season-ending loss
tough games on the road and at to Tennessee.
home." Smith said. "But when I
"We were making the younger
look at the stats from last year guys realize our season isn't over."
and this year. there's not much Turner said. "We just want them

to understand the season is not
over yet, it's not coasting time,
it's time to put it in overdrive."
Unlike last year, When the Wildcats clOsed with a rush, thistyear's
team stumbles into the postseason.
Kentucky started --Wong;with
successive December wins over
UCLA, Kansas, Miami, Indiana,
Maryland and Georgia Tech, then
opened league play with a 35point victory over Florida. Later
in January. the Wildcats bounced
back from a home loss to Tennessee to hand Auburn its first
loss of the season, and by the end
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MSU football gives awards

SPORTS BRIEFS

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The 1998 Murray State football
••1•3•,
41
team held its annual postseason
banquet Monday night at the Curris
Center ballroom to honor the standouts that helped Murray State to a
7-4 finish last season.
The Racers graduate 13 seniors,
including Jud Carter (OL, 6-3,
280), Mancell Elam (LB, 6-3, 230),
Tony Esters (LB, 6-3, 220), Carson
Gream (P, 6-3, 180), Sebastrian
Jackson (CB, 6-0, 180), Kenneth
Knotts (DE, 6-4, 270), Chauncey
McGee (CB, 5-10, 185), David
ReidL(DE, 6-3, 270) Wilbert Smith
(TB, 5-9; 185), Marcus Stepp (DE,
6-0, 270), Chris Vaughn (LB, 6-1,
215), Jerome Warren (TE, 6-0,
225) and Jarrod Webb (DT, 6-0,
260).
Award winners for the 1998 seaSCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
son were:
Murray State football players receiving outstanding player awards at Sunday's banquet were
• Captains awards: Carter,
(from left) Jason Williams, offensive line; Terrence Tillman, wide receiver; Tim Linville, runElam, Webb, Vaughn and Justin
ning back; Jerome Warren, tight end; Kenneth Knotts, defensive line; Tony Esters, outside
Fuente (QB,6-2, 220).
linebacker;
Beau Guest, defensive back: Greg Miller, specialist; and Justin Fuente, quarter• Academic Award: Jason Wilback. Not pictured is Chris Vaughn, inside linebacker.
liams (C, 6-3, 270), Terrance Tillman (WR, 6-0, 180) and Tim Lin- Greg Miller(PK,6-1, 175).
Stepp
(named for James 0. Butts): Nelville (FB,6-0, 215).
• Offensive Player of the Year
• Special Teams Player of the son "Red" Tate (first-ever recipi• Outstanding player awards: (Michael Quimby Memorial Year: Miller.
ent).
Esters, Vaughn, Knotts, Warren, Award): Fuente
• Big Hitter Award: Knotts
• Athletic Director's Award:
Beau Guest (FS, 6-1, 190) and
• Defensive Player of the Year:
• Doing the J.O.B. Award Webb_
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The Calloway County 6th grade girls won the 1999 North
Marshall 6th grade girls' basketball tournament this past
weekend, going undefeated. Calloway downed Murray 40-28
in the championship game. Calloway finished second in the
Union County Invitational the previous week. Team members are (front, from left) Jessica Greer, Kalyn Fox, Chelsea
Morris, Halee Wyatt, Irene Collins, Carrie Radke;(back, from
left) coach Morris, Carrie Fisher, Kelly Taylor, Whitney Hendon, Ashly Clere, coach Fox, Brittany Collins and coach Hill.

YBA signups March 4-6 at Dennison-Hunt

ir next
: is --

Youth Baseball Association registration will be March 4, 5 and 6 at DennisonHunt Sporting Goods. This is for all youth ages 5-16 who plan to play baseball
during the summer at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
Signup times are from 3:30 to 6 p.m. March 4, 3:30 to 8 p.m March 5 and 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. March 6 Youth will not be allowed to register after the draft or after
teams have been formed.
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SCOREBOARD
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next 10

Century 211

7 5 3 - 96 2 7
Like a good neighbor. State Farm is there.

1.1,21.0

Li

State Farm Insurance Companies
Grant Co 65, BOO Central 46
Shelby Co. 60. Oldham Co 57
9th
Foil Thomas Highlands 60. Coy Holy
Cross 56
Simon Kenton 67, Scott 55
10th
Clark Cr', 72, Campbell Co 55
Fleming Co. 52. Paris 51,
11th
Franklin Co 59, Madison Southern 45
Lex Tates Creek 49, West Jessamine
41

Tuesday's Games
REGIONAL TOURNAMENTS
First Round
BOYS1st
Marshall Co 40, Hickman Co 39
Paducah Tilghman 59, Ballard Memorial 39
2nd
Christian Co. 93, Hopkins Central 78
Union Co 75, Lyon Co 34
3rd
Grayson Co 75, Hancock Co. 59
Muhlenberg North 57, Owensboro Apollo 53
4th
Barren Co. 63. Cumberland Co 43
Todd Central 54, Greenwood 47
5th
Bardstown 53. Hart Co 48
Elizabethtown 75. Campbellville 62
6th
Lou Iroquois 70. Lou Central 61, OT
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 58, Fairdale
48
Lou Southerrt-775tou. Shawnee- 45
Lou Valley 81, Lou. Western 57

12th
Boyle Co. 72, Monticello 53
Pulaski Southwestern 74, Harrodsburg
67
13th
Corbin 74, Rockcastle Co 69
Harlan 70. Red Bird 60
14th
Knott Central 71. Buckhorn 54
Owsley Co 76. Whitesburg 48

GIRLS:
15th
Prestonsburg"Tc-Pheips 57
Shelby Valley 49. Sheldon Clark

Lou
Lou
Lou
Lou

47

16th

7th
Ballard 78. Lou Fern Creek 74
Moore 59, Lou. Waggener 45
St Xavier 67, Lou Seneca 61
Trinity 63, Lou Male 55

Ashland Blazer 65, Fairview 52
Boyd Co 70, Rowan Co 33
Morgan Co. 38. East Carter 35
West Carter 55. Russell 41

son added 10, Brett Jones nine
and Chris Wilson eight. The Tornado was 23 of 48 from the field,
5-of-15 from 3-point range and 8of-8 at the free throw line while
outrebounding Ballard 27-13.
Ballard was paced by Travis
Heal's 14 points. The Bombers were
13 of 31 from the outside, 6-of12 from 3-point range and 7-of10 at the free throw line.
Marshall 40, Hickman 39
Marshall was outscored 8-3 in
the fourth quarter, but still held
on to nip Hickman County.
Hickman (15-11) led 10-2 early
on and 15-12 after one quarter.
But Marshall (25-4) bounced back
to lead 26-21 at halftime and 3731 after three quarters of play.
Hickman cut Marshall's lead to
just one with less than a minute
left, but could never take the lead.
Aaron Lyles led Marshall with
14 points while .Jon Dunn added
nine. The Marshals were 17 of 37
from the field, but missed all five
of their 3-point attempts. TvICHS
was 6-of-13 at the free throw line
and outrebounded Hickman 22-18.
with 14 points while Michael Evans

Marshall 40, Hickman Co. 39
Marshall Co.
12 26 37- 40
Hickman Co.
15 21 31 - 39
Marshall (40) -- Lyles 14, Dunn 9,
Powell 7, Long 4, Dougherty 2, Merritt 2,
Perry 2, Howell, Ladd, Moore, Sanders_
FG: 17-37. 3-point FG: 0-5. FT: 6-13
Rebounds: 22 Record: 25-4.
Hickman Co.(39)- Rushing 14, Evans
10, Beard 8, Edwards 5, Byassee 2,
Mathis FG: 14-31.. 3-point FG: 3-8
(Rushing 2. Evans)
FT: 8-13.
Rebounds: 18. Record: 15-11

Tilghman 59, Ballard 39
Tilghman
13 33 48-- 59
Ballard
7 19 31 -39
Tilghman (59) -- Carruthers 15., G
Wilson 10, Jones 9, C. Wilson 8, Kelly 6,
Smith 6, Holt 3, Daniels 2. Adams.
Miller, Sanderson, Strow. FG: 23-48. 3point FG: 515 (Kelly 2, Smith 2.
Jones). FT: 8-8.
Rebounds: 27.
Record: 26-5.
Ballard (39)- Heal 14, Trice 7. Myers
4, Roberts 4, Wear 3, Evans 2.
Overstreet 2, Renfrow 2. Bard 1, Bard.
Dowdy, Flowers, Lemons, Overby. FG:
13-31. 3-point FG: 6-12 (Heal 3, Trice
2, Wear). FT: 7-10. Rebounds: 13.
Record: 15-10.

Ben Rushing paced _Hickman
added 10 and Anthony Beard eight.
The Falcons were 14 of 31 from
the field, 3-of-8 from 3-point range
and 8-of-13 at the free throw line.

8th

IlKentucky...

Nutt's Indians top
Western for title
By MARY, FOSTER
AP Sports Writer
LAFAYETTE, La. (AP) With his teammates and fans chanting "Chico. Chico, Chico," Arkansas State's diminutive guard Chico
Fletcher climbed the ladder and.
snipped a string from the basket.
For most of the Sun Belt Conference tournament, Fletcher owned
the whole thing.
Fletcher scored 21 points,
handed out eight assists, had two
steals and three rebounds Tuesday
night to lead Arkansas State to a
65-48 victory over Western Kentucky for the tournament title and
its first-ever berth in the NCAA
tournament.
"1 was just letting the game
come to me and, fortunately, I was
able to get open and hit some
shots," Fletcher said.
The 5-foot-6 Fletcher followed
up his second straight Sun Belt
Conference Player of the Year
award with tournament MVP honors. In three games. he scored 61
points. had 27 assists, 10 rebounds
and five steals.

"Not much about the game was
a surprise." Western Kentucky
coach Dennis Felton said. "I knew
it would be a matter of two teams
going against each other hard. I
knew Chico Fle,tcher would work
really hard to impose his will and
he did."
Arkansas State (.18-11) had not'won a tournament gaine since 1995
when they won a first-round match.
"We talked about it all the
time," -Arkansas State coach
Dickey Nutt said. "Four years ago
we were the worst team in America. This shows what hard work can
do for you."
Western Kentucky (13-16) fell
behind midway through the second
half, unable to cope with the tough
Indians defense.
"We knew defense would be the
key and it was," Nutt said.
"They're a hard team to stop, but
we felt that's what we had to do."
The Hilltoppers, who shot 48
percent in the first half, shot just 37
percent in the second half and were
out-rebounded 32-21.

cal defense that forced Kentucky
From Page 8A
to take outside shots. Lacking a
reporters of the relative youth of consistent outside shooter, the Wildhis team, which has -just four cats were a combined 4-of-28 on
upperclassmen on its 13-man ros- 3-pointers in two losses to the
ter. In addition, Smith said, the Vols.
Wildcats have struggled to countIn spite of the team's 31 perer the adjustments other teams
have made as the season has pro- cent 3-point shooting, Smith said
his players need to start taking
gressed.
Tennessee, for one, swept Ken- more 3s.
tucky by packing it in under the
"We've got some good 3-point
basket and playing tough, physi- shooters," he said.

IIIVCAA prediction...
ter, Boston; Charlotte Cohseum.
Charlotte; Orlando Arena, OrlanSo expect around an 12 or 13 do; RCA Dome. Indianapolis.
Bradley Center. Milwaukee; Superseed.
dome,
New Orleans; Key Arena.
several
opponent,
the
As for
Seattle; and McNichols Arena, Dennames come to mind.
Arkansas, Florida, Tennessee, ver.
Are you ready?
UCLA, Indiana, Missouri, Arizona
Here we go!
and even Kentucky have all been
Drum roll please!
mentioned as possible foes.
The
pick .... a No. 13 seed.
First round sites for this year's
against
UCLA,
in Indianapolis.
tournament include: the Fleet Cen-

From

Page 8A

The BOSS IS BACK and has cooked
up a tasty new treat for you - the
Texas "T"Burger!
•Lg. Burger On Texas Toast
with pickles, onions. lettuce & special sauc)

•Onion Rings
•Medium Drink

.89

ONLY $
3

Good Thru 3/6/99

TJ's B•B•Q
sm; Chestnut St.• 753-0045

•
•
•
•
•-••••

•

Murray State
1999 Football
at Wisconsin
Sept. 4
at SIC
Sept. 11
SEMO
Sept. 18
Sept. 25 ALBANY ST.
at Western Ky.
Oct. 2
UT-MARTIN
Oct. 9
Oct. 16 EASTERN ILL.
(Homecoming)
SAMFORD
Oct. .23
at Tenn. Tech
Oct. 30
Nov. 6 EASTERN KY.
at Tenn. St.
Nov. 13
Home games ALL CAPS

ish the season w ith three conference games. MSU travels to Tennessee Tech Oct. 30, hosts Eastern
Kentucky Nov-Tfrand -efoscs--out theregular season at Tennessee State
Nov. 13, a game that will he played
at the new Tennessee Titans Stadium in Nashville, Tenn.

5

IT'S TIME TO WINE AND DINE
AT WEST WOOD WINES
I- Cambria
Chardonnay

B&G
Pouilly Fuisse

•'14.11)
Tessera -Ch ardonnay

'1622,)
Concha Y Toro
Amelia Charcornay

'852,)

14.10
Beautour
BV Chardonnay

1 Robel
1Sutter Home-Monday' Fume Blanc
White Zinfendel

'9.54

• '4.99}
Eshcol1George Subreut
Chardonnay
Merlot
'8.81 ,)•'5.30)
Markham
Chardonnay

/Chateau St Jear
Chadomay
k.

Micheal
rPicard
Wines

,
)
15.87 • 1799

'9,69

r-Corvo Bianco --‘\ 1- Chalon
Italian White
Vineyard Chardonnay

'1057,,)

Marcus James

Chard-Cab-Merlot

17.00) '26.43
) 8.59

FINE WINES AT
EXCELLENT PRICES
ins:01000,
("lountain Cadet

Chardonnay

•114.98
A SIX-WEEK COURSE DESIGNED TO
SHOW YOU HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
INVESTING POTENTIAL.
Taught by Betty Boston, Certified Financial
Planner and Financial Consultant with the
Murray office of Hilliard Lyons,

Thursday Evenings, March 25-May 6
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

To register, contact the
Office of Conferences & Workshops
(502) 762-3662; 1-800-669-7654
J.J.B. Hilliard, WI. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIP('

••••••••••••

•

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State will open the 1999
football season at Big 10 Conference member Wisconsin Sept. 4. The Racers. 7-4 a year ago, have
six home games on next season's
slate, including non-conference
games against Division II Albany
State and Samford. MSU has just
two conference road games.
Following the opener at Wisconsin. MSU travels to Southern Illinois Sept. II.
MSU opens Ohio Valley ,Conference play the following week.
hosting Southeast Missouri Sept.
18. Albany State visits Sept. 25 before an Oct. 2 date at Western Kentucky, which re-joins the OVC for
the 1999 season.
The Racers then return home for
three straight, hosting conference
foes Tennessee Martin(Oct9)and
Eastern Illinois (Oct. 16), which
will serve as homecoming.
Samford visits Roy Stewart Stadium Oct. 23 before the Racers fin-

(

Introducing the...

Texas "T" Burger

Racer football
schedule now set

(

MDVti7=3

rER

•

Fertn-Caranc
✓Chardonnay

Bordeaux White

•17,34
Paul Thomas
Chardonnay

9.51
Ferrantarano
Fune Blanc

•chalk Hill

11.45

•'17.62

Chardonnay

Hacienda
Grove
✓Chardonnay
1Sequou
Chardonnay

1- lama Antes
White Zin

Chateau Potelle
Epice White

• 5L5.99
Kistler ..'
Chardonnay

C

,,
/
'

White Zinfendel

'29.89,)

4,99

Monda;
Estate
1fobert
I-Biltrnore
Cabernet
Chardonnay

'6.61
White
1Bennger
Zinfendel

•'1939,)
Santa Carolina
Varietals

• '8.99}
'6.18 \'12.48)
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

•

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69• Paris, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • MasterCard • American Express • Discover

4.1
,

t
, •I
"t
s

•

:C_A t
. .
.1
.
4:411.
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Read Across America
Parents and children across
the country joined in Tuesday to celebrate Dr. Seuss's
95th birthday by reading
books.
Locally,
the
schools
planned various events, culminating in a communitywide pajama party at the
Calloway, County Public
Library.
Here are some scenes from
the celebration and some
thoughts about reading by
local students.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

•

Murray High School teacher Hope Foster introduces students at Murray Elementary School
to a book and its characters, played by some high school students, during Tuesday's celebration.

I like to read because it is fun.
tt is also a good education for you.
Some books are funny, some are
sad and some are cool.
-Jeff Bufidn
Reading is very fundamental. Reading opens the
way to other worlds and
makes me see things in a
different perspective. Aside
from being an educational tool, reading is also very
pleasurable.
-Rohit Tandon

The thing I like about
reading is the sound
because there is not
a sound, and also when
Im reading I can imagine the pictures in my
head If I was reading
a book about sailing,
I could see the boat
and the ocean That's
what I like about reading'
-Michael Miller

BERNARD KANE/
Ledger & Times photos

Above, Sarah Garth, a primary student at Murray Elementary School, tears licorice
into whiskers for a Cat in
the Hat cupcake during her
class celebration. Left, The
Cat in the Hat accepts greetings from students at North
Elementary.

BERNARD KANE/
Ledger & Times photos

Paul Radke (above) and Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins (left) were
among the celebrity readers
at Tuesday's pajama party.

I like to read because
you can learn things. Some
books that you read make
you feel good. Some books
make you feel sad. They
teach you how to build
things. The most important thing is you feel good
inside when you read.
-Josh Polk

The more you read,
the smarter you get
arid learn. The more
you !carpi, the better
job you'll get.
-Elizabeth 'Varies:

ant

TTENTION PARENTS
Registration For Calloway County's 1999-2000
Primary I/Kindergarten Program
•
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before October 1, 1999 are
eligible to attend Calloway County's full day Primary I/Kindergarten Program.

EAST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NORTH CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

SOUTHWEST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Monday, March 15
9:00 a.m. or
Tuesday, March 16
5:00-7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 16
9:00 a.m. or
Tuesday, March 16
5:00-7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 17
9:00 a.m. or
Tuesday, March 16
5:00-7:00 p.m.

Parents of four (4) year old children currently enrolled in the Calloway County
Preschool/Head Start Program need to register.

( Parents should bring the following items: )
• A copy of the state certified birth certificate (Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)
• An Up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• The student's social security card
• An Up-to-date Kentucky Physical (Physicals dated prior to February 1, 1999 cannot be accepted)
(Children attending Calloway County Preschool this year do not need to bring these items.)
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Month activities set
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March is National Nutrition from children to senior citizens,
Month and the month's activities are included in MANA educational
are sponsored by the Murray Area endeavors.
Nutritionist Association whose
The NNM slogan for 1999,
membership is comprised of reg- -Take a Fresh Look at Nutrition,"
istered dietitians and nutritionisst reinforces the importance of nutriworking in Calloway County.
tion as a key component of a healthy
Students majoring in dietetics lifestyle.
at Murray State are associate memIt is designed to communicate
bers.
the flexibility of nutrition recomMANA began when a group of mendations, dietary guidelines,
and
local dietitians and nutritionist felt the Food Guide Pyramid
as the
isolated from their professional framework for daily food
choices
counterparts in the rest of the state that can be personalized
to each
and needed a mechanism for devel- individual's food
preference, nui.i
oping and enhancing their skills.
tional needs, health status and
The group organized in Febru- lifestyle.
ary 1988 with the purpose of explorNutrition information can be
ing current nutrition information attained from the
web site:
and sharing this information with http://wwvv.eatright.org
..and, of
people in the Murray area.
course, from any MANA member.
One important avenue of proMembers are not hard to find
viding information is active par- and they are all registered
dietiticipation in the American Dietet
tians living in Calloway County.
ic Association sponsored National
MANA includes members pracNutrition Month (NNM) activities ticing in clinical and
administraevery March.
tion hospital dietetics, as univerEach year, topics focus on a sity faculty, in business, as condifferent aspect of promoting good sultants, and in vocational educanutrition. NNM also promotes reg- tion. It is a very diverse membership
istered dietitians as the most valu- reflecting a diverse profession.
able and credible source of timeThe area dietitians are visible
ly, scientifically-based food and organizing and participating in
nutrition information.
many health and nutrition related
MANA's 1999 National Nutn- activities.
tion Month activities include eduThey assist in the Diabetes Bikecational programs for public school a-Thon, a summer camp for chilstudents, nutrition related displays dren with diabetes, Head Start
in the Murray State University health awareness activities, Familibrary and information on area ly Resource Fair, the Eating Di,
radio programming and in local orders Task Force, and making
publications.
presentations to many community
All populations in the life span, and school groups.

Workshop to be held

Pictured are fourth place regional chess winners David Morrison, Jacinda Lewis, Andrew Kilby, Andrew Cavitt and
(front), Joshua Lewis, Jesse Morrison. The team is sponsored by the Kiwanis Club. The team of David and Jesse
Morrison, Andrew Kilby and Joshua Lewis will play March
6 in Louisville at the state competition.

Student organization to sponsor discussion
The Alliance Student Organization at Murray State University
will sponsor a panel discussion
titled "HIV and AIDS: Where Do
We Stand?" March 4 in the Curris Center Ballroom, located on
the third floor.

•

An information exchange will
be held at 7:30 p.m., with the
panel discussion following at 8
p.m. A reception will follow the
discussion from 9-9:45 p.m.
Panelists for the discussion
include Dr. Anita Fleenor, Heart-

land Clinic, Paducah; Rich Fortenberry, founder of Heartland Cares
and Clinic, Paducah; Hanson Krosp
and Tom Collins, Community
Action Transmission and Prevention Specialists; Cindy Mangrum.
RN., Testing and Counseling Spe-

cialist; and Dr. Stephanie Schech
ner, moderator.
Free, confidential testing wilt
be offered by Mangrum in the
Tenneessee Room of the Curns
Center (third floor) from 6:45-7:45
p.m. and from 9:15-9:45 p.m.

SILUnique
K TRE
E
FAC
TOR
Y
ome Decor More

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-- The
University of Kentucky has received
more than $50 million in donations that are eligible for matching under a trust fund program
enacted last year by Gov. Paul
Patton and the General Assembly.
On Tuesday, the university's
trustees accepted more than $9.5
million in gifts and pledges and
allocated another $22 million in
gifts as the school continued to
rake in donations- under the -statesResearch_ Challengc Trust,Fund.
Under the program, UK can
receive up to $66.7 million, in
state matching funds for private
gifts and pledges.

Ad
expires
3/6/99

T. Wethington Jr. said.
In other actions Tuesday, the
board:
--accepted a $400.000 grant
from the Max Kade Foundation
to establish a German Cultutal
Center on Maxwell Street. The
new center will house undergraduates and -graduate students from
the United States and Germany
and will be home to a visiting
scholar and writer.
—heard a presentation from Kay
S. Hoffman, dean of the UK Col .
lege—or-Social Work. Hoffman,
who became dean last summer,
disiussed plans to expand the college's academic programs and to
institute selective admissions for
undergraduates wishing to majer
in social work.
—approved the awarding of honorary degrees to Carol Martin Gatauto dealership owner ?or
whom
UK College of Busiess and Economics is named;
retired UK plant pathology professor Robert J. Shepherd; and foriner• U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary Louis W. Sullivan.
Sullivan is to be UK's commencement speaker this spring

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
district court judge in eastern Kentucky was suspended without pay
for ethical violations and conflicts
of interest.
The state Judicial Conduct Commission said in an order Tuesday
that Judge William R. Woods acted
in ways "in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned."
Woods, of Grayson, is a judge
for Carter, Elliott and Morgan
counties. The suspension was for
60 days. The commission also publily reprimanded him.
The order said Woods agreed
to the sanctions without formal
proof.
The order provided little context for the charges, but it included a finding that Woods sentenced
defendants to home incarceration
administered by a company that
employed his wife.
He also put defendants on probation under the supervision of a
company owned by his cousin and

24" Spring
Wreath

White Wicker
Porch Swing

beautifully Designed with
Tulip „and- Daffodit
our Floral Dept.

Approx. 4: x 2' x2'
Large HOZIMI-Cincluded
Arch Diamon41 sack Design

:impeire 3t$29'T,
9

We Now Carry An Assortment of Beveled Glass Tops
Round, Square, Rectangle. Up to 3/8" - 1/2" Thickness
White

Easter Lily bush

3 Pieces - Loveseat and 2 singles
.A ssc,-ted Patterns & Colors

#6106"Z,_

99

$39.95

$3
•

,r.r,pare at $€: '

at

Floor Plants

2.99

Agricultural Labor Association
Subsidiary of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.
s-

$2.99

$

'9.99

Eucalyptus Asst. 1 lb. bag
Floral Tape Single RbIl White-Green-Drown

$7.99 .:
$.79

90 Days Same As Cash where Available
1>rior 'sales

Excluded • While Supplies Last • All Discounts Off Regular Price
We reserve the right to limit quantities • Selection may vary by store

/SA

L\011.:113uk NEWS.
Workt.r.

•

at
$4.99

"6-old Tier

Plate Holder

Compare at '496

4•••• .

•••••••••

S.onipare

_

4 oz. Spanish Moss

•••••

tqb9

24" Grapevine
Wreaths

3 5'
bilver Queen,Zebra. Hosta.
Green Diffenbachia

Compare at 54 99

—

l
I

AT 2:00 PM EVERY SATURDAY
LET OUR FLORAL DESIGNERS SNOW You "How IT'S DONE"

Silks Alive "Artificial Foliage Cleaner's

206 Maple St.• P.O. Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071-1056
Telephone: 502/759-3300

beautiful 4" Moulding
Variety of Finishes

COME TO OUR "FREE" DEMONSTRATION CLASS

.9

Fi)r

Beveled Mirrors
20" x 24"

Cushion Sets

$9

'11)i

5y hensban
#2286-20 Service of4

'79.95

cousin's wife, the order said. It
did not say whether the companies were the same.
Woods did not disclose his wife's
employment on a financial disclosure report filed at the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance,
the order said.
People who answered calls to
Woods'office and home in Grayson
said he was unavailable. His attorney. Philip McKenzie of Grayson.
also was unavailable
The chairman of the. ‘omn..smon, attorney Stephen D. Wolnitzek of Covington, declined to
comment on the order. citing confidentiality rules.

•H..1;\

Strawberry Social
20 Pc.
Stoneware Set

"For A Bit of Neicome-

#Y2038WH

Judge suspended
for violations

•••• •/••• ;••••

Department of Education. Partici
pants will earn three hours of pro
fessional development credit based
upon approval from their school
district, a free copy of the cur
nculum and teaching strategies. A
light meal will be served and dooi
prizes awarded.
The MSU Center for Econom
lc Education is operated under the
university's college of business and
public affairs. Barry Brown is the
director.
For the latest information on
this and other EconomicsAmerka
workshops
to
on
log
www.econ.org, and click on "Foi
Teachers." Workshop registration
can be completed On this website
or by. contacting Brown at- '502(e-mail)
762-3403,
or
barry.brown@murraystate.edu; or
Janice Vaughn at 502-395-4997
or (e-mail) jvaughn5@apex.net.

UK trustees accept
gifts, award degrees

The school said the money
raised so far is being used to
endow 22 new academic chairs
and 30 new professorships and to
fund several additional academic
programs.
The steady pace of donations
over recent months "shows that
our alumni and friends realize the
importance of this Research Challenge Trust. Fund program and
what it means to the future of our
university," UK President Charles

•••••

The Voyages of Columbus: An
Economic Enterprise is the title
of a free EconomiesAmerica workshop coming March 4 to the Paducah area.
Presented by the Murray State
University Center for Economic
Education, the workshop will be
held from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Seaman's Church Institute Center for
Maritime Education, located at 111
Kentucky Ave.
The workshop is targeted for
fourth through sixth grade teachers. In this curriculum, students
explore many economic lessons presented in the story of Columbus.
The activities provided within each
lesson range in degree of challenge.
No prior economic knowledge
is necessary to attend the workshop. The workshop is approved
for KERA credit by the Kentucky

"We're not just trees anymore" fita

11_1( TREE FACTORY
3200 Irvin Cobb Dr.• Paducah, KY
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Prices Good
March 3 thru
March 9

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

WED

AIVAIIIVERSAIRY CIELEBRAITION

944ad 7oact — 7fteux 9000e

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

Quantities
We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit

Grade A Frozen

Smoked

Turkey Breast

Ham Hocks

Shoulder
Roast
$ 1 69
II

Pictun
Board
dra Pa
Allen
net; a
Techni

Storemade Italian

Sausage
$ 99
I

Lb

Lb.

12 oz Links $179

Extra Lean

Cut-Up Best of

Ground Chuck

Fryer
Steak
Sauce
$349

Grape
Juice
$299

2 Liter

BBQ
Sauce

Orange
Juice

99

$ 1 99

Our store is joining with 100 other
supermarkets in this exciting
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION GIVEAWAY!

Coke, Diet Coke,
Cherry Coke,
Caffeine Free Coke

T(
re

Kentucky Farms

Skim Milk

Register for your chance to
win a share of more than

99
'

gal,

$60,000 in prizes

‘Z
.
.1

$209

During this Anniversary Celebration
All you need to do is pick up a registration
blank at our store.
Fill it out & deposit in the official entry box.
We guarantee one of this
store's shoppers will win

Stokley Corn, Green Beans, Peas

Vegetables

Rainbow

Sugar

A Free 20" Color TV set!
4 Lb,
PLUS 4 of this store's shoppers will win a
$25.00 Grocery Gift Certificate
Charmin

Bath Tissue

24 rolls

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke, Tab,

Cat Free Coke

$499
$329

12 pk.

Pillsbury All-Ready
$1 99
2 pk

Wesson

Oil

48 oz.

Prairie Farms

Whole Milk

1/2 gal.

2/$300

2/$219

Luncheon Meat

120Z.79

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
6 pk. 1/2 Liter $219

Peanut Butter

14-18 oz.

Splash

64 oz

Snacks

2/$300 Cat Food
00
Yogurt
2/$5
89' Nuts
$ 1 99

Owen's Best
Smoked

Owen's Best
Storemade

Ile Lb

Owen's Best
Rotisserie

—Owerrs Best

esm Lb

99
10-12 oz $2

Liquid

$1 99
28 az

3 Lb. Bag
Red Del.

10 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Florida
4 Lb. Bag

Apples
$ 1 39

Potatoes
$ 1 89

Oranges
$ 1 99

”I ea

Turkey Breast Cole Sls BBQ Beef BBQ Beans
$A99 $ 1 19 $089
$ 1 39
Lb

00

6 oz.

Ph.O.d.Uf2

Baked Haril Cheese HQ Ribs Chicken
q99 $A29 $129 $A89
Lb

99'
2P 1
4 pk.

Dawn Dishwashing

Ii

‘
0
1 LL

Single Roll

6-7 oz

Cereals

Owen's Best

Towels

Planter's

Pringles

Biscuits

Baby
Swiss

32 oz

Yoplait

V-8

Post Selected Varieties

Owen's Best
Honey

$1 29

Jam

9 Lives

Hungry Jack 8-10 ct
1 2 oz..69°

99'

Welch's Grape Jelly or

Armour Treet

Peter Pan

Pie Crust
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Jumbo
Sweet

Onions
Lb
69
°

Golden
Ripe

Red or Whtte
Seedless

Dole Classic
Blend

1 W. Bag
Ready-To-Eat

Bananas

Grapes
$ 29

Salad
$ 29

Baby CartOiS

c
29

Lb

I Lb

1 Lb

99c

1
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Social Security
representative
to be in Murray
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A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Murray at the Calloway
County Public Library March 11
from 10:30 a.m. to12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
*Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number' is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine a person's Social Security card.
Be sure to apply for a number at
least two weeks before it will be
needed.
*After a death in the family to
see if survivor benefits can be
paid.

Pictured from left are: Elain White, chairman of the State
Board of Education; Rep. Jody Hayden, Bardstown; Dr. Sandra Parks, former principal of KY Tech-Murray/Calloway ATC;
Allen Rose, Secretary of the Workforce Development Cabinet; and Emil Jezik, Commissioner for the Department of
Technical Education.

*When someone in the family
is disabled, to find out if disability benefits can be paid.
*At retirement - at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare two or three months
before 65 even if there are no
plans for retirement.
Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the librar.
may telephone the Mayfield Social
Security office at 247-8095.

Technology center
receives award
The Murray/Calloway County
Area Technology Center was among
28 technical secondary schools in
Kentucky awarded Flags of Excellence in Frankfort in February.
The Department for Technical
Education, an agency of the Cabinet for Workforce Development,
presented the awards at a ceremony to honor schools for excellence in education.
Cabinet for Workforce Development Secretary Allen Rose said
the schools that have achieved the
Flags of Excellence recognition
are standouts because the students,
teachers and staffs are committed
to learning.
"It takes more than simply showing up to prepare for a successful career. The students of these
schools have demonstrated that
they are serious about succeeding
in school and life, and the faculties and staffs have shown they
are dedicated to bringing the best

out in their students," Rose said.
Flags of Excellence are awarded to secondary schools whose
students have at least a 65 percent completion rate and high ratings on employer satisfaction survey. In addition, schools must have
a student placement rate of at least
90 percent.
The Murray/Calloway Center has
received a Flag of Excellence for
six straight years and has received
eight flags since 1990.

March 1999

111101121E1110
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VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES.

Lipton Rice & Sauce or

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

Noodles &Sauce
Reg
Si 19

77

7

2 Liter
Bottle

ng

Coke, Diet Coke, so
Sprite
12 pk.12 oz. can KM•QF
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite 6 pk. 1/2 Liter Btis. Fa 5.00

Chicken of the Sea Tuna
6 oz. can

2

2

For $1•
0
0

Angel Soft Bathroom Tissue

To Subscribe I
‘Call
753-1916

4 Roll Pkg.

87C

Bush's Showboat Pork & Beans
15 oz. Can

Specializing tri.Elean
and General Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

762-0000
Owner
Ronnie Melvin

401 N. 4th St.

YES YOU CAN...
OWN A HOME

Pride of Ill. Corn or Green Beans
15 oz. Can

Morton House Beef Stew

3

For $1•
00

10-3/4 oz. Can

Nunn Better Corn Meal

2Fors1.00

5 Lb. Bag

QUALITY MEATS

prizes

Sold In
10 Lb. Bag
Only

Chicken

Legs
Thighs
100% Pure

Ground Chuck

Southern

"

U.S.D.A. Boneless
Lb.

1.38
1.48
98c

Chuck Roast
U.S.D.A. Boneless

Lb.

Shoulder Roast
Metzger Sliced Slab

Lb.

Whole-Peeled "Ready-To-Eat"

Corn

•

Lb

Bacon

Lb

Lb

Lb,

23eLb
Super Sweet Yellow

PAYS

38'
38c
$1.38

9'

Cabbage

Baby Carrots
KENTUCKY
HOUSING
CORPORATION

Leg Quarters

s't

Chicken
13
0
0

Don't pass up this free opportunity to learn how to be a
successful homeowner.
To register, call Wilma Billington at(502) 762-5237,
Stephanie McClard at(502) 767-2265,
Gina England at(502)762-0404,
Dwayne Fulkerson at(502)492-8136 or
Helen Foley at(502) 753-7921.

"

886

Chicken

Union Planters Bank, Mercantile f3ank, Peoples E3ank of Murray,
Hopkinsville Savings sank and Pees Bank of Hazel
are offering you a slice of the
American Dream -- homeownership.
Come to a series of two Glasses, March 25 and 50,
from 6.to 9 p.m. at Mercantile Dank, 12th and Main Streets,
Murray, Kentucky.

Learn About
es‘`f(\e'lis
q`AeA
Home Buying Process
LoanTrequalification
Budget and Credit
Home Maintenance

88°

24 oz. Can

Let Us Show You How

Equal Housing
LENDER

00

For$II•

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Campbell's Tomato Soup

ta
e.

4

Sweet Potatoes

98
3 88c
, 48c
1 Lb Ba.

Ears

Fresh Crisp

Garden Salad
Medium Yellow

Onions
Red Florida

Grapefruit

Bag98C
88'
4198°

1 Lb

3 Lb. Bag

•

•
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YMCA considers pool greatest need

Mayor Freed Curd has signed a proclamation declaring
March as National Disability Awareness Month. Also pictured are Jeanne Gallimore, Jan Day and Crystal Ford from
the Center for Accessible Living and John Glisson from the
National Federation for the Blind.

•

Center for Accessible
Living offers services
to disabled citizens

a

•

•
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•

Did you realize that there are
approximately 49 million Americans with disabilities in the United States? This may be your mother. son, neighbor, teacher, friend
or even doctor. March is Disabilities Awareness Month.
The Center for Accessible Living believes in educating community members to recognize that
people with disabilities should be
treated like everyone else.
This will help break down barriers and negative attitudes that
prevent all community . members
from leading the fullest, most productive lives possible.
The Center for Accessible Living is a non-profit organization.
governed by people with disabilities. whose mission is to provide
information, advocacy and services that create opportunities for
people with disabilities to live
independently.
Independent living means having the right and the opportunity
to make decisions and have control•over and responsibility for one's
own life.

The ultimate goal of equal and
independent status for all people
with disabilities will only be
reached when the entire community becomes aware of, involved
in, and supportive of the rights
of people with disabilities.
Core services provided by the
Center for Accessible Living
include advocacy, information and
referral, peer counseling and independent living skills.
Other services include accessible housing assistance, Personal
Care Attendant Program (PCAP),
equipment closet, library loans and
technical assistance/consultations
for homes and businesses toward
the implementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Peer support groups meet on
the second and fourth Wednesday1_ of each month at 2 p.m.
Accessible AA meetings are held
at 7 p.m. each Thursday.
For more information, call
(502)753-7676/v or (502)7537729/TDD or 1-888-261-6194.
Office hours are Monday-Friday,
8:30 a.m. -5 p.m.

LEGAL NOTICE
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
In accordance with KRS 176.051, Kentucky's noxious weed law, the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet will destroy noxious weeds on state-owned right of way at
the request of the adjoining property owner. The noxious weeds named in this law
are Johnson grass, gant foxtail, Canada thistle, noddirikthistle. multiflora rose.
black nightshade, wild cucumber and kudzu.
Persons v. ho own property adjacent to state right of way and who are involved in
eradication efforts on their property can submit a written application to the highway district office in their area. Applications and addresses of each district office
will be located at state highway garages.

What is the greatest YMCA facility need? A pool! Now I'm more
convinced than ever. You see, I've
just returned from the Kentucky
8-year and under Swim Spectacular in Elizabethtown.
The most spectacular thing about
the meet was the 248 8-and under
swimmers, their parents and relatives, meet officials and vendors
along with concession workers all
crammed into this small, ancient
middle-school pool.
For those of you who don't
know, my professional background
is in aquatics: Prior to moving
here, I was a swim coach for 15
years and certified aquatic
ty manager/pool operator for the
last six years. I've taught lessons,
coached, scheduled facilities, budgeted and even consulted in the
.aquatics field.
Moving to Murray, it didn't
take long for me to realize that
the Murray/Calloway County area
was in real need of an indoor
pool. However, this weekend I had
a paradigm shift. Sure Murray needs
a pool, but the region needs an
aquatic center.
I had been short-sighted in looking only at the local need. This
weekend's meet opened my eyes.
In fact, there are a number of
precedents set for regional centers
locating in Murray. The first that
comes to mind is really more of
a national one - the National Boy

By BOB LOCHTE
Special to the Ledger
In the mid-1930s, the giant Radio
Corporation of America flirted with
a scheme to underwrite a memorial in Murray to wireless inventor Nathan B. Stubblefield.
Ultimately, the company abandoned the idea because there was
no clear link between Stubblefield's various wireless telephones
and radio technology. The details
of the plan are revealed through
internal company documents collected by RCA employee George
Howard Clark.
The suggestion first arose in
1935 when RCA became aware
of attempts to build a national
monument to Stubblefield.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, president
of Murray State Teachers College,
and journalism professor L.1. Hortin
had _mounted _this, campaign after.
Stubblefield's death in 1928.
In a 1930 maga7ine article,

other picture I.D.
2. Most recent
paycheck stub.

Scouting Museum. This museum
brings both regional and national
tourists to Murray.
Murray Slate University is a
huge draw, not only for school,
but as a point to visit, with Wrather
Museum, Pogue Library, the Exposition Center and more.
But, without a doubt, the facility. that comes to most peoples
minds first is the RSEC. Not just
a place to play basketball, the
RSEC has also hosted conventions, tournaments, and vendor exhibitions.
These are truly regional events,
drawing visitors from all over the
Purchase area and beyond.
So where's the nearest pool?
Mayfield? No. Whether for economic reasons or service limitations, that YMCA board decided
to construct a small rehab/therapy
pool instead of a full-sized facility.
Paducah? Not unless you consider a hotel pool a truly viable
solution. Sure they can have one
swim competition a year, but what
about all the other ongoing services needed, like lessons, adult swim

classes, water aerobics, arthritis
water exercise, and lap swim?
Even divided by 10, the ecoHopkinsville, like Elizabethnomic
impact from one meet would
town, has a small high school
facility. Madisionville? Hotel again. be greatly felt in Murray.
Not to mention the savings to
Believe it or not, you have to
our
parents and swimmers for not
travel over two hours awl to get
to a true full-service aquatic facil- having to travel away for a meet
ity. Southern Illinois University in (each of our large meets have been
too far to commute which adds hotel
Carbondale or Owensboro are the
and eating expense).
closest.
But, even before an economic
Western Kentucky doesn't have
impact would be felt from a faciladequate aquatic facilities. In fact,
ity such as this, the local stanstatewide, Kentucky doesn't have dard of living would be greatly
enough adequate facilities. Evi- increased by the added availabildence of that will be made very ity of lap swimming, year-round
apparent when our MYST swim- lessons, family swim, Arthritis
mers travel this weekend to Foundation water exercise class
Louisville for the State Regional and other aquatic programs.
Championships.
We are in a unique situation.
The State Region Swim Com- The threshold of something new.
petition was to be held in an east Planning and determining program
and a separate west location. But needs should dictate what is built.
because of the lack of facilities, I believe that we need to recogthe two competitions will be com- nize our regional impact in Murbined, turning a 400-swimmer meet ray and plan appropriately.
It's just one way that the Murinto an 800-swimmer meet.
If Murray had the proper facil- ray Family YMCA continues to
build strong kids, strong families,
ity, it could have helped out.
And how would that impact Mur- strong communities.

Hortin coined the phrase "Murray,
Kentucky, Birthplace of Radio," and
the monument was to be a celebration of the inventor's work and
a tourist attraction for the community.
An associate sent David Sarnoff,
president of RCA, an advertisement from the Louisville CourierJournal that extolled Stubblefield's
accomplishments.
Sarnoff asked Clark how he felt
about the monument project. Clark
responded negatively. Then the idea
surfaced again in 1937 after
Nashville radio station WSM broadcast a program about Stubblefield.
RCA executive Frank Mason
stated: "1 don't know whether Mr.
Sarnoff recognizes Stubblefield as
a factor in radio, but if he does
there may be the germ of a good
promotion idea here.".
Clark shot back with a carefully written memo that RCA should
decline to participate because "the

513 So. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

Announcing

radio memorabilia in 1902. He
worked for Stone Telegraph and
Telephone, then became a civilian
wireless operator for the U.S. Navy
in 1908.

trouble lies in the nomenclature."
All wireless telephones and
telegraphs of the late 19th cetttury were not radio.
In fact, the U.S. Navy adopted the term radiotelegraphy in
1912 to differentiate wireless by
electromagnetic waves from technologies before Marconi. He went
on to detail the history of wireless since 1842, to explain the
differences between Stubblefield's
inventions and those of Marconi,
and to argue that a Stubblefield
commemoration would confuse
rather than clarify the issue of
who actually invented radio.

He created the RCA Radiona
Collection, which eventually found
a permanent home at the Henry
Ford Museum.

Since RCA held the U.S. rights
to all Marconi patents, it was in
the company's best interest to maintain the Italian inventor's priority.
Samoff agreed with Clark.
Clark, an MIT graduate, started his collection of wireless and

Upon his death, Clark's personal collection and papers, including a file on Stubblefield,,became
the property of the Smithsonian..____
Institution where they are availahle at the Archives Center, National Museum of American History.

After World War I, he went to
work for Marconi, then RCA where
he remained until he retired in
1946. Clark was in charge of
RCA's Show Division, a traveling
exhibit devoted to the history of
radio and RCA's contributions to
the industry.

Saturday, March 13, 1999 - 12 Noon (CST)
Ohio County Park • Hartford, Kentucky

A

On KY 69, Just North of Natcher Pkwy. at Exit 48
KY Beef Improvement Association/
West KY Angus Association
University of Kentucky
REGISTERED ANGUS SALE
WESTERN KY EPD BULL SALE
5 Bulls '52 Females
2 Herefords - 21 Angus - All Service Aged
Auctioneer: Bruce Miller
SALE MANAGER
SALE DAY PHONE: 502-298-4466
Tim Dievert - 582 Popplewell Lane - Danville. KY 40422
_15E_
Office: 606-236-4591
Residence: 606-236-2640
DIEVERt
Mobile:(606) 238-3195
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Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes• Window- Units
753-9911
Owned & Operated By .Carbon Monoxide Testing
9307 State Rt.
(;1'n ii Cossey
91E Murray
24 hr. Emergency

11111T.-00

1111

1111

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON

3. Latest bank statement
& personal check.

The
MoneyPlace

23* Vems E6see4,ire4

CATTLE AUCTION - 2 SALES - 1 DAY - 1 LOCATION

No doggone headaches or hassles at your
on-the-Spot Cash-Advancer!
EAsy A,s I. Bring driver's license or

vne4 23ca449 3locica

RCA rejected plan for Stubblefield memorial

SPOT

Get MONEY..ON

ray economically? While coaching
in Fort Wayne, my team hosted
the Regional Great Lakes YMCA
Zone Championship and in one
weekend netted over $20,000.
The Tourism Bureau estimated
the competition brought in well over
$300,000 of revenue to Fort Wayne
in the form of hotel, restaurant,
gas and souvenir sales.
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THE RACER INN RESTAURANT

Monday-Friday 7-5
*New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
Cooper *Free Mount and
Computer Balance

Sunday
Sat.
Fri. & Sat.
GRANDE
Breakfast
Night
Buffet
Brunch
Seafood Buffet &
Prime Rib Special 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sat & Sun. Morning Special
Hours:6 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Thur.,
Bring Church Bulletin & Receiae
6 a_m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
10% OFF!
6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sunday
753-59sii
•
•
Murraa,
..;•4,titla
111.611

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
400 industrial Rd.
753-1111

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS
Loans from $10,000 to $ 75,000
•No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half

pleased to announce they are the
authorized distrubutor for
Murray and Calloway County.

1•RXITHLY PAYMENT

$50
.
000

$10,000
$106.64

EXAMPLES

$533.21

$75.000
$799.82

1-800-819-7010

\ X110\ fig

PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50% NOTE RATE, 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE

Visit our website... www.nationwidelending.com

ovER SIDNEARS
An American Company

New Better HearIng
Through Professonal Care

Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray
Fall And Winter Service Center Wili
Be Open Every Friday
9 a.m. til 1 p.m.
918 Broadway • Paducah, Ky.• 502-443-4594
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Specials
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HEAVY DUTY WASHER
\
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Baskinci

Robbins

INTRODUCES

• Large Capacity
• 3 Wash/Rinse
Temperature
Combinations
•25-Year Limited Tub
Warranty

DECAFFEINATED
Mocha and Cappuccino BLASTS

$2.50„,„ $2.95,„,

tioW
4,\J AIL ABLE

MODEL FWX233RES

Baskinqh Robbins

Only 349

ke Cream &Yogurt

COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

508 N. 12th (Olympic Plaza) Murray • 753-3111

90 BAYS SANE AS CASH • CASH $ CARRY!
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MSU's Hancock plans construction
In a few months, construction
of a new glasshouse and mesocosm facility will begin at Murray State University's Hancock
Biological Station.
The greenhouse, funded by the
National Science Foundation and
matching monies, will offer artificial streams with large tanks
mimicking ponds and lakes.
Research labs also will be located in the new facility.
In addition to the glasshouse,
Dr. David White, director of Hancock Biological Station, has planned
the construction of a conference
center containing six meeting
Keith Wright had the winning essay in the Conservation rooms, a lecture hall and dining
Writing Contest. Pictured with Wright is Jamie Potts, agri- room with kitchen facilities.
culture teacher at Calloway County High School.
White serves as administrator
and planner/builder at Hancock. Not
only has he planned the two new
projects ahead, he assisted student
workers in the construction of the
residential cabins on the property.
A tour of the 100-acre facility,
located about 15 miles east of
Murray off Highway 94 East, brings
visitors into a beautiful wooded
setting located in sight of Kentucky Lake. The main research
building, sitting on a steep hill.
overlooks the lake below. Cabins
dot the wooded landscape nearby.
As both a year-round research
e••••••

and teaching facility, Hancock Biological Station hosts some 70 students plus visiting faculty for a summer training program geared to
inland water and habitat research.
"To give you an example of
the summer course ... students
would probably have two hours
of lecture in the morning," White
said. "Then they would go out on
a boat into the lake spending the
rest of the day gathering data,
testing hypotheses, collecting samples and understanding what they
talked about in class - something
you can't do in a regular classroom.''
Chris Robinson, a MSU junior
from Herod, 111., values the experiences he is gaining at Hancock
as one of 23 students working
there. In exchange for his work.
Chris enjoys free housing at the
complex. He also has been selected to participate in- the' summer
program.
"I have an opportunity to get
off campus and work for my rent.
It's hands-on. You can sit in a
lab and do the techniques, but
here you have an understanding
of why you do it,- said Robinson.
Educational
opportunities
abound at the station, too. for non-

gen, light, nitrogen, phosphorus
and temperature levels provide scientists ongoing data for study over
long periods of time.
ECOMA, the Ecological Consortium of Mid-America made up
of seven regional universities, cooperatively use the station's facilities for Student training and faculty research at Hancock. With the
wide range of individuals perHancock Station, said White. forming.
research at the facility,
became a Center of Excellence for needs
arise.
Reservoir Research. He proudly
"Our greatest funding needs are
shares that this station was the in
facilities." said White. "Every
only one in the state completely
inch of this building is packed.
selected in the first round of com- We are
having growing pains."
petition with much larger KenWhite sees additional benefits
tucky universities.
-of-----Hancock Biological Station
At the station the reservoir envibeyond research. He views Han'
ronment
is studied carefully.
cock as raising the public's aware"One of the first things the cen- ness of Murray State University.
ter did was to establish a long- Currently, a university chair is in
term monitoring program on the the process of being endowed here.
lake. The ogram has gone on since
"By the fact that this is here,
1988. Wrhave had 220 crinses it has attracted very good. young
- every 16 days at 17 different faculty members that we might
sites on the lake," said White.
not have gotten otherwise into the
The research cruises coincide university - not only within the
with interval satellite studies that college of science but also in techaid in technological findings. State nology and in other places that
and federal agencies, including the have some environmental interest,"
Tennessee Valley Authority, utilize White said. "We are nationally
the information along with the respected for what we do. It has
fishing industry. Twenty-seven dif- given credence to the whole uniferent measurements including oxy- versity."

college students.
According to White, middle and
high school students can come for
a learning day at the station. The
pre-arranged visit gives younger
students the opportunity for experiential, outside-the-classroom training. Arrangements are made by
calling the station in advance at
(502) 474-2272.

•.‘

Dark thriller'Eight Millimeter'tops box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
dark thriller "Eight Millimeter" got
the No. 1 spot at the weekend
box office - the sixth consecutive movie for Nicolas Cage to
earn at least $14 million at its
opening, according to industry estimates.
Another action movie, Mel Gibson's revenge-fest "Payback," was
No. 2, beating out "The Other
Sister" and "Message in a Bottle." estimates released Sunday
showed. ,
"Eight Millimeter," with Cage
as a private eye wading through
the grim porn subculture, debuted
at No. 1 with $14.3 million in
North America. The opening was
a testament to Cage's box office
strength - audiences turned out
despite some of the harshest reviews
for a movie this year.

Ashley Winkler (center) had the winning poster in the Jim
Claypool Conservation Art Contest. Also pictured are Wanda
Walker, teacher, and Dr. Mary Lou Skinner, principal for
Southwest Elementary.

Winners of writing
contest announced
Keith Wright, student of Cal- Elementary; Abby Kelly, Murray
loway County High School and Christian Academy; Rachael Self,
Ashley Winkler, student of South- Eastwood Christian Academy.
• Second place poster school
west Elementary, were the first
place county winners in the Con- winners - Evan McDaniel, North
servation Writing Contest and the Elementary; Lindsay Miller, SouthJim Claypool Conservation Art west Elementary; Zachary Miller,
East Elementary; Joseph Kelly,
•
Contest this year.
This year's topic was "Ken- Murray Christian Academy; Katritucky Wildlife: Sharing our Com- na Wulff, Eastwood Christian Academy.
mon Wealth."
• Third place poster school win,The winning essay and- poster
-=-Vatrick- Wyatt, -North Elehave been stibmitted-fOr-the state ifers
-championship in Louisville.
mentary; Larkin Philpot, SouthThe poster and essay contest west Elementary; Heather Collins.
was sponsored by the Louisville East Elementary; Jordan Thompson,
Courier Journal, Kentucky Farm Eastwood Christian Academy.
Bureau Federation, Kentucky AssoThere were 51 essays written
ciation of Conservation Districts, and 1,206 posters drawn for this
and the Calloway County Conser- contest. The schools with 100 pervation District.
cent participation in the poster
The winners were:
contest was East Elementary with
• First place essay school win- 452 and North Elementary with 594.
ner - Keith Wright, CCHS.
Awards will be presented to the
• Second place essay school first place school winners and to
winner - Kari 'Downs, who also the county winners at the Calwon second place in county, CCHS. loway County Conservation Dis• Third place essay school win- trict's Annual Awards Banquet to
ner - Gina Linn, CCHS.
be held March 11.
• First place poster school winSecond and third place school
ners - Ashley Winkler, Southwest winners will receive recognition
Elementary; Alissa Thomason, who in their schools after di?* awards
also won second place in county, banquet.
East Elementary: Seana Sims, North

CHURCH
)VEWS

Q: I know I am at increased
risk for colon cancer. What should
1 do?
A: Colorectal cancer cancer of
the colon or rectum is the second leading cause of cancer deaths
in the United States. While the number of new -cases of' colorectal
cancer in this country is rising,
the number of deaths due to this
disease is decreasing. The risk of
colorectal cancer increases after
age 40.

Doctors cannot always explain
why one person gets cancer and
another does not. However, scientists have studied general patterns
of cancer in the population to learn
what increases our -risk for the
disease and what we can do to
rease our chance of develop-

/999
Celebrate the season in
our upcoming special
publication

March 25, 1999

WE'RE
#1

Advertising Deadline
March 18, 1999
y MORRIS
Whitney Morris, a senior at Calloway County High School, will be featured
as we spring tnto a season of fun,fashion and excitement! Don't miss it!

LEDGER & TIMES

•

•
p

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

1-. "Eight Millimeter." $14.3 million.
2. "Payback." $6.9 million.
3. "The Other Sister." $6.7 million.
4. "Message in a Bottle," $6.4
.million.
5. "My Favorite Martian," $5.2
million.
6. "October Sky." $5 million.
7. "Shakespeare in Love," $4.4
million.
8. "Blast from the Past:" $3.7
9. "She's All That." $3.6 mil-.
lion.
10. "200 Cigarettes." $3.2 million.

ing it.
Diet appears to be related to
colorectal cancer. A diet low in
saturated fats and high in whole
grains, fruits, and vegetables may
decrease our risk of the disease.
Not smoking. limiting alcohol, and
keeping active also may lower our
risk. Other studies have shown
that non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs may reduce the risk of
colorectal cancer.
Screening tests are important

because treatment i4 more likely
to be effective when cancer is
found early. People age 50 and older
should talk with their doctor about
when to have a stool test and a
sigmoidoscopy ta procedure in
which the doctor looks inside the
colon through a lighted tube).
People at increased risk for colorectal cancer should ask their
doctor when to begin screening.
what tests to have, and how often
to schedule appointments.

CALL 753-1916

to be published

TOWING!
McCLARD'S
• TOWING ••
•

Here are estimated grosses at
North American theaters for Friday through Sunday. Final figures
were expected today:

TO SUBSCRIBE TOTHE LEDGER & TIMES

"Miss Spring"

When your
•••
car's not going
call us for

million and the sitcom-comes-tothe-big-screen "My Favorite Martian" was fifth with $5.2 million.
The rocketry story "October
Sky" lost. only 15 percent of its
audience in the second week to
finish sixth with $5 million, followed by the best-picture Oscar
nominee "Shakespeare in Love"
with $4.4 million for seventh.
Rounding out the top 10 were
"Blast from the Past," the comedy with Brendan Fraser coping
with the modern-dey world after
growing up in a bomb shelter.
with $3.7 million for eighth, and
the teen Pygmalion tale "She's All
That" with $3.6 million for ninth.
Another teen-oriented film,
"Jawbreaker," tumbled more than
50 percent in its second week.
collecting just $750,000 for a weak
$936 -per-screen average.

Diet, tests important in preventing cancer

priny
)
rnii3 ,S

Churches wanting to
submit speakers or
sermon topics should
do so no later than
Wednesday prior
the
to the service.

Cages last six movies have
now opened with $14 million or
more.
Among the other new releases,
"The Other Sister," with Juliette
Lewis in a love story about two
mentally disabled people, had a
respectable debut, collecting $6.7
million for third place.
Two other films had lackluster
openings.
"200 Cigarettes," about young
people heading in their roundabout
ways to a party in 1980s New
York City, was 10th with $3.2
million. And "Just the Ticket," the
Andy Garcia-Andie MacDowell
ticket-scalper romantic comedy, had
just $266,500 on 82 screens.
The shoot-'em-up "Payback" had
$6.9 million for second, while the
Kevin Costner romance "Message
in a•-Bottle" was fourth with $6.4

Call Our Advertising Department at 753-1916
Jim Green • Lori Andrus • Vanessa Feagin • Mary Ann Orr

•
•
•
•
•

MURRAY PRESCHOOL-HEAD START
AND EARLY HEAD START
WILL HOLD JOINT REGISTRATION:

REGISTRATION
Friday, March 5, 1999
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon & 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1st Floor Special Education Building - MSU
/acrossfrom the Boy Seoul Museum)
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOUHEAD START
*Age three or four by October I. 1999
*Qualify for income guidelines(four year olds must meet school distriLl • ticc.
meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal poverty guidelines).
*Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
*Children who turn three during the 1999-2(N)school "year and meet
disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.
For information call: 762-3262
Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
'Proof-of-Income - Check stubs, tax returns. K-TAP(AU-Mi.-Child Support.
Social Securit!.. etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
I ocation of Program: MSU Special Education Building and Willis Early Child
Care Center
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
*Pregnant Women
*Infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
*Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
For Information Call: 762-5438
Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Binh Certificate
'proof-of-Income - Check stubs. tax retums.
K-TAP(AFDC). Child Support.
Social Security, etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
°cation of Program: MSU Special Education Building
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

(l.‘s•11:11:.1).11) K VIl
Ran *,at.,. 0 LX1,

Adr

tu.ai /

Ltne Ads $e CC TIOIMUM ki day be per word per day for crab additional coat...delve
r Tars Classifiedsa nto Shoppta (iuide)$2 00 extra for blind boa ads
$Z Weevil for S
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Publish

OD

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

52 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Fri 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m.
*Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Just Say "Charge It"
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

Ad Deadlines

7534916

Iti.pla%
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
All

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

010
Legal Notice

All stored items in storage units 46, 148,
201 & 211 at Key Mini Warehouses, 1850
State Route 121 South Murray, KY 42071,
have been abandoned and if all charges for
storage units 46. 148, 201 & 211 are not
paid in full on or before March 15, 1999,
Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal possession of all items stored in units 46, 148,
201 & 211. A sale date for said items stored
in storage units 46, 148, 201 & 211 will be
posted at a later time.

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.

An Ordinance of the City of Murray, Kentucky

adopting the Murray Calloway Economic
Development Corporation, Inc. revolving fund
agreement.

Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

Adopted by the Murray City Council
February 25, 1999.
/s/ Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor
Attest: /s/ Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Summary Prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, Attorney
January 1, 1998 - December 31, 1998
Financial Statement
Calloway County Clerk's Office
Ray G. Coursey, Jr., Clerk
RECEIPTS
License
Motor

Vehicle
Fish & Game
Others
Taxes
Usage
Advalorem
Deed Transfer
Delinquent
Advalorem Late Fee
Recordings
Deeds, etc.
R/E Mortgages
Chattel Mortgages/Financials
Statements
Powers of Attorney

All Other Recordings
Services
Title Liens
State Fees
Fiscal Court
Misc.
Interest
TOTAL

$687,726.91
$7876.25
$11,572.34
$2,770,578.04
$1,947,660.58
$75,260.25
$70,877.11
$5855.00
$23,255.00
$44,408.00
$19,104.00
$1771.00
$40,760.34
$71,844.00
$16,000.25
$27,985.81
$40,222.15
$6,111.29
$5,868,868.32

EXPENDITURE

Motor Vehicle Usage Tax
Ad Val Tax
Del. Tax
Deed Transfer Tax
Motor Veh. Lic.
Fish & Game
Occup. Lic.
Legal Process Fees
Operating Exp.
Salaries/Expense Allowance
Social Security
Office Equipment and Supplies
Conventions, Travel & Dues
Payments to Sheriff
Payments to County Attorney
Misc.

TOTAL
Total Revenues in Excess
of Expenditures

$2,678,850.79
$1,868,158.82
$48,610.07
$71,496.20
$520,559.74
$7,822.50
$233.34
$32,090.16
$322,780.43
$22,819.75
$3406.48

$4498.97
$3352.42
$11,349.34
$30,300.78
$5,626,329.79
$242,538.53

I certify that this statement, to the best of my
knowledge, is true and correct. All informa,
non subject to audit.
Ray G. Coursey, Jr.
Calloway County Clerk

Calloway Monument Co.
"Still" Family
Owned & Operated
Custom designing & individual
craftsmanship continue to be our
"Specialty"
Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.

753-1962

.

NEW Year, new location.
Professional lady, late
40's, Auburn hair, would
like to meet professional
gentlemen. Respond to.
P.O.Box 1040 V. Murray,
KY.

Guaranteed 5 years

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

ORDINANCE NUMBER 99-1179

ARE THINGS getting a little HAIRY? Banish the
worry of shaving, waxing
& tweezing permanently
Call Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare.
753-5900
Leigh Knight, CE
ATTENTION
Pnmestar Customers!
For A limited time you can
trade your Pnmestar bill
for an 18" digital satellite
system Free- that's rightthe equipment & installation are Free Programming starts with America's
top 40 channels for
S19.99. You can also receive ABC, NBC, CBS,
PBS. & FOX. Call 901642-4077 Beasley Antenna & Satellite
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
FOR Good Clean Fun
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights Formerly
Thweatt s Service Station
There's games for all ages
including pool There's
even snacks
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday We even book
parties
Want to
LOSE WEIGHT
easily and economically
while enjoying your favorite foods such as:
Pancakes, Pot Roast &
Potatoes, Fettucini
Alfredo, Chocolate Chip
Cookies, and more?
Call your
NutriSystem DirectTM
personal consultant today
for free information!
753-3114 or 753-5503
NutriSystem DirectTM
Weight loss delivered to
your door!

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starling at $99,
14yrs experience Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization 753-1001
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashtng. detailing
wax tobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed'
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

I

Classifieds
Office Open

Lost and Found
LOST: Chocolate Lab pup
py with red collar on eas
side of Murray. Reward of
fered! Call 753-1555.
LOST: Gray Tabby. neutered pet. If found 7534570. Answers to Mr
Blue.
LOST: Watch at Video
Gold. Must find. Sentimental value. Call 759-9215 if
found. Reward!
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ACCOUNTANT
needed
part time 20-25 hours per
week. Prefer daily 9 until 1
or 2pm but flexible Full
skills with experience preferred naturally. Contact
Gale Hawkins at 753-7001
or leave resume at•Hawkins Research, Inc 1304
Chestnut Street, Suite E,
Murray, KY.
ATTN LPNs RNs RTs
and Paramedics! Become
an RN or BSN graduate
and increase your income
without going back to
school! To schedule your
interview in Paducah, call
Robert Tallman by March
18 1-800-737-2222

,

-1 `":„.7.7•
:
'-

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR GED HOLDERS!

pepairi necilvd.
1Apicrience preferred.
but u ill train. 1,pph
to p
.o.Box 10411.0.

Cash in your accomplishment
The Kentucky National Guard
appreciates the hard work and
determination you have demonstrated We can give you one
of the best part-time jobs ,n the
country

Call Today
502-753-8210
Or 1-800-GO GUARD
1800goguard.com
AVON
Earn extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820.
INDSLS/REP.
BAKER, prep cook, dishwasher. Apply in perwson
before 11am or after 2pm.
HRH Dumplin's, 305 S
12th Street. Murray, KY.
CERTIFIED OR
NON
CERTIFIED
NURSING
ASSISTANT POSITIONS:
Excellent benefit packages_ On site certification
classes provided. Full-time
or part-time. Apply atWestView Nursing Home,
1401 S 16th St. Murray.
KY. Or contact Kristy Stephenson, RN, Clinical Coordinator at 502-762-1591_
_CUSTOMER Service and
Support for local computer
company. Job responsibilities include: Support for
Windows NT. Novell and
Windows 98 Network environment Individual must
be proficient and able to
support DOS, Windows
3.X, 95 & 98 application
software. Job function include: troubleshooting, installation, up-grades and
general maintenance of.
customer sites. Applicants
must hve exceptional communication skills, willing to
travel and professional appearance. Send resume
to: P.O.Box 2138, Paris,
TN 38242. •
DEPENDABLE
waitresses, dishwashers and
kitchen help for Cypress
Springs Resort. Call for
appointment. 436-5496.

753-7728

Murra y
Tom Taylor Rd
iO

Hwy. 641 - 1-112 Miles South of
Murray to Torn Taylor Road. Right
1500 yards.

Krorts
Haze, KY

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
arid we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 65'n2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be.
1. Price 2. Company stability 3 Service
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
906 Sycamore
Murray, KY 7534199
Nationwide toll free:
1-8004554199
•
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DRIVERS
Why Wish For The Moon,
When You Can Reach
The Stars!
STAR TRANSPORT
Now Hiring Exp'd Drivers
& Graduates.
Are You Earning What
You Are Worth As An
OTR Driver?
1-2 Years Up To 31 CPM.
3 Years Up To 32 CPM.
4 Years Up To 33 CPM.
5 Years Up To 34 CPM.
PLUS GREAT
BENEFITS:
Free medical, Life Insurance For The Driver. Optional Family Medical.
Dental. Prescription Drug
Card. Good Home Time.
401K Savings Plan. No
Cost Rider Plan Fuel &
Safety Bonuses
SOUND GOOD? GIVE US
A CALL TODAY!
Our Morton Terminal
800-548-6082 EXT 805.
Our Chattanooga Terminal 800-974-4262, 423822-0608 or 423-8220609.
vvww startransport.com
EOE

Ab

PINELAKE Regional Hos
pital has openings for:

*Birthdays + Graduation
Good Luck 9Bon Voyage
' 9 Just Because

Labor and Delivery
Nurses in its New Beginnings Birthing Center.
These are immediate PRN
openings- all shifts. Graduate of an accredited school
of professional nursing.
Current RN licensure. Experience is required. Added differential for PRN status
Medical Technologists
Immediate PRN openingsall shifts. MT (ASCP) or
equivalent. Added diffential for PRN status
Pinelake Regional
Hospital
1099 Medical Center Cir.
Mayfield, KY 42066
Equal Opportunity
Employer
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GE14ISOLD
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to.

0•••••

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Ti

Professional Truck Drivers

Com;

Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days
Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

cf,800-925-5133
WW.CbfS.COM

Ti

Blacl

Flom
255

r

Burl4
57.21

Tobacco Workers Needed
4/16/99-12/21/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $7.00/hr. - cutting/housing, $5.92/hr. - setting/stripping.
Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

MANAGER TRAINEE
A large international company is currently
interviewing for two (2) career-minded individuals in the Kentucky area.

WE PROVIDE:
Up to 35k-40k 1st year
• Health, Life, Dental Insurance plus 401k
Savings &
• Stock Purchase
• Three weeks expense paid training, and
on the

• Job training

• Merit promotions, mgt. possible within 1 yr.
• Your guaranteed starting income will be
61600 month

IF YOU PROVIDE
• Strong desire to succeed
• Excellent public relations skills
• Competitive sports minded track record
For confidential personal interview

CALL NOW 9:30 AM-6:00 PM 502-443-3313
ASK FOR NOEL HUTCHERSON LI II)SVI
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Call now and make somebody's day!
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ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN.
Applicant must be able to
modify, build, and repair,
microprocessor based
electronic circuit boards.
Please send resume and
All applicants should apply
salary requirements to.
at the Office of EmploySportable Scoreboards,
ment Services at 319
P.O.Box 1480, Murray, KY
South 7th Street, Mayfield,
42071.
KY 42066
EXPERIENCED medical
insurance clerk. Full or RECEPTIONIST needed
part-time. Excellent pay. for busy dental office. Must
Send resume to PO Box be good at dealing with the
1040-D.
Murray,
KY public. Send resume to.
42071.
P.O Box 1040 F. Murray,
FRONT office help want- KY 42071.
ed, computer experience,
able to work flexible hours. RESIDENTIAL staff to
Apply in person, Racer work with developmentally
Inn, S. 12th St No phone disabled adults nights,
weekends. holidays. Wagcalls please.
FULL time Certified Dental es start $6/hr. Benefits:
401K, medical/ dental full
Assistant needed Send
time employees Apply:
resume to P0 Box 1040
Community Alternatives,
T. Murray, KY 42071
6145 Symsonia
Hwy,
FULL time position availaSymsonia, KY 42082
ble, shipping & receiving
Phone 527-2255 Crime
clerk No phone calls
checks
conducted
please Apply in person:
EOE/M/F/DN.
All In One Sewing. 95
RESPONSIBLE part-time
Chestnut St.
truck dnver, experience a
LITTLE School Daycare
plus with tank endorselooking for full and part
ment. Please call after
time help Minimum wage
5pm 753-7824.
Call 759-0010 for an ap- SERVICE TECHNICIAN,
pointment
Murray Ouik Lube Plus, 5
MACHINE Maintenance
Points. Some Mechanical
crating Some mechanical experience helpful_ Apply
& carpetry background in person
preferred No phone calls
SPORTSMAN'S
please Apply in person
ANCHOR RESORT &
All In One Sewing, 95 MARINA hiring for the
Chestnut St
1999 Season as follows.
NEED someone to run up MARINA- needs Outside
commercial trot lines, will Dock Person and Store
Clerk,
knowledgeable
train. 753-4571 after 4pm
NOW forming winter pool about boats and fishing
leagues. Individual players helpful. rotating shifts.
or teams can inquire at must be able to work
Breaktime Billiards. 759- weekends and holidays
when called for, and in
9303.
PATTI'S Restaurant in good physical health, retirGrand Rivers is now hiring ees welcome Full time
salad personnel and expe- and part time positions
rienced hostesses and RESORT- Grounds Mainservers Apply in person tenance, full time and part
time positions. Must be
Monday-Thursday. 2-4pm.
RECEPTIONIST position able to work weekends
and in good
available for an outgoing, and holidays
physical health, retirees
self motivated person in a
rapidly growing medical re- welcome Call weekdays
only, between 9.00 to 4 00
lated practice. Insurance
for interview and lob appliexperience
preferred.
cations502-354-6568.
Send resume to. P.O Box
Hwy 68 at JonKY Located on
1040 E. Murray
athan Creek
42071

•
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Eat those oats
Walk that mile.
Put some lipstick on your
smile.
Poof your hair
Dress with style.
Seventy on
you looks swell.
March fourth is your day

Nlurra. KV 42071

You've tried the rest, now come to the best? If you're
tired of not getting the service you paid for, come let
the Knights take care of you. 56 years combined experience and product guarantees means you CAN NOT
go wrong with us. We're not happy until you're happy!

Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

Needs ft.
in produr
departmi
hard di
heavy It
Conci
1st Shift
2nd Shifl
St
1st Shift
2nd Shit
Taking
9:00am*Health,
Insuranc
'Holiday
Pay
'Bonuse
Apply a
Inc.
225 Hsv)
Paris, TI
(Holley
Employ:
Screen.
Physical

Full time produu.

CARPET & FLOOR COVERING

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday
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100
Business
OPPOdunitY
THE

AVON

BERRIPATCH, Inc.
Help wanted
Needs full time employees
in production and shipping
departments. Good pay,
hard dirty work, some
heavy lifting required.
Concrete Production
1st Shift 7:00am- 3:30pm
2nd Shift 6.00am- 2:30pm
Shipping Dept
1st Shift 7:00am- 3 30pm
2nd Shift 11 am- 7 30pm
Applications
Taking
9:00am- 4:00pm
Health, Life and Dental
Insurance
'Holiday Pay, Vacation
Pay
'Bonuses
Apply at The Berripatch.
Inc.
225 Hwy 69 North
Paris, TN 38242
(Holley Carburetor Bldg.)
Employment Substance
Employment
Screen
Physical Required. E.O.E

your
own
Start
home-based
business with only a $20
investment.
Exceptional income
possibilities through
personal sates &
multi-level marketing.

CALL TODAY
1-888-669-6820
HAWAIIAN Snow. business selling snow cones
and fresh fruit drinks Seasonal, good location, great
business for your teenager. Serious inquiries only please 753-6042 after
6pm.
MARKETING in herbal,
botanical, skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products. Unlimited income
Call Pam Perry,
502-522-8758.
ONE man established
Lawn Business in Murray.
Cub Cadet Model 2135,
121/2 HP with hydro
transmission. Includes tilt
trailer and Echo trimmer
502-247-5787

WANTED: Babysitter in
my home, Mon- Fri, 7am4pm. Must have references. Call 753-0980 after
5pm.
WENDY'S is now hiring
work oriented people for
challenging positions including, daytime sandwich
makers, register operators,
& night time closers. Apply
between 2&4pm, Mon-Fri.

PIANO/ organ lessons
Older beginners & adults
preferred First lesson free
7531810

070
Domestic &
Chitticare

Computers

CLEANING houses is my
business., Fienable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
IN home licensed Day
care, near town, has openings Daily activities. 7670791

MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations :tictom built
systems to your specs On
site .iervice by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager

PRIVATE DUTY

140

NURSING

Want to Buy

In your home, hospital or
in a provided residential
home
Experienced. Certified,
References
24 hour service, 7 days a
week.
489-2763 or 489-2753

tyl

916

CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th
g?

753-8107

th

Keep your
computer in

ne

Top Shape

Teeinhottitholand
Justin Crosser

ers

Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training & Installation

502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

ce
'aid

"13

Tobacco Float Supplies
Black Plastic - Guaranteed Not To Leak!
16'x100' — $30.00
20'x100'— $35.00
Float Trays.- Not Disposable'- $1.20
288 and 338 cell size aNallable

Burley Gold soil media
.
$7.20/3 cubic foot long • CI sod meilia v'
Why pay more?
Call 502-4354131 to order. Pick up 7 to 9 a m. daily or
by appointment at Rob. Debbie or Ashley Morton's
farm. 1561 Rayburn Road. Murray. KY

tided,
cruitpaid
cut-

!mice

Crass)

I
lit
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
KM

00

1,1

Fine Furnishings at "Ererycho" As( wi

2 SPACES available now 2BR apt, central h/a WsLOSE WEIGHT
North of Murray. 767- well Rd, $350 rent & deTHE LAZY WAY!
posit 753-3415 or 753Incredible tat burning 9435
7123
cookie A secret formula LOT for rent 492-8488
revs up metabolism. 100%
2BR Duplex at 1304-A
natural high fiber, great
Valleywood $375/mo.
tasting cookie. I a clay,
759-4406
watch the fat melt away
r-e-1:1 Duplex with carport,
For information send $1 to
Office Space central h/a 18021!2-A
Cookie Diet Plan Dept
Various size units
Monroe Ave. $375. Depos02, PO Box 874. Murray,
it. 1 year lease, no pets.
150
Plaza
Walnut
KY 42071.
ArtickS
753-8002.
104 N. 5th
For Sale
2BR Duplex, 2br apart753-8302 or
ment, bath nice. Call Mur$1400
ENGAGEMENT
753-9621
Cal Realty. 753-444-4.
Ring. asking $500 obo
NO down payment Lo
2BR duplex, central h/a,
COMMERCIAL building
759-4846—
leaay or mobile home
furnished.
appliances
ft.,
over
1800sq
3
over14FT Trailer factotY. Brick 767-9435.29
Available now. Coleman
Location
5
head doors
saw. 436-5067.
HE 759-4118_
points More information,
COOKWARE
2BR new apartment, cenFactory
Rogers Enterprises
_clearance, We quit doing
tral h/a, dishwasher, w/d.
.
753-5140
Diuguid Drive. $400/mo.
dinner parties, Have a few 14X70 FLEETWOOD 2br,
NOW RENTING
Coleman RE 759-4118
beautiful new 17pc. sets 1 bath, microwave, dishleft' 7-ply1 100% waterless, washer, washer & dryer Offices of various sizes 2BR, 1 bath apartment,
and prices. Furnished or Wiswell Road, all applianWas $1.599, now $394! 753-9866
unfurnished, paid utilities
ces. Call Mur-Cal 753$70 bonus! 800-434-4628
1983
FLEETWOOD
PROFESSIONAL
4444.
FOR Sale. T-Shirt press 14x70, 3br, 2 bath, all
BUILDING
2/3R, 1 bath w/carpod,
for transfers
National electnc_ Built house, need
415 S. 4th St.
central h/a, appliances furBrand, top of the line, to sell. $6,500. 753-6337.
759-0633, 436-2856 eve- nished. S475./mo
lyr
w/heat Se i & timer, nerdy 1987 14X70 Buccaneer, nings
lease, 1 mo deposit. 753used. Perfect condition. 2br, 2 bath. $10.000 502OFFICE or retail space in 2905 or 753-7536.
$450. Cali 474-8/04 after 527-5011.
the Southside Shopping 2BR, 2 bath duplex, appli5pm.
1990 48X24 Buccaneer. Center 753-6612 or 753ances, carport, central h/a,
KUBOTA
riding lawn 3br, 2 bath, large whirlpool 4509
$400 rent & deposit. 1517
mower. rites good 8 hp tub, and large lot. East of
Henry. 435-4125
Want to taffy straight back Murray. New 16x20 out2B1R, central gas h/a, apchairs tha. needs seats. ouilding fenced in .backpliances
furnished
yard, 48' deck on front
436-2383.
$300/mo Coleman RE.
LARGE Scroll saw on $46.000. Phone 753-8440.
753-9898
1 & 2BR apartments, are
wheels. $175. Hallet Davis 1992 16X80 Belmont, 3br,
professionally cleaned be- 4BR, 21/2 -bath Townpiano, $200 Call after 2 bath. Call after 6pm.
fore you move in. Call house, 1217 North 16th.
3 30prn /59-3104.
527-1372.
Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444. Available now. Coleman
MAPLE Trees- you dig & 1995 2-665 Doublewide.
RE 759-4118.
plant. S2 each. I dig & excellent condition, 3br, 2 1 BEDROOM Apt. for rent
EXTRA
nice 2br duplex, at
close
to
college $250/mo
plant and guarantee for 1 bath, please cal, after
appliances, 1819 Ridge759-4138
year. 8. /53-0835
5pm. 502-437-4254
wood. 5450rrno.
MATTRESS' Smith Ma- 1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD 1 OR 2br apts. near down- 2BR, 2 bath auplex w/gatown Murray starting at
tress Factory. Symsonia
Reflections, Ltd. 3Br. 2
rage,
1706
Oakhill,
$200/mo. 753-4109.
Ky 502-851-3160.
oath, immaculate eondi$600/mo. 753-7457.
I
BR
apartment
across
MURRAY State Arinuati; 7
tion Must see! In Fox
street from MSU. Unfur- EXTRA nice, lbr, 1 bath,
volumes for S25; 7 older
Meadows. 753-8010.
central gas h/a, appliances
arm rnairS & rockers $25 NEW ,homes starting at nisned. has wid, no pets, furnished, including w/d.
!yr
More
lease.
informaall Yamaha Proffes- S15 900 with central neat
$375/me. 1yr lease, 1 mo
siurial ikefou.,(1 v.ito -- & air. see. the housiati --tion Hogers Entel vises.
deposit, No pets.
753-5140,
nignt
767-9230.
(..essotteb $200.
7u/-. ,eadert! Olnxins Mobile
153-2905.
9900 day: 7534268 Eve- Homes. Inc 2427 F Wood 1BR apartment, 5 miles
HAZEL Apartments. 1st &
year
..,_uth
121
lease,
ning.
St. Pans, TN. i-80u-642no bets, furnished $225. Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
PROM dresses, garters,
4891
-now taking applications for
rent & deposit 759-8560.
shoes, jewelry &
40 one, no where has a
immediate
occupancy
TRAa..artmt
t,
clean
-tnd
tuxedo rentals.
*IertPr hnusing
)ver
TDD#
C=01492-8721
nice,
with
stove
refrigeraMerle Norman
-30 romi & used homes to
tor dishwasher, washer 1-800-247-2510 Equal
98 W 5th St
,hose from One (11 Jouthand dryer No pets. 753- Housing Opportunity.
Benton, KY
east largest F. oldest dealLARGE brick. 2br, applian9841 or 436-5496.
502-527-8899
ership. Dinkins Mobile
1BR apartment, no pets, ces central gas h/a, utility
SEE us for your barr, or Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Vt/ood
room. low utilities, quiet
near campus /53-5980
roof metal. Cut to length_ Si. Paris, TN 1:800-642family home, no pets.
1BR
like
new,
dishwasher,
Covers 36 inches, many 4891.
S395/mo 753-8828.
colors. Economy Metal & :ERY nice 16x80, 3hr, ? w/d, available now ColeNEW 3br Condoplex, all
man HE 759-4118
Supply Co. 489-2722.
oath Mobile Home. stone
appliances, central h/a.
11313,
close
to
university
&
WEDDING dress, Brides- :ook underpinning, in moNow taking applicants for
maid dress (peach), Black bile home park in Hazel. hospital Some utilities
rent 03/01/99, 1yr lease.
paid
753-8756
& White prom dress, all KY. Call 800-642-4891
1BR, large. very nice, par- 759-9835 or 753-0834.
size 9-10 Call 759-5339
280
tially furnished, w/d includ- NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3after 6pm
le Homes For Rent
ed, gas heat Lease & de- 4br house w/washer & dry160
posit required. $300/mo. er, furnished. near MSU.
Home Furnishings
28R, 1 bath, doublewide .753-0919 or 1-800-589Inquire at 1210 Main St.
i4E 4 miles 759-4118
79517
7531 252 before 5pm,
2PC living room droup
2BR. 112 bath. 1/2 acre 1BR, near MSU, S200/mo. 753-0606 after 5pm.
514.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
lot. S2e0/mo 753,6012
Coleman RE 759-4118.
NOW available- lbr apartBEDROOM
2BR, 2 bath, 12x65, gas 1BR, near MSU. utilities
ment, furnished and paid
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
heat. Rent to own. 759- furnished. Coleman RE
onlities. Lease and deposit
DAVENO- Bed, queen , 4i18.
759-4118
required. Near downtown.
size very clean in good
No pets 436-2755
condition $195. Double
NOW renting lbr apartOak dresser. w/mirror, ex
Four Star Mobile Horne
ments. $215/mo College
cellent condition by Div. of
Farm Road Apartments
Parts Cl Service
Broyhill, $400 or make ot
53-6716.
ter. Cat 759-9038 be
K-Rok Underpinning
Vinyl Underpinning
NOW
taking
applications
tween 12-4.
14x70 28" avg. hqht 1 pc. white rubber roofs
for 1,
& 3br apartments
KING site waterbed Solid
per Apply di Mur-Cal Apart$305.00
wood Cannon Bail stylc.
ments, 912 Northwood Dr
Treated Decks
Combination Door
head and footboard. ExEqual Housing Opportuniw,cornpleter handrails
$235.00
ellen+ Sealy Flotatior
ty, 759-4984. TDD# 1-800$425.00
6x
Single Blank Door
mattress. $1500 Call 753247-2510.
$1100.00
8452
OAKS
APARTRED
$120.00
MENTS: Make it your
OAK kitchen table with leaf
.$2700.00
,,,Su
Aluminum a vinyl Yrinoowb
home, Great 1 or 2br
and 4 cnairs; 2 barrel back
5 miles sot& of Murray on 641 Hwy 502492-8488
apartments with great
chairs light teal velour.
pnce, central h/a, laundry
s. 1011 ..yuare table
...
facilities
Office hours
'59;1536
8am-5pm.
Mon -Fri
Equal
(502)753-8668,
•
01;411,14'
AMIQUiat
Housing Opportunity.
4-..leshic
iii(11014•400
,
,:"
5— „0
SMALL 2br new campus.
pitie,) oak, roll top
no pets 753-5980
esk & chair large ward
sing for the pEREECT HOMESITE'
TIRED of big electric bills?
robe, secretary, four stack
Look no further
:
We have a one bedroom
bookcase, glass door, pie
apt for you, Water & appliThe Perfect combination
EstatesMort
ay
sate, hall tree. 48" ropno
ances furnished. No pets.
table, six chairs, spool leg
of lifestyles and location
Starting price $225/mo.
table, rocker, and mantle
Watch for our entrance
94W City
753-3949.
clock. 492-6175.
1-888-673-0040 i,1i Free)
Ph.
tiEFiY twiny 2br, 2 bath
180
duplex w/garage, applian502-435-4487
Law &Gordon
ces furnished, central gas
n/a, 5550/mo 1yr lease, 1
ALMO Country Store and
mo. deposit No pets 753raw/lord's Garden Center
2905.
intersection 1824 & 464.
Almo, KY. 753-1934. New
selection of concrete lawn
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
ornaments, glazing balls,
bird baths, water founcut to the inch the same day. Trim
SLEEPING
MOM
tains, etc. visit the gift
$150/mo Coleman RE,
post
Also
stock.
&
accessories
in
shop for hospital, funeral
753-9898
frame building material.
homes, and special occasiOns. We deliver! Bedding
Call Metal Mall,
Houses For Rent
plants arriving soon

$1.69

call the

Prtcc,

-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

Meta( Roofing
Mayfield

11 Z../
Farm Equipment

d

Free
Financing

-ently
xi in -

401k
and

1 yr
ill be

"STOP"

itHALEY'S

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

Rental and Sales
cord

1-3313
Ii*1141

112 So 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

1-800-909-9064

J D 336 square bailer
N.H. 254 Tedder rake
489-2740

Wholesale
Utility Sheds

SLIGHTLY used 1995
Horse or Stock Trailer
12x6x6 6. and 2 hay
racks 435-4305

Your Ad
Could
Be
Here!

02 _1?-1(3=k;3`-zilY-ti
Special —8I8•/85
All sheds are FOB site Chowe of. brown or charow
shingles All extenor wood is treated ft
weather resistarux Options and prices are as.ultble
upon request including windows double d,ors on
eight toot wide buildings, sents. ramps. shelves,
lofts

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
C.

111111LtarSis

Apartments For Rent

FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all Call 753-3633
WANTED Kirby vacuum
cleaner, will pay top dollar
759-5324
WANTED Riding mowers
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work 436-2867

TFRMS: Paid in full upon completion.

1YR old, 3br. 2 bVh home
$660/mo Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444
2 3 & 48R houses, lease
& deposit required
753-4109
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3BR
house,
garage
fenced in yard, central h/a.
no pets, near campus
$500/mo plus deposit
502-527-8585
38R House. $500/mo deposit. Located at 9909 St
Rt 121 N. 489-2296
3BR, 1 bath, brick, 1 car
attached garage, central
heat & air Sycamore &
Woodlawn. $495/mo plus
security deposit, no dogs.
474-2520.
38R, 2 bath brick. 8 miles
north. $600/mo plus deposit_ 753-8582.
COMPLETELY remodeled
house 3br, 2 bath, dining
room, living room, utility,
central h/a, gas fireplace,
garage, and large storage
building. 3 miles from
town. Call 753-5719 (day)
or 753-2647 (night).
HAZEL, 2br, lease & deposit. 492-8526.
LARGE 4br, 2 bath home,
only 2 blocks from MSU.
$650/mo lease possible.
759-5967.
VERY nice, 2br, 1 bath,
stove, refrigerator furnished, w/d hookup. No pets, 1
month deposit, $300/mo.
753-2905.
360
Rentals

180X100 Lot in Highland
Oaks Subdivision, adjoins
Candlelight Estates. Restricted. Water. 759-1758.
NORTH WOOD
BUSINESS PARK
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for
business & light industry
City limits All utilities 7531362 ext. 129_

Amass
ACREAGE for sale or
lease near WalMart with
Hwy 641 frontage Make
an offer. 753-3949
460
Homes For Sale
2BR, 1 bath brick home.
Central h/a. gas logs on 5
acre wooded lot. 32X32
masonry block building
Small 1 car garage. Cali
435-4014 anytime.

BE THE FIRST TO LIVE in
this new lake home. 2000
sq tt under roof with a full
unfinished
basement
Large kitchen and dining
area, living room, master
bedroom has walk-in closet, decks galore & upstairs
loft. Make this your permanent home, lake cottage or
investment. Situated on
3.3 acres +/- near Paris
Landing Boat Dock & Marina Moody Realty Company Inc., 410 Tyson Avenue, Paris, TN 800-6425093, MLS# 29407. Gall
Carrye Moody today!
BRICK 3 bedroom 2 bath
2 can garage. Nice neighborhood, owner. C4-l&A,1107 Fairlane Drive Possibly rent $650 per month.
759-3395.
DUPLEX for sale. 2hr, and
a bath on each side.
$85,000. in Northwood.
759-4406

2BR, gas heat, carport,
utility room, refrigerator.
stove $34,900 415 Sc
10th. 759-4696 or 4354602_
3BR brick house, 31,2
miles east of Hazel on
State Line Road. Will sell
with 1 or 29 acres. 502753-8943 or 502-7535967.

EAST Y Subdivision 3te
brick ranch, $80's
753-0444
FOR sale by owner: Price
reduce 10 Room, 4br.
31/2 bath, 10 closets, 2
fireplaces, large deck, gazebo vehot tub, 4000 cif
home with many upgrades Approx 1 acre
3BR brick on large lot on Great buy at $195,000
Neon Beach
Scenic Drive off Potter- ''753-4882
Mini-Storage town Rd. Approximately 3 NEW home offered by
miles
from
Murray
All Size Units
owner. 3br, 2 full baths,
$40,000. Call Jones &
Available
vaulted ceiling, central h/a.
Ross Realty 527-7224.
natural
gas
approx.
3BR house on 1 acre lot. 1944sg ft. under roof with
immaculate
condition
wood patio deck. Location:
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St 94E, 101,2 miles from Mur- 641 North of Murray 7
& Sycamore E Next to ray & 5 minutes from lake. miles. left on Charlie Miller
474-8865.
Road, right on Shamrock
Cunningham Auto Repair.
3BR. 2 bath Condo with Lane 0 51 acre lot Hurry',
753-3571.
garage. 753-7947.
Super buy at $109,500.
3BR, 2 bath, brick mainte- For appointment phone
nance free - home, in the 352-243-2062 or 502-4374568.
$70's. 753-8245.
All Sizes Available 3BR, brick, 2 baths, car- NEW Nearing completior.
port, city water. 3 miles 3Br. 2 bath brick houe,
from Murray. 753-9711.
with 10' ceiling in livin
4BR, 2 story home, near room/ dining room, tray
CREEKVIEW
university, dining room & ceiling in master bedroom,
Self-storage warehouses basement. Priced in $70's. whirlpool, white cabinet.
on Center Drive behind 753-1040.
hardwood floors in entry
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
4BR, 21/2 bath, brick, tn- and kitchen. Fireplace,
759-4081
level. 2600sq ft, large screened porch, steps
yard, great in town loca- leading to attic storage
tion. close to schools Located at 1302 Larkspur
1615 Cardinal $116.000 Dr, Campbell Sub
753-2052 or 759-8354
759-4586

753-3853

641 Storage
753-5585

EASTSIDE
fQ19"

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
Pets & Supplies
BOXER puppies AKC
females 502-247-6215 at
ter 4pm
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 4.36-2858
JACK Russell puppies
ready to go, 759-8080
MINI Dachshund 5mo old
red female $250 Phone
753-8440
REGISTERED Golden Retriever. $150 each Please
call after 1pm 489-2916

too & Suppties
QUARTER horse not bro
ken 15 hands. 3 years
old 435-4237

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimate,
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for-interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-759-4979
INSIDE
SALE
404 N. 4th
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Winston
Cup
Smokin Joe Tins,
dishes, glassware,
tools, knives, some
antiques and a lot
more.

Murray Christian
Academy
Yard Sale
401 N. 12th St.
(behind St. Leo's)

Thurs., March 4
10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Lots of everything Best offer on all
Stuff @ 3:30

Pwal Estate

2BR house appliances furnished w/d hook-up No
eels 753-0/28 after 4fini
3 BEDROOM, gas heat,
d-liCiatio. appliances.
$450/mo 753-9636
3 Br bath house at 1660
Ryan Avenue. outside pet
only! $500 month Available 3-1-99 435-4645

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main

3BR brick with stove refrigerator, & carport Available March 10th S450/mo
plus oeposit 753-8981

LARGE bldg with living
quarters on 212 acres off
641 Possibly commercial
502-753-3653 or 618-7972728

Tony Henderson
Plumbing

.1464

(
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

rr\

P.O. Box 169
Phone:(502) 437-4545
Hardin, KY 42048
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Licensed & Insured

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want 10 be )our
building contractor. with bluepnnts & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. It
sou are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes
We also specialize in construction of lake homes.
large or small.

Bruce Green
Buiang Con.tnutarInc

(502)7534043

Electrical
Standby Power
Electrical Generators for
Residential, Agricultural
& Commercial use

Sales and Installation

Ph. or Fax 502-382-2333

La2 ILEC RI 4-1

•
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GREAT location just out- 1984 CHEVY, Iwb, 305
side city limits on Robert- V8, p/w, p1, cruise, autoson Rd 3 Bedroom, 2 matic Great condition
bath, master suite, Jacuzzi 767-9127
tub large walk-in closet 1996 DODGE Ram 3500,
Shown by appt 767-0405 4 wheel Diesel 759-5286
NEW home almost com- 1996 DODGE Ram ext
pieted in Lynn Grove 3 cab, black, more than
Bedroom, 2 bath, with loaded, excellent condiopen floor plan Cathedral tion Must sell 65,xxx
ceiling in living room and highway miles $17,500
kitchen, Island kitchen obo Leave message if no
w/Jenn- Air range, natural answer. 435-4039
gas log fireplace whirlpool 1997 S10 extended cab, 3
tub and more Make offer! door, V6, automatic, load80's Ph 753-6768 or 435- ed, hunter green & silver.
44.xxx miles.
lowered
4336
753-7785.
NICE 3br, 11/2 bath, cenSlightly used 1995 Horse
tral h/a, hardwood floors,
Stock Trailer, 12x6x6'6,
new roof $72,500 753- or
And 2 hay racks. 4353584
_4305
NICE starter home, 2br,'
recently remodeled North
Murray on 464 $42,500
Campors
759-9466
470
Motorcycles & ATV's

•
1984 HONDA Aspacade
loaded, 20,xxx miles, like
new, must see
Only
$3.900 437-4568

*

&Males

lrocks

1985 HARLEY Serious inquiries $4,200 489-2246
1994 YAMAHA Warrior,
good condition, $2500
489-2728
4- WHEELER wrtrailer
$2200 436-2463
MANGO go-carts, seats 2
adults 13 hp Honda motor 492-6175

1995 35' LAYTON Deluxe
5th wheel $14,500 502623-6391 days, 502-6745647 nights

16FT fiberglass bass boat
with a 90hp Johnson motor All equipment included Days 753-4563 nights
474-2355
16FT Jon boat 30 hp
Johnson motor. trolling
motor, depth finder, nearly
new, $3500
Call 7531630.

Al Tree Professionals
removal,
Stump
tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
Al Al A Tree Service,
removal
tree
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge tnmming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

Boats & Motors
15 BAYLINER Jazz Sport
et boat, 120hp Mercruiser
engine seats 4 Very low
hours, asking $8,000 7594397 leave message

raticacinw•d

"alas Wand

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling- Repairs* Custom Cabinets- Concrete
Work AGC Certified
435-4272.
ALL ELECTRICAL ALL
CARPENTRY Garages,
Additions, Restoration. 24
hour service calls. References, Licensed & Insured. Call Larry Nimmo.
L&J Home Builders
753-9372 or 753-0353
ANDY Hefner- The Appliance Works. Servicing major appliances. 753-2455.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Where Quality Counts
All brands, Kenmore 30+
Decks, Painting, Remodelyears experience BOBBY
ing Repairs, etc
HOPPER, 436-5848
No Job Too Small, 24-Hr
Emergency Service
BOOKKEEPING/
Ac502-492-6267
counting Service Get your
books ready for your tax
preparer References, 15+
years experience, professional, personal service
Computerized
Call
Joanne 759-1519

Appliance parts to fit
most maior brand-.

New & Used
Large inventory

Ward Elkins
753-1713
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113

CALHOON
PAVING
Specializing in Asphalting
& Driveway sealing, also
rock hauling. Free Estimates. 437-4774.
CALL D.B. Lawns, Etc.
for your yard clean-up,
landscaping, & lite hauling.
REASONABLE RATES
767-0768
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.
CARPETS, cleaned, commercial and residential.
Call 554-0365
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for.
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
CLARK'S LAWN CARE
Free estimates, 9 years
experience 767-9598.
CLEANING Houses &
Businesses We're ready
to Spring Clean for you!
Do it the right way with
EASY WAY 436-2299.

CLEANING SERVICE
For real estate, RENTALS
& new construction Also
painting & repair
759-0484
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Y rs expenence
753-5592
CONCRETE finishing
Sidewalks, patios, dnveways Free Estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, carports,
garages hardwood floors
installed & finished Affordable rates 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tractor work.
Garden tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, box blade
work. Free estimates. Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. -Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835

530

530

By Peter

EVANS odd lob service PAINTING INT- fjci Free
502-489-2617
Estimating
Call 437FENCING
4364
Midway Fence Company PLUMBING
REPAIR
Chain link & custom wood SERVICE All work guarpnvacy fences, installation anteed Free estimates
and repairs at reasonable
753-1134
prices ()icicle Farley
759-1519.
PLUMBING
FOR dependable and reli- Repairs, fast service
able lawn mowing mulch- 436-5255
STYROCRETE
ing landscaping, and odd
BUILDERS
jobs, call Kenneth Howard
at 767-9939 and leave REWARD WALL SYSmessage
,o,,Fleferences TEMS Homes & Basements, (R32), Insulated
available upon request
concrete forms CLASSIC
HANDYMAN, carpentry, STEEL FRAME HOMES
plumbing, yard
work, residential, agricultural
proches & decks. Any job. light commercial, mini
Call Danny Paschall,
warehouses 436-2007
492-8500.
LAWN Mowing, Reasona- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ble Rates. Call for esti- Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free esmate. 435-4423.
LAWN Service. Pay less timates. Day or night,
for better. Call Dan
753-5484.
TOMS WINDOWS
753-9618.
All your cleaning & PAINTLEE'S
ING
needs. Pressure
CARPET
washing etc. Dryvit cleaning. 759-3463

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured Over 20
years experience Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592.

WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-530
753-0530.
YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
With the best equipment
available to serve your
needs Call for early bids
437-4723

CLEANING

Emergency Water Removal, Furniture, FREE Estimates Call Today

753-5827
LOVETT'S LAWN CARE
Mowing, trimming, mulching. Reliable, Reasonable
rates. Experienced. Call us
at 753-9646
PAINTING
Experience
Counts! Danny Robinson
753-0616.

TRU-LEVEL
LAWNCARE & VINYL
SIDING MAINTENANCE
where laware is taken
to a new levet ''Serving
Murray with the best pnces, free estimates, mowing & trimming, landscaping, any yard work, &
cleaning of your vinyl siding For your FREE estimate call 767-0151 or 7679822

FREE Collie mixed puppies w/Collie features
753-6217
FREE to a good home,
adorable puppies 7539491
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SciOrt Utility Vehicles
1993 S-10 Blazer, 84K
$10,900 382-3925
1996 CHEROKEE Country 4x4 41,xxx, local one
owner. sharp& $15,900
435-4423

24 Hour
Emergency
Service
15 Years
Expenence

Used Cars
1983 TOYOTA Corolla automatic, 4 door, A/C $450
759-4077
1986 FORD Taurus LX
Wagon. 4dr, automatic,
loaded, 115,xxx miles
$1500 obo. Call 753-0252.
1990 300ZX, red, black interior, 66K miles, new
tires. cd player. 492-6175
1992 TOYOTA Camry LE.
one owner 87,xxx miles.
$7950. Call after 6pm 7536795
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE. 4dr, p/w, pil,
cruise, tilt, white w/blue intenor, new tires, garage
kept, serviced every 2500
miles 113xxx miles: but in
very good condition. Second owner $4900. Can be
seen at the Ledger &
Times or call 474-8704
1994 HONDA Civic LX.
navy blue, 4dr. 5 speed.
power everything. 65.xxx
miles. $7,000 obo
759-2487
1994 OLDS Cutlass Derra Excellent car, $5,000
759-5144.
1994 SUNBIRD Convertible. auto. w/air, white
woblack top 61,xxx miles
753-7785.
1994. 2DR Cutlass Supreme, white wall options.
3100 V6 Days 753-4563
ask for Mike. Nights 7593366.
1995 MERCURY Cougar 2
door, automatic, leather,
sun roof, $9000 7594077.
1995 TOYOTA Supra, twin
turbo,
burgundy
red.
51 joix miles. $25,000
753-9479 days, 759-1509
evenings.
19§7 Honda Accord Special Edition, loaded, alloy
wheels. cd player. 31,XXX
miles $16,500 Contact
.
492-8500.
84BUICK Lesabre, 1 owner. Looks & runs good
$1,000 489-2338

-

490
Used Cars

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available fo_r no
credit bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers No co
signers needed
Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1-800-566-2277.
Vans
1983 FULL size Chevy
conversion van. 150,xxx
actual miles, $1500 Call
437-4290 after 4 30 pm
M-F

Mood Trucks
.1982 SILVERADO 4x4,
305 automatic 1979 Chevy 4x4, 350 automatic
489-2740

For Landscaping. Lawn Maintenance.
Aerating, Fertiziling and Over Seeding.
SPring Clean UP. Mulch and To Soil
Delivery, Garden
Tilling. Bushhogging.
Call for
Free Estimates

753-7039

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans availW1411111-1*
able for 1st time buyers.
bad credit. repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny' at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-056

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
.1. Highwa?
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

N1ayfield
Kentuclo

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
S. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
\11•-••melell°6"---44.•.

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed
wNm.automobilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

$100
Online Cash Reims<

DWAIN
TAYLOR
heorok/
Of 11111RRAY KY

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Court rules prayers unconstitutional
HOUSTON (AP) - A federal
appeals court has upheld limited
prayer at public school graduation
ceremonies but says student-led
prayers at high school football
games are unconstitutional.
In a decision released Monday
by the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, the majority ruled that
student-led prayers were allowable
at solemn -events like graduation.
But the court said football games
dont share the "singularly serious nature" of graduations.
"The prayers are to be delivered at football games - hardly
the sober type of annual event
that can be appropriately solemnized with prayer," Judge Jacques
Wiener wrote for the majority in
the 2-1 decision.
- The Liberty Legal----Institute.

which supports prayer at school

The 5th Circuit panel, ruling
from New Orleans, agreed with
Kent that restrictions on proselytizing and sectarian language may
not be lifted but overturned his
ruling allowing football game
prayers.
Two unidentified parents brought
the lawsuit against the district in
1995, claiming that football game
prayers violated the constitutional
separation of church and state.
Anthony Griffin. attorney for
the parents, said he believes the
ruling applies not only to football
games but to all school-sponsored
athletic events. The 5th Circuit's
jurisdiction covers Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas.
In his dissent, Judge Grady Jolly
said the majority ruling violated
the First Amendment.
-Today; for the
our. court's_ history,, the majority
expressly exerts control over the
content of its citizens' prayers,"
Jolly wrote. "And it does so
notwithstanding that the Supreme
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept 221
Court has never required. suggested,
*** Make a statement Follow through

functions, called the ruling "an
outrage."
"The government has no right
to control the content of our children's prayers," Kelly Shackelford,
chief counsel for the Plano-based
group, said Tuesday. "The decision is wrong, flat wrong and
extremely dangerous."
The case involves the Santa Fe
Independent School District, which
sought to allow prayers before
football games and also wanted
to remove restrictions against mentioning specific deities, such as
Jesus, at graduation ceremonies.
U.S. District Judge Samuel Kent
ruled in 1996 that the district outside Houston could not tamper
with the restrictions on graduation
prayers, but he allowed the same
set_a_lsandards to bc„.u.so for
football games.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

on what you know to be nght Indulging
HAPPY BIRTHDAY tor Thursday. Mar
another has its benefits, though you might
4, 1999
want to establish limits for your own wellYou are unusually effective within partnerbeing Reorgaruze y our dunking Work gives
ships and can get what you want while
you freedom and energy Tonight Make
making others happy Use your excellent
that expenditure
communication skills to dissolve any obLIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 221
stacles to progress. You gain because of
***** Others seek you You could
your excellent people skills and innate
change your point of view dramatically
talent Don't fight a career change, go with
because of what you hear A child or loved
the flow Adaptability is instrumental toone delights you with his spontaneity
your success Expect a banner year finanExpress your deeper feelings; allow more
cially. If you are single. romance becomes
bonding to occur Clearly.others want to be
a more important part of your life You need
around you. Tonight: Shop and/or socialand want that close connection If attached,
ize.
your relanonshipblossoms because of your
SCORPIO
(Oct 23-Nov. 211
willingness, gentleness and openness LI*** Postpone a decision until additional
BRA reads you loud and clear.
information is revealed. A family member
could surpnse you with news Not underThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
standing the whole story limits your present
Have: 5-Dynamic.4-Positive. 3-A verage. options
Allow extra time for a money
2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
matter to develop, more data will become
available. An associate means well ToARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
night Do your own thing
Others
present
different
view*****
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
points Rather than dismissing them,try to
***** Your sense of direction keeps
see them. Your perspective changes if you
you on target. though you could take many
listen to another Ovenndulgence marks
twists arid turns. Trust your judgment
buoyant
feeling
interactions. There is a
Schedule a must meeting. touch base with
between you and a partner. Tonight Roll
others Networking bnngs surprising reunexpected
with the
sults You can deal with what comes up
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Laughter and goodwill mark decisions.
**** Buckle down to work. don't let
Tonight: Browse a software outlet
others distract you Discipline yourself, as
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22--Jan 19)
well Get into the work ethic. Sometimes
*****Make decisions. Head in a new
you don't see the big picture, especially
career direction Your ability' to see and
when you are focused. A partner draws you
make a needed adjustment empowers you
in, especially over an emotional and/or
All eyes turn to you. professionally and
financial matter Tonight Surprises simply
emotionally . Secunty marks your domeshappen
tic life, though you could go overboard
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
Tonight Meet friends for a late dinner.
***** Others prove exciting and chalAQUARIUS(Jan 20-Feb 181
lenging. simultaneously Don't get locked
Your
lightness
and
into a struggle ot wills. Smile at how every- *****
unpredictability draw others You don't
one is different Unexpected news from a
always have to have the nght answer.
distance takes you in an interesting direcListen to feedback,take a nsk. Your ability
tion Enjoy discussions Make important
to
take an overview and adjust pnonties
decisions Tonight Have a good time.
puts you in the winner's circle Knowing
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
what you want- makes a big difference.
**** Pace.yourself. You simply might
Tonight: Escape:work ASAP
not be in the mood for work.Could a change
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 201
help you enjoy your day -to-day life more" **** Ask questions. make inquines. A
A home office, new computer or different partner sees you a lot differently than you
schedule'Indulge yourself and don't hold think Surpn sing insights come, once you
on to ngid constraints Tomei% Put your relax. Sometimes itis important to take in
feet up and relax
another point of view. Bosses work with
LEO (July 23-Aug 221
you You finally have the flexibility you
***** Allow others to he rebellious. want Tonight Talk turkey!
don't put your foot down Creativ ity dominates as others seek you out Open commu- BORN TODAY
nication tnggers new beginnings. Know Comedienne Cathenne 0'Hata(1954,1 acwhat you want and where you are heading
tress Kay Lenz (1953), basketball player
Enjoy the unpredictable and/or going over- Kevin Johnson (1966)
*•
board Tonight Start the weekend early

hinted, or implied that the Constitution controls the content of
citizens' prayers in any context."
Lisa A. Brown, an attorney for
the school district, said she did
not know if the district would
appeal.
The Supreme Court, which has
barred compulsory prayer in public school classes since 1962, ruled
in 1992 that public schools could
not require prayers in graduation
ceremonies. Since then, advocates
of school prayer have turned to
student-led observances, with mixed
results in the courts.

CORA
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In 1997, U.S. District Judge Ira
DeMent struck down an Alabama
law that would have allowed "nonsectarian, nonproselytizing, studentinitiated, voluntary prayers" at all
school-related events. He said the
law would be coercive and lead
to
"excessive
entanglement"
between religion and government.
CAT
The Supreme Court rejected the
appeal filed by Alabama.
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FILE EARLY
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!
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Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

BURKEEN

i-toW LPN
AND DF
HEREc

Bookkeeping & Tax Service
-1300 Hillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

753-6730 or

n115
axes clue

753-9567 Ext. 106
•
•

NEW LOCATION

ig.4t

Veterinary Medical Center

GAR

212 South 12th St.• Murray
(Across From Haverstock Insurance & Law Office)

753-7011

Dr Jeannine Buchanan

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
t 2-1/2 Gallon Poly Sprayer
Reg $19.99

•

.14.99
$

URRAY
ril
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

"."

Quantities Limited

206 EAST MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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DEAR ABBY
By Peter B. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: In the late 1940s,
I became pregnant out of wedlock. At
that time, abortion wasn't an option
Most women either tried home remedies to miscarry or went ahead with
the pregnancy. We called this "root
hog or die." Well, I rooted hog and
raised a wonderful child. However,
the guilt has never abated, because I
took a handful of quinine tablets early
in the pregnancy, hoping to terminate
it. This is a secret that I never want
my child to know. Could the quinine
have harmed her?
DEAR READER: It's difficult for
the average modern woman to appreciate the shame, stress and tragedy
experienced by unwed mothers 50
years ago. Abortions were sometimes
performed, usually under horrendous
conditions by unscrupulous, non-medical personnel. Moreover, society universally condemned both the children
and their mothers. Under such desperate circumstances, man/ such
women resorted to ineffective and
dangerous home remedies. Many others put their babies up for adoption. A
few, like you, had the courage to continue the pregnancy and accept the
consequences.
You have been blessed with a
healthy daughter who presumably
grew up in a nurturing and loving
environment. The quinine tablets you
took would not — and did not — harm
her. I think that it's time for you to
discard your guilt. You don't have to
put your daughter through the trauma
of a confessional. Rather, in your own
-mind, resolve the issue by remembering that you did the best you could.

Need Money?

Instead of feeling guilty, rejoice in the
fact that you were able to add another
special person to your life and to your
community.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My husband, 55,
died last year from pancreatic cancer.
He was sick only two months. How
can a robust father and husband die
so quickly without warning?
DEAR READER: Nobody knows
what causes pancreatic malignancies
--- or most other cancers, for that matter. Until scientists can come up with
answers to the cancer puzzle, thousands of families — like yours — will
continue to grapple with the tragic
consequences of this 20th century
scourge. Unfortunately, pancreatic
cancer is one of the worst. It can grow
rapidly and be difficult to diagnose
until the late stages. It is virtually
untreatable by current methods.
For many years, I haye believed
that cancer is caused by a malfunction
of the immune system. In healthy people, dividing cells sometimes mutate
into cancer. In such instances, the
normal immune system identifies
these cells and kills them before they
can cause harm. However, when the
immune reaction is lacking or deficient, malignant cells are left to grow
and spread. No one understands why
this happens. Once scientists learn
more about this aberrant reaction,
they will be able to develop a vaccine
against cancer. Only then will medical
science take a major step in eradicating this dreadful disease. In my view,
prevention — not treatment -- will be
the ultimate victory.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Viruses and Cancer." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.

506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza • Murray. KY

767-9113
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I DOWT
KNOW.

NO. I MEAN, 7-7-1 DON'T
SPECIFICALLY
KNOW.
HOW COULD
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STATE'r
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NO. I mEAN, WHAT
SPECIEMALLN DtD SHE DO
AND SA4 FROM THE SECOND 40U AlET HER TuXI.VE
MONTHS AGO UNTIL NOW
ThAT MADE 40U TIES
GRAZ", ABOUT HER???

MODERN WOMAN:
PART NURTURER,
PART HEALER,
PART SEEKER OF CLUES.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
HOW LONG ARE1OHN'S MOM
AND DAD GOING To SE_
HERE?
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
K653
VK72
•A K Q 5
4116K Q
WEST
cEAST
A 10 8 4 2
•J 8 5 4 3
•9
• l08
AQ 6
43
+75
+98642

Nicks
41 Brownie
43 "The Color
Purple" dr.
44 Roman nine
45 Tree of birch
family
47 Lyric poems
50 Liberate
51 —Jima
54 Part of a fish
55 Rapture
56 Decimal
base
57 Suitable
58 Brag
59 Last letter of
the alphabet

1 — diem
4 Hairgrooming aid
9 Musics
Lombardo
12 From — — Z
13 Eagle's nest
14 Large bird
15 Rocky hill
16 Official roster
17 — off (close)
18 Conference
site 1945
20 Paar ID
21 Cool — a
cucumber
23 Fixed charge
24 Sounds
28 Sports org
30 Once every
3 years
32 It s pinned on
the donkey
34 Ventilate
35 Rescue
36 Efficient
39 Club —
40 Singers

VEAlLCO0$(
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WE ALL Prrck IN
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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GAP
NOHOW
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5
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7

6 — Major
7 — tight
(remain quiet)
8 Helium
symbol
9 — whiz
10 Actress
8
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—
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Subscribe to
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RATES
3 mo.........$18.00
mo.
$38.00
1 yr..
$72.00
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1 Butter
square
2 WWII area
3 Actor —
Calhoun
4 Kind of
dance
5 Say again
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AMP I SERVE /T, DO WE
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has been assistant manager lot the
past six years.
Phyllis Lindsey and Randy Gro-.
gan, both students at Murray High
School, tied for first place in the
art contest of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Forty years ago
The Murray Chamber of Commerce has purchased 12 more acres
just north of the city limits which
is adjacent to the present industrial site owned by the chamber.
This brings the industrial site to
a total of 25 acres.
New Concord Redbirds beat
Murray Training School Colts in
the first game of the Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament. High team scorers were
Gene Rowland for New Concord
and Jerry Shroat for Murray Training.
Fifty years ago
The Rev. Samuel McKee spoke
about his 15 years a missionary
of the Presbyterian Church in China
at a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament at
the Murray State Carr Health Building, Brewers beat Almo. Hazel
beat Murray Training, Lynn Grove
beat Kirksey and Benton beat New
Concord. High team scorers were
Cope for Brewers, Hargis for Almo,
Brandon for Hazel, Bowden for
Murray Training, J. Howard for
Lynn Grove, Usrey for Kirksey,
Baker for Benton and Winchester
for Nev. C,,ncor(1

following low from dummy. East
By The Associated Press
won with the queen and returned
Today is Wednesday, March 3,
the nine ofclubs to dummy's queen. the 62nd day of 1999. There are
Declarer crossed to his hand 303 days left in the year.
with the jack of diamonds and led
Today's Highlight in History:
the nine ofspades toward dummy.
On March 3, 1931, "The StarThe moment of truth for West had
Spangled Banner" officially became
now arrived.
the national anthem of the UnitWest had paid careful attention up to this point and had come ed States.
On this date:
to several conclusions. First, he
In 1845, Florida became the
knew from East's play ofthe queen
ofspades at trick one that declarer 27th state.
In 1847, the inventor of the
had the jack. Second, he knew
jS
10
°99
711
from East's "top-of-nothing" re- telephone, Alexander Graham Bell,
•J 7 6 2
turn of the club rune that declarer was born in Edinburgh, Scotland.
ilk A J 103
had the A-J-10 of that suit.
In 1849, the U.S. Department
The bidding:
This in turn meant that if West of the Interior was established.
North
East
South
West followed low to the spade lead, or
In 1849, Congress created the
1•
Pass
I NT
Pass covered the nine with the ten, Minnesota Territory.
3 NT
declarer would score nine tricks —
In 1940, Anie Shaw and his
Opening lead — four of spades.
four diamonds, four clubs and a
spade. So West put up the ace at orchestra recorded "Frenesi" for
It is a bridge fact of life that a trick four, but his task was not yet RCA Victor.
defender can never afford to relax. over.
In 1969, Apollo IX blasted off
The nature of the game is such
The next problem was to find a from Cape Kennedy on a mission
that it demands continuous con- way to score three more tricks to test the lunar
module.
centration on the matters at hand. before South could regain the lead.
OITC year ago: Presidential eCiaTake this case where an inat- This was possible only if East had
tentive West might easily allow the ace and queen of hearts. But if fidant Vernon Jordan testified before
declarer to sneak home at three West shifted to a low heart, de- the grand jury investigating the
notrump. However, the actual clarer could simply play low from Monica Lewinsky matter. Microsoft
West was fully alert at the critical dummy to force East to win and chairman Bill Gates testified before
the Senate Judiciary Committee
moment and delivered two succes- thereby assure the contract.
sive blows that sank the contract.
West therefore made the highly that his company wasn't a monopWest started by leading a low unusual return of the jack of oly out to crush rivals in the Interspade. Declarer could have made hearts, and declarer was undone. net software market. The Supreme
his contract then and there by In practice he played low, and East Court ruled that local lawmakers
'
putting up the king, but he instead scored the next two tricks with the votes are immune to
lawsuits even
made the more natural play of A-Q for down one.
if they had been based on illegal
or discriminatory motives. Larry
Tomorrow: Psychological warfare.
Doby, the first black player in the
eisss King Features Syndicate, Inc
American League, was elected to
the Baseball Hall of Fame. ForCROSSWORDS
mer CBS News president Fred W.
Friendly died in New York at age
82.
Wonder or
ACROSS

BLONDIE

Ii
the

Ten years ago
Mr. Jack Daniel's Original Silver Cornet Band will bring down
the final curtain on Murray Civic
Music Association's 1988-89 season on March 7 at Murray State
University Lovett Auditorium.
Murray High School Tigers and
Lady Tigers beat Marshall High
School teams in the opening games
of the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament at Mayfield
High School. High scorers were
James Payne and Jennifer Parker
for Murray and Aaron Beth and
Kristi Walker for Marshall.
Twenty years ago
Jon Mark Billington, eighth grader, was the winner for the second
year in a row of the Murray School
System Spelling Bee. Melissa Tinsley, sixth grader, was second.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament, Calloway County High School Lady
Lakers beat Murray High Lady
Tigers and CCHS Lakers beat Marshall County High Marshals. High
team scorers were Rose Ross of
Calloway girls, Tonya Alexander
of Murray girls, David Cohoon of
Calloway boys and Chris Orr of
Marshall boys.
Thirty years ago
Groundbreaking ceremonies for
the new eight-story general classroom building at Murray State
University will be March 4 at 11
a.m.
T. Sledd who became manager
of the Murray State University Book
Store in 1952 has retired. The new
manager is Bobby McDowell who

*

DAILY COMICS
CORA WANTS TO ( BOSS, IT'S A
YOU vraoLt_ THE DECKS WITH)
TA.KE A CRUISE
VACATIoN
1out2 WIFE , TI-4E TWO
wi4C1,1" 00 YOU
s
I Ot YOU LOOK AT THE
CO ON A
WAVES! THEN 'IOU HAVE
CRUISE
DINNER roGETWER

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY 1 have never seen enlisted my brother to spend time
a letter in your column stressing with her. Until I find someone who
the importance of always carrying is perfect for the two of us, I will not
identification, either in a pocket or rush into a marriage just to have a
attached to your clothing.
father for her.
My neighbor spent last summer
I applaud you for the perfect
with her sister who lived several answer you gave "Wondering Dad.'
hundred miles away. During the Please let him know that as long as
visit, she suffered a massive stroke he gives his time and love, and
while shopping alone in a mall. Her teaches his son to respect and
purse was stolen and no one knew appreciate people, he will grow up
who she was. When she didn't to be a well-adjusted young man.
return at the expected time, her sisTHE WOMAN OF THE HOUSE
ter became frightened and called
IN SHERMAN OAKS,CALIF.
the police, but the visiting sister
couldn't be located.
DEAR WOMAN OF THE
Abby, a few nights later, her by- HOUSE: Selecting a spouse is
then frantic sister saw a news not a decision that should be
report about an unidentified woman made in haste, because one size
who had a stroke in a mall and died does not fit all. I'm certain that
two days later. She followed up on "Wondering Dad" will find your
the story and discovered the un- letter reassuring. Thank you for
identified woman was her sister!
the input.
Since then, I have been suggest*5.
ing to friends and family that they
carry identification on them at all
DEAR ABBY: I was recently
times — and although many invited to a bridal shower for a new
promise to do so, they "don't get family member. I accepted this inviaround to it." Perhaps if they see tation and later learned from my
this in your column, they'll realize sister-in-law that the wedding was
how important the message is and the following weekend.
do something about it.
She received an invitation to the
ALICE JOHNS, wedding, I didn't. The wedding was
NORTH PALM BEACH,FLA, billed as a "small, intimate family
wedding." At the shower, I learned
DEAR ALICE: I relayed that that my husband's aunt (the bride's
message to readers several mother) invited her close friends
years ago, but it bears repeat- and only a few family members!
ing. It's also a good idea to
Is it proper to invite a member of
carry essential medical infor- the family to a bridal shower but
mation with the I.D. Should not to the wedding?
there be an accident or sudden
INSULTED IN GEORGIA
illness that prevents communicating health problems, emerDEAR INSULTED: Absolutegency personnel will know ly not. Since you were invited to
about allergies, possible drug the shower, you should have
interactions or pre-existing been invited to the wedding
conditions.
also.
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Wondering Dad's" letter. I was
widowed at 23 years of age with a 3year-old daughter. A year and a half
later, I'm still single.
I, too, worry that not having a
"man of the house" will have repercussions later. People tell me that I
should have a father for my daughter or she may not grow up right.
Abby, my child is intelligent, outgoing and well-adjusted. Yes, there
are some things that a father could
teach her that I cannot, so I have
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Thurman
11 Mr Brynner
17 Rotates
19 Mil branch
20 Actor Voight
21 Pays the kitty
22 Richard
Roundtree
detective role
24 Weak
25 Old name for
Thailand
26 Roof edges
27 Winter
vehicles
29 Magazine
name
31 Roman three
33 Jeans
37 Roman 109
38 Earliest born
42 Iron symbol
45 Opera
•highlight
46 Cracker
name
47 Birds — feather
48 Short swim
49 Noun suffix
50 TV waitress
52 Tiny
53 Individual
55 Type of gun
for short

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$49.50
8 ma.
$59.50
1 yr....
$85.04
Check

ss.'s

Money Order
M/C

Visa
Mame- _
Street Address

city
State

Zip

t.a

Daytime Phone

ssr

Mall this coupon With
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, ICT 42071
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Ambassadors play vital role

•

LET Us PUT You BEHIND
THE WHEEL OF A QUALITY

Whether they come to see the
National Scouting Museum or
Wrather West Ky. Museum, tour
Murray State University, or visit
the Land Between the Lakes,
tourists begin pouring into Murray during the spring.
Luckily, the Murray Tourism
Commission has some special people to lend a helping hand each
tourist season.
The Murray ambassadors have
become an integral part of the
Murray Tourism Commission, by
bringing to it a unique knowledge
of this community and its people.
These long-time residents have
chosen • to donate their time to
_born _ttw. _Mmtrayjokirism Commission and the MUrray-Calloway Bill and Mayme Nell Staudacher straighten brochures outCounty Chamber of Commerce -at'
side the Commerce Centre. The Staudachers distribute Murthe Commerce Centre.
The 15 volunteers assist in every- ray brochures throughout the region each month during tourism
thing from greeting and talking season.
with
visitors to distributing
brochures .and compiling vacation
packets.
This year's ambassadors include
Anne Doran; Bob 'and Edwina Garrison; Clara Humphrey; Dot McNabb; Castle and Pauline Parker;
Don Pritchard; Ronnie Ragsdale;
Bob and Juanita Sparks; Bill and
Mayme Nell Staudachecand Ray
and Frances Waggoner.
Aside from general office duties,
many of these ambassadors focus
on an area that they particularly
enjoy. The Garrisons, who have
been ambassadors since the program began, always look forward
to speaking with parents during
Murray State University's Summer
Ray Waggoner assists a caller with visitor information. WagOrientation program.
They have served as tour guides gonner has served as an ambassador since the program
of Murray for several years through began in 1987.
Summer "O." as the Murray Tourism
Commission provides this service
Ray's wife, Frances, likes to nation.
to MSU.
help the commission out in a difAs soon as the inquiries began
Ray Waggoner, an ambassador ferent capacity - by filling pop- to pour in, volunteers were called
since the program began in 1987, corn goody bags. These bags are upon to help promote Murray and
also enjoys serving as a Summer given to organizations that are many friendly members of the
"0" tour guide. In addition, he hosting special events in the com- community responded to the call.
delights in seeing the many peo- munity or representing Murray at Several of the first volunteers still
ple who pass through the ,doors an activity in another town. Ellis offer assistance today.
of the Commerce Centre every Popcorn donates the popcorn in a
Ambassadors work during the
day.
joint effort between it and the peak tourist season, March through
Murray Tourism Commission.
"Serving as an ambassador proOctober, one morning or afternoon
The ambassador program, coor- each week. For more information
vides me the opportunity to meet
dinated by the Murray Tourism on the Murray Ambassador Propeople who visit the Commerce
Commission, began in 1987 when gram, contact Judy Gargus at (502)
Centre for various reasons. I like
to visit with people," said Wag- Rand McNally named Murray the 759-2199 or by e-mail at murnumber one retirement area in the tour@Idd.net.
goner.

USED CAR OR TRUCK
1998 Buick Regal GS - St #99179 1 Black, V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, sunroof, 19,000 miles
$18,986
1998 Ford Ranger XLT Pickup - St #992961.Dark green, PS/PB, NC, 32,000 miles

the current status of women and Campo). pfisiaent ot Phi 'Deltathe areas art-d-Avayit-which they -Kappa; and Dr:Sandi Flynn, direr- lead," said Dr. Joy Navan, one of tor of the Center for Leadership
the event's organizers and direc- and Policy Development.
tor of the Center for Gifted StudThe day's events will also
ies. A"We are calling it :The Col- include focus groups dealing with
laborative Spirit of Women'because topics such as characteristics of
of the way women tend to form leadership and women's ways of
groups and help each other suc- leading.
The institute is open to the pubceed."
•
Mayan will be one of the pre- lic, and all MSU students, organsenters, along with other women izations and faculty members are
leaders in the community includ- encouraged to attend. For more
ing Jane Etheridge, director of the information, contact Flynn at (502)
MSU Women's Center: Dr. Renee 762-3783.

MISS YOUR PAPER?

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.50%

$19,895

1998 GMC 2500 Pickup - St. #496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles
Reduced $16,986
1998 Silverado Z71 - St. #99163.1. Local, one owner, full power, only 21,000 miles.................$21,500
1998 Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT - St. #990121. Local, one owner, full warranty, 24,100 miles, fully loaded.
Was $27,495.00

FARM
BUREAU

,

1997 Nissan 200SX - St #992631. Local, one owner, only 28,500 miles

1997 Toyota Tacoma Ext. Cab Pickup - st. #991601. Local trade. Only 55,000 miles

$14,385
$13,485

1997 Chev. Suburban 4x4 - St. #992571. Local one owner, leather, loaded, only 16,000 miles
$28,985
1997 Chev. S-10 Stepside Pickup - St. #99154.2. Red, PS/PB, NC. 17,000 miles

$9,986

1997 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #99248.1 Driftwood, V-8, auto P/W, P/L., tilt & cruise, 24,000 miles
$18,986
1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #99030.1. 4 door, auto., NC, PS/PB, 28,000 miles
1997 Buick Regal - St. #991431. 4 door, local, one owner, full power

$13
$8,50
785

1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W,
tilt & cruise
$11,995
1997 Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. - St. #990471. Local, one owner, full power, only 38,500 miles, excellent
condition.
Was $28,995.00

Sale Price $25,600

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #493. V-6, auto, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, burgandy
Reduced $12,975

1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495 Auto: NC, white, P/W, PiL, tilt & cruise, cassette

Reduced $9,988

1996 Nissan Ex Cab XE Pickup - St. #99230.1. Auto., NC PS/PB, 50,000 miles

$$
18
1:4
38
86
5

1996 Chev. S-10 Pickup - St #985521. Local, one owner, 47,800 miles
1996 Olds Cutlass - St. #991405 4 door, local, one owner, extra nice

Reduced $9,985

1996 Ford Ranger - St #991091. Local trade, V-6, auto., only 31,500 miles
1996 Chevrolet 3500 Crew Cab 4 Door Dually Diesel -_St. #99018.1 Red, auto., P/W,
Reduced $19,982

1996

Sentra GXE - St. #980901 One owner, full power. 34,160 miles, factory warranty, very
nice.
Was $10,995

. Sale Price $8,995

1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St #97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., NC, P/W, Pt, tilt & cruise, 38,000 miles
Reduced $8,753
$1017
99
iles
s
!!5 Dodge 1500 SWEISLT_Pickup__-StA99077.2._B1ue_MALIT.G.AC,PLW_PA. 67,0
1995 Dodge Dakota Club SLT Pickup - St. #99013.1. Tan, V-6, auto., NC, P/S, P.B, 63,000 miles..
$9,995
1995 Chev. 1500 Ex. Cab Pickup - St #99121.2. Customized, leather, ground effects, V-8, P/W, P/L
$
$1'8
12
5,48
76
2

1995 Ford F150 LWB 4x4 - St #98342 1 Green/White, V-8, auto , NC, XLT pkg

1995 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #99178.1. Dark blue, V-8, auto.. P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 55,000 miles
$14,986
1995 Mercury Sable - St #99106.1.4 door, local, one owner, full power, 57,000 miles......$8,795
$12,495

1995 Honda Civic - St. #5270. One owner, great gas mileage

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
-

98
85
$7,2
1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #991641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent condition $18
Reduced $9,795
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner, full powec, nice

1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #991101. Local one owner, full power, extra nice
Reduced $7,885

1995 Chev. Camaro - St. #99242.1. V-6, auto., NC
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001. Local trade. full power. 84.000 miles. excellent $9,995

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

Sale Price $10,495

condition Was $12,495 00

1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. mt.V-6, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette

$7,632

1994 Plymouth Laser - St. #488 1. Red, NC,PS/PB

$4,876

1994 Nissan Ext. Cab XE Pickup - St. #99121.1. PS/PB, NC,extra clean, 59,000 miles

$7,995

9 Months

4.05%

$1000

$11,985
1994 Chev. Camaro Convertible - St. #99196. Local trade, full power, extra sharp
1994 Dodge 1500 LWB ST - St #99139.1. Blue/tan, V-8, auto., NC,tilt & cruise...Reduced $6,995

12 Months

4.10%

$500

1994 Dodge B250 Corm Van - St. #98321.1. Burgandy, V-6, auto., NC,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
Reduced $7,995
1993 Pontiac Transport Van - St #98267 2 Auto , A/C, PS/PB, burgundy

18 Months

5.05%

$500

1993 Ford F150 LWB Pk.- St #483 V-8, auto , NC, PS/PB

$5,995
017,384

se
1500 SWB Silverado Pickup -St. #99086.1. Red, V-6, auto P.M, P/L, &
$8,986
cruise
1992 GMC'1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. k98547.1. Local, one owner, 87,242 miles, excellent condition.
Reduced $9,900
Was $12,495

1993

60 Months

4.35%

AN Vehicles Subloct To Prior Solo

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective March 2, 1999.

( Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

Pt-PPt-ie'cf Pt-Pftt-/ff
0
Dodge
0,7d7rTrarr

753-4703

Sale Price $24,400

1998 Jeep Cherokee 4WD Ltd.- St. #99120.1. P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, PS, cassette/CD, leather, local
one owner
Reduced $17,995

p.m.
Monday-Friday or

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

1998 Silverado Ext. Cab - St #991441 Local, one owner, 28,600 miles

1998 Jeep Grandeherokee,StA99002_1 1/41 141),4x4, blaCkleather, all power.27.000 miles,
$26,350

5:00 - 6:00

Do you
have a CD
or IRA
maturing?

$18,995

1995 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4 7 St. #992531. Local, one owner, full power, extra nice

Call the circulation
department between

4:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday at
753-1916.

1998 Silverado SWB - St #991401 Local one owner, only 21,500 miles

1998 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #99011.1. White, V-8, auto., P/W. P/L, tilt & CRAM,14000 miless
$19,995

MSU to host leadership institute
Murray State Um ersity will host
a leadership institute, "The Corm
laboratiye Spirit of Women," on
March 30 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on the third floor of the Curris
Center.
The event is jointly sponsored
by MSU's Center for Leadership
and Policy Development, the Center for Gifted Studies, Phi Delta
Kappa education honor society and
the Women's Center.
The program's objective is to
address women's leadership roles,
personal leadership development
and the importance of collaboration. The session is also designed
to raise awareness of the lack of
women in leadership roles, to identity role models_ for women and
to teach participants how to develop networks.
"Through this institute, we are
trying to paint a global picture of

$9,995

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-RANK
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2400 E. Wood St
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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2420 E. Wood St.,
Paris, TN
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